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What common-layoffs : '  
Diamonddr~lsandwnthe l i c  th ingsas  winter.elumps and anda  further 570 jobs a tSte .  Bowaters Newfoundland Ltd. downs for varying ertods, of- 70iayoffsby, the end of the year. have been 10st at  these two:: ~0WO~blamedthe  .i 
~bber, Automobiles and to- summe~student ai:tivity--at6,5 Therese, Que., starting Nov; 1. has ann0unc~ its plans to shut fecting 150 to 4oo ~vorkers. Union sourees said up to 300 firms since the start of the year. U.S ,  ~ import surcharge,/It ,. 
aeco, Nickel and  lac ro~e "per center  the labor force, up I t  blamedeempetit ionfrom f r- down major  paper ;mak ing  BrnnswickMining andSmelt-  would be affected. . Polymer ~Corp.' a t  Sarn la , .  lroduees heavy eqtdpment.! 
dcks; Shoes and newsprint, from 6.S per eenta  month ear- eign ~ imports ,  part icu lar ly ,  equipment at. Corner Brook ing Corp. closed a mill Sept. 5- • Alean Aluminium Ltd., an- ~ Ont., is laying !off about  6o. • ...Savage Shoes" Ltd, said it is 
What 'does tMs .wide:.crosa-. lior. AmaJor  reason wasthat  ~ .Japanese:Cars; . 'i ' Nov. 1 fo ran  indefinite period Oct. 18 for aconvers ionpre .  nouncedit isreduciogpr imar i ly  workers because of increaMngi: closing its plant at Galt, Ont.,te 
~ction of.Canadian 'industry more young peop!e than usua.L, . Domtar Ltd.. plans: to. stop because, of-:eontinuing n~arket gram, affecting 55 men. , . a]]uminum production at its Ca- eompetition,~ main ly  from consolldatel its operation, with 
ave in common?  " i ' remained in the labo~, market. ~ producing newsprint at Trois- )roblems.The.shutdownwould CLOSED BY "HURRICANE: :nadian smelters by about 60,000 Japan, .  in marketing of syn- ' ooe ~at P~n.  Some workers 
tons a year. The cut will he at . thetic ~bb#r . :  : . i , will be given other work; but 125 The word is layoffs. The re- 455,000 JOBLESS ,... .  ". ~: .  " RiVieres in early 1972, affectin, g result in thelayoffof at least 350 Se0tt Maritimes Ltd. has  an- 
ult is reflected in c a n a d a ' s  un- ~ Total unemployed st~od at • about'650 el' 1,040 employees. ' of the mill .s. .I,000 employees ~. noanced it will not  reopen a Quebec p lants - -net  yet' an, Imaseo Ltd, plans to close its will he  without jobs. " ~ . 
mployment,flgures.. - . ~ 455,000 at mid-August, down The company said it lustalmost and leaves nn aoubt the jobs of .  gro.undwood pulp mill at  Sheet neuneed--and will mean loss o f  tobacco plant at Delhi, Ont., in .  Cornwall, with one of the 
A Cross-canada Survey by fromht4,000a month earHerbut  $3 million :during the last 18  ~between 600 and 900 loggers. :~ Harbor,:  N.S., damaged in an  300 jobs,  . • , ' February or March, About 200 higheatunsmployment rates in  
up from 448,000 in August .of ".mouths because of thefleating : ,  In New Bruns~ck,denressed ,oAugusthurrieane. Themi l lem-  ~ In Orlllia,.Ont.;112 of an orig- Jehswil lbelost,  but most are of Ontario, hhsbeenh i tbyanum-  
1~ecanadian Pressshews' lay- 1970.~ . . . i . Canadian dollar, reduced mar ,  world pulp and paper ~arkets  .ploys 110 and another 200.in inal work force of 300 have been a seasonal nature; ~ . berofcuis, including22preduc- 
)ffs--some permanent ,  some Major "layoffs made s ince  r ket demand for newsprint and have hit the forest industry ~ - woods jobs. •, • laid off by Boyles Industries International Nickel of "Can- ' lien workers laid off.by TCF of ~mporary- -h i t t ing  a wide • 
~;etrum of industries;" mid-year, or announced for.the increased c~. .  ' "" * " ' ' ~ * ' r ~ "  " + Acadia Fisheries Ltd. dosed Ltd., manufacturers of diamond ads  Ltd. released about 50 from Canada Ltd, atemporary cut of 
N . . . . . .  . ' near  future, Will mean loss of The Telegram 'said it is Ceas- '.The y.ear'°!dSti.A~e-Na..c.ka'. .. 'operations at  Canse,. N.S., in drills and min ing equipment. • iis central engineering depart- 100 .at Courtaulds of Canada 
o maustry appears ~mmune wnc ~mp ann ~aper  uo mm at ~ecanse e~" size moue.-- " ~o- me my--- jobs. for r'ab°izt 2,000~ ofempl°yeeS'nada ' ins  publication, because it has ~ac~wic'" "  snut  . . . .  sown its'X grmt ~ " ' July, bl/~ming, financial troubles. • The Univac division of Sperry ment in .Toronto because of Ltd., and the indelrmite layoff Of 
.,~_, . . . .  , . . . . . . .  ,,.^-- n , . .o f  Gene al Motors C a been -losing money for some .,, o^_,:;~,~ ,, . . . .  , . . . , ,  _ . _  and a long strike last year by ~RandCanada Ltd. laldoffabeut slack nickel  demand. Some 135 by Domtar Fine Papers Ltd. 
,u~ ,,,vu, w , ,~  wu~=,a . . . .  " Ltd at Ontario and ~uebec ~,z~ Nn dnt~ hn~. h~n': =n' mm ~v~. u -~, - ,~v, ,~  - ,¢ -  trawler fi_~hm'm~n It ~mnlnw~,! 60 employees, aying an antici- were professionals earning up Chisholm Lacrosse Manufac- 
,rs only a dozen or so The rea . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  temporarily without jobs and 30 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~"'~ -  " . • , " plahts;• 650 empl0yeeaof Dora- nounced for' the final publica- . . .  • 360. . i pated increase in business to $25,000a year. ' . " turing CO, announced a tempu- 
sons given are just as reverse, t~rLt d atTroP-nivier,~ C~ue - *.-~ • - • . employees  permanentw q~h~ .i~..~rd|nn| Prnt~*in Ltd • • " i n in . . . . . .  , , . ,  . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "didn't materialize. . " . Heywood.Wakef ie ld Co. of rary shutdown of its Cornwall 
Foreign compet~t o , " - ' ' • wdhoot work Ferty.three jobs • . andabout  1,200 at the Toronto SAME ACROSS COUNTRY : • . . iant at Canso also close leav- Canada Ltd. plans to.close its plant, which employs 110. The 
creasing la.bor costs, the U.S. Telegram which is•ceasing.pub- • i Aside f rom these larger lay -  ~sap.pearedwhen.the.company ~g 60 to 100 out of w~k . POLICE WAR VICTIMS . I t s  Power. Supermarkets  Ltd. operation at  Orlllia before the owner said not all would be re- 
naport surcnerge cruses anotner operauon aune 
' . l ication."" . '~ . * "offs, scores o f  smal le r  firms , ,  " • closing was linked directly to and Busy Bee Discount Foods end of year; leaving 90 without hired when the.plant reopens. 
Latest figures show Canada's Genera lMotorssa id i t  willeut ~have made similar decisions. ~u. • ' . : " Acadia's collapse. ' ' Ltd. cut staff by 40. The cam- jobs. It makes bus and car seats ' Rayonier Canada (B.C.) Ltd. 
unemployment a a seasonally- !,350 workers from Ontario Across the country, these lay- MacMillan-Rothesay Ltd. a t  Canadian Ingersoll-Rand of paw'  blamed a food price war and other related products, had several shutdowns of its 
adju'sted rate--the one that .  plants at Oshawa, Windsor, St. offs and.reductions are  sam. Saint John and Fraser  Compa- Sherbrooke, Que., announced and increasing labor costs. All Dominion •Road Machinery pulp mill. The number of work- 
itakes into consideration such Catharines .and Soarborough ~ples: ' nies Ltd. at  Atholville had shut- closing of its foundry with 60 to " told, about 200 full-time jobs Co. Ltd. at  Goderich, Ont., laid ~ affected was not divulged. 
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' i 65TH YEAR NO. '~,7 - .  ^  TERRACE, B.C . . . . .  1, 1971 
Shown above are three specimens of the 
population explosion. Owner George Markakis 
tells the Herald he started four months ago with 
just'two. At his home on Greig Ave.. where he 
lives with his wife and one child, the .count now 
stands at 18. (Knight Photo) 
Joint financing 
for north rails 
VANCOUVER iCP) - -The 
Br i t ish Columbia and federal 
governments are seeking ways 
of jointly finan~{ng a railway 
.line from northwestern B.C. 
into the Yukon, N. J .~  Mac-  
. ,  . " .  
The B.C. governm'ent-own~ 
PGE is building a'~20-milel rail- 
way northf romFort  St. James 
Inseiberg offers help 
to communi?y center 
Anotherletter concerning the In the letter Mr. Inselberg engineers with whom I have 
construct ion.  o f  a new stated: 'been associated over a period of 
community centre was received The dest ruct ion 'o f ,  the the past .s ix  years have, in  
and i filed by Terrace council, community eentreby fire was a conjunctinn with various parts 
to Dease Lake, with cempleti0n Thursday night., great loss to the commanltx of .,of the provinec, two of th'ese 
set for1974. "~his tithe assistance was Terrace. This building has Seen .be ingatPent ictonandVernon.  
offered.in the architectual end.  our only assembly room for the The experience and knowledge 
drugs.ltct 
YOUI "~o~0ko.~;' ~IscaI~TION SEINICE 
.4614 I J ze l le  6=S.4~ 
635-63S7 , Oents 
OVER BENNEIT DAM •• 
Bennett and men charged 
with narrow tunnel vision 
EDMONTON (CP) - -  Narrow using the Navigable Waters Another potential  problem 
provincia l ism • was part ly  Protection Act, that the  unfa- was the proposed hydro darn'at 
responsible for construction in vorable effects of the Bennett Moran on the Fraser River. 
1960 of the W. A. C. Bennett Dam ... were kept to a mini- .The 750-foot-high "moostros- 
Dam in British Columbia and mum." ity" would remove most o~'the 
the subsequent threat to the Alberta, he said, should have silt fertilizing the Fraser River 
Athabasea Delta in Alberta, made sure that its territory, Delta, alter the ecology at  the 
Env i ronment  Minister  Jack  people and reereational poten- mouth of the river, and change 
Davis said today, tial were enhanced rather than the feeding conditions for fish in 
Because of the provincialism, damaged by the dam. , the lower Fraser and the Strait 
the S.ui~p]y ~f w/~ter to/the delta i~ .  l~ivm saint ~. ip t~d i i  re. el G~rg ia  . . . .  
ha~;,.bi~n, cut "blf, ~he~tol~i::the - ~ ~of ,  a .  ~Ot  task .... force study " ...... - -our -  big $1~0-millmn-a~ear"" * " 
Western Cana~ Water and mg the Athahasea Delta~prch- eommereial,'salmon fishery 
~wage Conference. lem says therii is "still some could be  Cut: in. haft. The 
The water table in the.delta, hope" that a $200,000 impound- chances of your catching a 
at the western end of Lake Ath- ment work will help flood 60 per salmon on the West Coast would 
abases, has already fallen four cent of the delta in the spring, be downgraded and our recrea- 
or five feet, muskrat pepula- "Hopefully. this, and other tion potential in Canada's big- 
tions are dropping, fishing is works, will help us save the gest and best inland sea could 
threatened and buffalo herds della."But the delta, Mr. Davis be undermined .~ well," Mr. 
and millions of migratory birds said, eoold never be-put hack in Davis saM. 
are endangered, the minister its original condition. 
said. There. was little indication 
The "big environmental p rob- that  the B.C. government would Sharp 
lem" was the result of the put up the necessary money, 
"thoughtlessness of those whose "which should really come, di- 
tunnel vision was typical of the rectly, out of the pockets of eon- 
so-eailed water managers in the sumersofpewerinBritishCol-blunl 
1940s and 1950s." umbia." 
"Narrow provincialism and ALL DELTAS IN DANGER 
our haste to produce energy In his speech; titied Don't De. W - - - - '  " o r d s  
with l itt le or no.regard for the stroy. Our Deltas, Mr. Davis 
future is tending to leave the said thattheFraser River Delta 
Athabasca Delta high and dry."  near Vancouver was also 
B.C. NOT ALL TO BLAME threatened, as were most deltas UNITED NATIONS (CP) - -  
Mr. Davis, who worked as a in Canada. Externa l  Affairs Minister 
planner for the British Colum-: Urban sprawl, harbor con- Mitchell Sharp used some of the 
bia Electric Co. Ltd., said he situation, industrial pollutants bluntest language so far in the 
does not place all the  blame on and the dredging of shipping new General Assembly Wed- 
the B.C. government. The fed- channels were growing prob- nesday to expouse the cause of 
erai and the 'Alberta govern- terns that threatened todestroy Communist China and complain 
meats were equally to blame. "the best example of a truly about nucleai" tests. 
"Ottawa should have insisted, productive delta in Canada." In a speech the minister: 
--Called for an end of nuclear Weather t tests and became the first West-' or  no  ern spokesman to paint the fin- 
• get at the United States and the• 
Northern Mainland, Queen Charlottes: Sunny this'morning Soviet Union. 
becoming cloudy by noon, rain this afternoon and evening. - -Said in effect that the Gen- 
Friday cloudy with showers. Highs beth days in the upper 50s, era l  Assembly should not sup- 
lows tonight 40 to 45, port the United States' two. 
Chilcetin, Carthoo. Central interior: Today cloudy with a China proposals and should seat 
few sunny intervals, rain in the Bulkley Valley tonight. Friday, the People's Republic of China. 
clcudy,.eccasinnal'light rain in the afternoon and evening. High " - -Counterecl ; .  a rguments ,  
both days 10w .50sl lows tonight low 30s except near 40 in the mainly fromB'razfl,,.that under- 
Bulkley Valley. " developed*countries should con. 
t Forecast emperatures (high, low today, high Wednesday): centrate, on development and 
: Tofino 5742-60; Port Alberni 58-38-62; Port Hardy ~5-42-57; forget about worries of poilu- 
Prince Rupert 57-42-55; Terrace L ~ 5 5  ; Sandspit 57-45-55; tins. " • Millan, chairman and president Mr, MacMillan,,satd talks on of things when local architect 
of CNR, said Wednesday. the possible exchange of  run- community and has served so gained by this cousuit ing Kamloops 60-32-62; Lytton 57,-35-62; Penticton 58-35-62. 
"'Alex'Inzelberg;addressed the many clubs and organizations engineer ing firm through . CHANGE IN TACTICS 
"Mr.  MacMillan, here for a .  sing rights were in progress ~ ,council. in his letter dated for various funcUms, and has working on these projects is, of 
beard meeting of CNR. direc- between Joe Broadbent, vice-' Se-tember 8 . . . . . .  " , Canada, particularly. S.ha.rl~ ~, 
" ' ' . . . .  " L ' ' ~ ' n c course, atways avauame mine . . . .  • ns not ,xnown ' tar  f igntmg tors, sand it was desirable to president and general manager " Mayor - Jol l i f fe sand' xn" bee espe iallywell used byonr . , 
• " ' ' ' ~ '~ ' outh  1 am convinced that " i would be  pleased to meet ' " speeches in the  General  
t -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,, , . '  . response that. a meet ing  ,,o,,rself and. ' - .n . ; , ,  w , , i . i . . . ,  withy ,  and the members of B r a k e s  fa , l  cause smash Assembly Inthelastcouoleof 'ex'tend the Pac i f i c  Great  of the PGE, 'and A. L Peel, . . . .  , • Y . . . .  " . 
,=astern railway s.pmnneu role eme~ ox me xecerm u'ausporc • between c'ounoil ,~m'h~= nnd " " .. ~ . . . . . . . . .  ='-- " . . . . . . .  • ' ' " " ' ' " --- . . . .  ' ~ - " - 
. . . .  ~ . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ever mort  towards re lacln cannon a~ any ume ¢o your .... : ~ ,~ me uanauian speeches to Dease Lake, B C.,. to Watson department s railway and high- ". • • Y P g Po i  o . . . . . .  • . . . . . .  al l  persons writnng to the n n thi Ice say ,a reported brake N charges arose f rom the ,have on ' - ' this buldlin as soe conve ie ce to dhcuss s . . be fiat, w~th ma or 
, Lak~,,Y.T. • way branch. ' • District will soon be slated _ . . . . . . .  ~_  __ oaa,_s p oss~le mat ter  further if ,/on so desire failure caused a:. two vehicle ~ incident and police* say the emphasis on Canada's'wa~na~n~ ' 
' . ' . . . ~u  tlmt .,¢~ ~u uauuy neeue~ . a " a I m h ' . . . . . . . . .  " 
" ' ' . . . .  " ' ' *....,AO ",., .... ..,=.__ ,.. " '" " CC dent at, the  Highway 16-~ ee anical fadure of brakes in thaLthe UN cOuld drown Inn n~ 
• . ' ' . . . . . . .  . • . '  . .  , . . . . . . . . . .  Kenny Street  instersect~on the second car attributed to the of words  r . . . .  More B and, E s c a l a b l e  In a short tlme to the  • • . . . . . . .  ' . . . . .  O " " "a " " '  
• Sunremecourt  reserves, ,  ' : ' ' • 'community .. ' . . . .  Mnssnng ,bnkes , M n y.. ' . .  , .e_endeat.' .. ' , ]But  the 'speech was the  
• '. r " ,  . , ,, . . . .  ~ . '. ' ~ :  .. ~Anotl~rlntlmmany,break-in Therof~e, lweuldllket0take : ' . . . . .  ' '''' "r] ~ * ": ' ' ~: .... ' .._A_p_pro_xnmatesy-. $150"__[n~:=Car:,nu._m.Der±.on e was  . strengest Western statement so 
. • o. ' ' ' ' and nt r ies  occurred oOerni ht. : . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . .  . ' . • .. oumages occurreu to a xs70 . prin.'comaS were on mgnway x5 " fa r0n  China and . . . .  nuclear - • ' . . . . .  'P g thiS opportunity of offering my . . " f i . . . .  ' . . . . . . .  " * • .. , testa, 
I i 13 o n  Peterson . . . . .  h ,  thieves . . .  . . . . . . .  A , a t  RCMP o f ce ,  Chevrolet d r iven  by Joseph and attempted to turn left onto . .  ~mdi dec s o . . . . . .  Tuesday , w en pr f slon I I t th .  . . . . . . .  . . . .  , ' ~ _ _ " '  ' " . . . . .  ~ . . . . . .  . . . .  L d"  ... teant inuedmtheassem. . .  
• ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ' " : "" - "  - ok'e into the Co-o- "-'.~ • "=. _'--- . -~, . -~ .. • ; -  .. • .. , .: ' , . . . ,  ; • vourgom e l  Terrace -ana =xeany, when mesecono vesicle b lva  Canadian floht tn o;-t n'nd "*  
: V,ANCO,UVER '(CP)/.= :M.r, .+ 2 Mr, .M.aeLean" alle.ged ~etee~i~i ;n on G rei~l ..... +v , :iss~rien+ on~ d i!~[rae.e .,,or.i.me " ~D~l-Y~u+ nave a~. meycxes + another . S25" to  a" 1964 .[ 'eame from behind and hit the+ .~ ~?u~"de'~;o~?~in" , .  
Justice victor vryer at .nu~n,  Peterson mscrimlnated against , . + , . ' g . , pervlsnon~ el, ': ng : ,  .. : ,  , in.,.,..,,,~ .~.~;,o, , , +..-...: ++ .. ~,.~: ~ 
Columbia  Supreme Coury., B.C. publications by saying outJ" ' L Terrace  ' .RCMP. s~y the  ":erecUm .of a new,.'commuhl.ty ' :'.'If so, why n0t:t'rlPdown.to he; . ~ ,~,~e~.~a"c~'~, .  ,,uHea resulted ' " t r l~  mterestea mproteCung the  ..': 
: ruservecL ,decision; Wednesday of-province publ l~tions could" ~thievtssmashedtheglass,wall ,  cenlre~..'As-a.long-Ume,:=;eelde~t :Te  rrd.ceRCMPstai lonandi0ok " "~ ' : ' "~. ' "  V=' ~ ~ ~ ~  mvi rbnment ;  ' : / .  - . " ' 
,on an appllcatlo~ for.:a, wrlt of . Ignore the government's' ban on ", ,pulled back the: Wire.mesh; and of~ Terrace' familiar* :wll5 ;~the :0verthe ,se!eeuon. :There is only - -  - - : ,  i ,"" ...... '-,~ :..: ::!:: :; :',,", .... ': ,::.:: .... . .... ..... , ? m 
'. mandamuswhlchw.ould require l iquor  and tobacco.advertising: climbed In:'.,i :/...../ .... ' . .  needs ofonr'community, ~nd as:' 041~ shopp ing  : /  days . :  t i l l  • . 'T.. l~, m;A  ' , / '  T ~ ~ ' ~ : ~ " ~  . . . . .  ; . :~ : "A  ~ .... ,,.~,~..~ .L_  s. ,,, , -: 
aV ic tor la Jus t i ceo f thepeaceto  until 'a teat ease had-been " ~.:~.. o',^ t,..o~.,~..' .,~..,, a lo rmek member  .o(~tlie Chrmtmas . '  '~ , L l:UU q l :U l t~, l l  ~ I l I i ~ K I F  
. ned with a dikcrinflnatlon decided but that  B C , _ ,  . . . Recreation Cummlssien.for two .. ~ ~gean Woo! or.. repor ts  . • . -: . . . .  ...... *. .... ,~ ~ ~.. . . . .  .., . . . . . . . . . . .  .. , . 
charge a~ainst Attorney-.' nubllmlions must~the  new abon $.~. in .clgaret~ cartons terms fdr a teisl of t~eeYea~, ~that about 10. ~Ikes .have . . . . . .  ' . _~ ~ ~: .". ~' ' =; ~ :,:~:"~:,' ~,, *. .... ' , ' ,-_;~., 
• "' L -  e Petsr~n .... :; w ' ---- , were smxen ~t  *that omy a I nm Well'ae'uahited wi~ll1'the ' aecumtlla d owr : the  ast' ' Twopereonsw©~rel~'tedmlssing,~It( r,i,.Po]ice h.ere..say R~[ ]pm.~m~,  ~ 
• General esii . ' n ;' , ' n ~' ~ .. . .  ' j' M~ 4 n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  n ' 4 n . n q ' n q ' , ~ L: . 4 ' p , : . . r ~ 1 n ....... ~,: ~ : ' : n ........ * , ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . .  ~ , 
4 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .,, . . . . . . . . .  F . . . .  c h e e k  o f  inventory .qould . . . . . . . . . .  W ~ Y  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . .  ~ resuming the search t0da . . . .  . . " . . . . .  ~ . . . .  Pr0secutorWJ ,  Andersonof . ,.. .. requirements that, . ,snch a days. He sa~. when .vielimS of, • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .. . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . .  Y . . . . .  
• Dick MacLea~i~a Viincou~er":. Vl~,0~.,~,,,,z.~ ~t. ] ,~H~:t~ . . . .  .determine the full Ion,. .. .- . . 'beHdin~ musCfu l l l l ino~ler  ~ ' .  tdc~le  thef~-fdtl 'to"re~ort' .to ,: ' .  Th .e , ty~o.~a~-men . l~D~were . . . |  h . .  ,.~.Earllel'attempts oloeate.the tulsa 
" " . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Dr ' . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ n  m e  .no  t ~  c a a n n e l  a r e a . a n n  are . . . . . .  ~orthVancou m a n J e h n H u l u m i s  pabllsher, swore 'out, ~- :  in-".thRt Vlctoria:.Jmtlee' 'of the~ Police are Still*Investi~aUn~ sol're the;emmunity to,,:Abe,,..!~It:isd!lfl~tdt~ma~l~.up, ,~=..~.~.,~,~!d~'~i~ ~ m.~,~:,,/,:~:,', :,*/ ,~:,.:,_~_~: ......... ~_r,,., ................ 
,..formationSept.-.lh,in.Vlctbria':: Pebce 'EC,  Mi l ls :haddeclded ' and  thi/~ "month have a~ead~ ~Utmosti;,~-';:~ " :: ::/: :,',:/,; ,:~,:~co~¢d, blkes:With~,,:these~:i 7:.'~i~~:~,?~:,~.~;'i~:~'(;:~:;~ :i~,~=-m'°..--~.m,~ern.e,an~,~:~rl~! 
a l | U  .1511111 . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . .  v ' ' , - ~ , -  t 
dm~Ked:and ~ei~teneed.in court, . .  : I/feel. Sure• th 
i i/ :" . . . .  ~ ' i . . . . . .  i :,:~. ,~-: : :::~ ~ ~:~ :' : ! .  ='~.:~'- :~ "" '  ' : . '  ' "- :~,~'~/ ":"/ '  .~ : ' ! '  ~ ~ ? ~'~?~:: 
' , ' ~ .," ~ i.::'.'.i , ;~:~/:,~'~.:-//~.: .,~ ~,~'~.~ ;~,  ~ i ~ /. ."~.::''/~,~' '!.~i".,- ~'• .": " ' ' ' :  • :~ ~!i/~.,".. ~::;' /~..~/':i 
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STEWART GETS I. I: IN QUiIRY. 
Ca d tsChi + n a  a w a n  na , ,w+.  B.C. (c iP ) -  election.tosetupntrnilercamp olPremlerW.A.C, Bcn,ett,•has Currunsaidtheywelcomed'lhe Curranhadhadtreuble 
sifting at the UN 
UNITED NATIONS (CP) - -  
Canada called on the General 
Assembly today to move 
"promptly and effectively" to 
seat the People's Republic of 
China in the United Nations. 
The call by External Affairs 
Minister Mitchell Sharp was as 
close as Canada has ever come 
to asking for rejection of United 
States proposals designed to re- 
tain a seat for Chinese National- 
ists on Taiwan. 
Sharp said in the assembly's 
general debate: 
"It may ma:+k a turning point 
in our history and opportunity 
for a new beginning, if this as- 
sembly moves promptly and 
effectively to seat the People's 
Republic of China in the China 
seat. 
"The only question before us 
is who should occupy the exist- 
ing China seat. The Canadian 
position is clear, the govern- 
ment that has responsibility for 
the overwhelming majority of 
the Chinese people now mint 
take it-~ proper place here--the 
government of the People's Re- 
public of China." 
A copy of his speech was re- 
leased in advance. 
Sharp also said that until 
China has the UN seat and takes 
part in d isarmament dis- 
cussions "agreements in this 
important area will be at best 
incomplete and at worst inef- 
fective." 
In a news conference prior to 
his speech, the minister added 
that the absence of China has 
been a source of great weakness 
in the UN. The seating of China, 
he said, will not make the solu- 
tion of problems any easier but 
"it will enable the UN to deal 
with problems more realisti- 
cally." 
He agreed with a reporter 
that the UN will be a more vola- 
tile place once China is a mem- 
ber. 
Sharp's China references 
were the strongest made by 
Canada in a speech ere. While 
Canada has made it clear it 
cannot support he U.S. propos- 
als for the seating of both the 
Communists and the National- 
ists, it has declined to lobby 
against he U.S. 
Other matters deait with by 
Sharp touched On tl~e environ- 
Sharp repeated Canadian 
calls for an end to nuclear test- 
ing, especially underground ex- 
plosions, mentioning that the 
Soviet Union had set off such an 
explosion in the last few days 
and the U.S. proposes a larger 
one on Amchitka Island in 
Alaska. 
MAY GO AHEAD 
Canada has strongly 
protested the planned American 
test. Sharp expressed fear in his 
news  conference that the U.S. 
will go ahead with its test be- 
cause of the Soviet action. The 
White House has not yet an- 
nounced whether the test will 
proceed as scheduled. 
He said in his speech: 
"Competitive testing must 
not be advanced by nuclear 
powers as a justification for 
maintaining the momentum of 
the arms race. 
"The danger is that it will and 
this brings home to •us all the 
urgent need for a complete ban 
on nuclear testing•" 
Sharp repeated his 
statements to the Geneva 
disarmament talks earlier this 
month that while a nuclear test- 
ban treaty is being worked out, 
the nuclear powers should limit 
the number and size of tests. 
On environment, the minister 
held up the Great Lakes as an 
example that underdeveloped 
countries.must not follow. 
The "astronomical expenses" 
incurred by the U.S. and Can- 
ada in an attempt o deal with 
Great Lakes pollution, he said, 
would not have occurred if the 
two countries had been "able to 
foresee and forestall the dam- 
age we have done to the largest 
fresh water system on earth." 
MUST PLAN AHEAD 
He told the underdeveloped 
nations they could have the in- 
dustrialization they seek 
without pollution through 
farsighted planning and careful 
attention to design. 
Sharp interjected a new note 
into frequent references here 
that divided countries will soon 
be members of the United Na- 
tions. 
The implication of his re- 
marks were that while the Ger- 
mantes probably .are ready to 
join, the Koreas and Vietnams 
Along much the same lines, 
he said the political situation in 
East Pakistan is of no business 
to the UN because it is an inter- 
nal matter. However, he en- 
dorsed UN humanitarian efforts 
to help East Pakistan refugees 
and said this'kind of effort 
should be strengthened. 
At his news conference, he 
cited the Biafran experience as 
an example of an internal affair 
that was out ol the purvue of the 
UN. He said external inter- 
ference in the internal affairs of 
Nigeria "only suceeoded inpro- 
longing the war." 
SLAPS U.S. POLICIES 
Sharp made an indirect slap 
at United States economic poli- 
cies which include the 10-per- 
cent extra duty on imports. 
Everyone suffers "when trade 
is impeded by setting up new 
obstacles to its free flow or by 
instability in world monetary 
arrangements," hesaid. 
ODDITIES 
IN THE NEWS 
SAN PEDRO, Calif. (AP) - -  
Jolene Gearin, says she was 
poor before she inherited 
$200,000 four years ago. Now 
she's poor again and cheer- 
fully admits: "We blew it." 
Mrs. Gearin was' living in a 
$75-a-month apartment when 
she learned she would inherit 
$200,000 from the estate of her 
father, Chester Hanson. 
With her husband, Leonard, 
a merchant marine seaman, 
and their four children, she 
waited through two years of 
court action for the money• 
Then taxes took part of it. 
"But when it came, it really 
wore us out spending it," she 
recalls. "We were just ex- 
hausted. We couldn't spend it 
fast enough." 
"We bought cars and motor- 
cycles for the boys, and a 
truck, and a $2,000 h i - f i . . .  
and clothes, and we put a 
down payment on a home, 
and the girls and I had all our 
teeth capped, and I had my 
breasts lifted . . . .  
"And, oh yes, we bought ski 
eqmpment . . ,  and we tray- 
Charges of political favoritism 
at beth the provincial and civic 
levels are being made in a 
dispute Involving a trailer camp 
operator and this tiny British 
Columbia mining community 
situated on the eastern edge of 
the Alaskan panhandle. 
The dispute centres around 
the attempts by Peter Curran, 
an unsuccessful Social Credit 
candidate in the 1969 provincial 
in opposition to a motel owned 
by Mayor lan McLeod. • 
The municipality has charged 
Curran with moving his trailers 
into the community without a 
permit in violation of municipal 
bylaws. The case is scheduled to 
be heard in Provincial Court at 
Prince Rupert, B.C., Friday. 
Meanwhile Dan Campbell, 
minister of municipal affairs in 
the Social Credit administration 
ordered an inqidry into the 
dispute. : ,  . . 
Mr. Campbell said" Monday 
that the Inquiry was ordered as 
a result of "a number of com- 
plaints". It wi l l  open here Oct. 
18 under J. Everett Brown, 
former B.C. deputy minister of 
municipal affsirs. -. ' 
Both Mr. McLeod and Mr. 
provindai inquiry., the village council after 
A public inquiry Into com- decided to: move.mobile + 
plaints received by the In- " t+  accommodation forwork 
spector of Municipalities. there who had dowhere los  
concerning the condt~cting, of+. after the hotel burned. The b 
municipal business and affairs had been owned by Mayor 
in tile District of Stewartwm be McLeod of Stewart 
held in the city Oct, 18. ' :  Curran started " lel 
The Municipalities" Inspector proceedings against '  
has authorized J. Everett municipality in PrinCt Geor 
Brown of Victoria to conduct asking for an investigation' 
inqu i r ies  pursuant to the 
provisions of section 728 of the 
Municipal Act. 
The inquiry, which ~ will be 
open to the public, will be held 
at the Moose Hall .in Stewart at 
7:30 p.m. on Oct. 18, and carry 
over the next day .if necessary. 
These meetings are the result 
of complaint.s :by Stewart 
businessman Peter J. Curran to 
Dan Campbell, Minister of 
Municipal Affairs, after the 
only hotel in the village burned 
down in June. 
.the activities of" the Stew~ 
municipal council. 
An application for an 
junction agalmt Cm'ran by t 
municipailty, was dismissed 
County Court by  Judge J 
Harvey in the Court House 
Prince Ru~rt  at the end 
June. 
It is expected mucl~ inter, 
will be held in this inquiry. 
living accommodations ina/l 
municipality have b~en 
minimum for  workers ev, 
since the hotel burned down. 
A PRICELESS HAIDA TOTEM 
Moses Ingram of Haida, Queen 
Charlotte Islands, right, proudly holds 
his three-foot high argillite totem pole 
.. which he values at $4,000. Aided by son, 
Harold, left, it took him more than two 
months to carve the 60-pound pole with 
files and knives, to tell Haida legends 
NO one:g'oes be~ his 
of a strong man carrying a sea lion at 
the top and a raven stealing a mother- 
of-pearl moon at the bottom. The 
Ingrains are visiting with a relative, 
Eli Bell, centre, another carver, who 
has a totem in the local museum. 
haveyet too many problems. He elled :.':, . : :~  "~nut .209,000 H~ ~'÷~ 
meat, dmarmament, U.S. eeo- stud thwded eount~'zes must ~ot miles on, one ~he +a~ ff~ .,.~++ ,.e. . . . . .  +,. , t . ,~ , , ,~  ~,~ 
nomic policy, and divided coun- bring their special problems' one year . . . .  And we all'saw l~ves'e~r~l ,,  . . . .  , L,,~.. U'OO + 
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wcekl~ shupplll~2 is it well phmned 
bargain hunt. Before :mylhing. 
they re:,d the nc~spapcrs.ThaCs 
where the search fi~r ~ :dues begins. 
It's no rays|cry ~hy newspapers ] la  ~, t.. 
st+ much advcrll.,,ing ~n them. That's 
bccausv sln;irl x~ On'lea consider advert ising 
is n;.,~,,, s. And so do snlarl advert isers.'l'hink abotH 
it. Whm ~+ould you du wilhout you. newpapcr'." 
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You know ,~ho a drug  pusher  is, 
don ' t  you?  He 's  a pedd ler  o f  misery  
and death . . ,  a dest royer  o f  l ives .  
When a pusher ' s  f ina l lygot  you  hooked 
on  drugs ,  you ' re  h is  s lave  fo r  l i fe.  + 
The more• you ' re  add ic ted  
the  more  he ' l l  p ro f i t .  HeL isn ' t  
in  bus iness  fo  r your .hea l th  but  . • ~ 
fo r  the  money  he  can  make f rom you.  .... • 
So when het r ies  to  push  you  0n  to  :i,: i'iiii!!:! 
d rugs  +, tu rn  your  back  on  hzm.:+i ~ - '/r 
Turn  h im in. + ~ :'" 
• . . . " ,~ : ,  
DO/V~ become a markTor l the]  ~ . . . . .  . ,  )usher.~¢:~. +. 
.... The l r i sks  you  take• . . . .  a ren ' t  Woiiih~i':itile ri~!p:~i~.' 
. . . . .  i rl 
#+or mor~ inlormation, ,rail t~i~'~o,~rOn: i" . ~ , . / , . .  :,~..~:~+,~ 
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For Sale MLS' ' 
Over 4 acres of land on 01d RemoRd. near power and phone• 
• $4500 full price• Terms for purchase available. 
4722 Straume Ave. 
Very neat wo bedroom home close to town and all levels of 
~, schools. Priced to s~ll at ~1~,500/, Try '~o~r. dQWrlpa;f~t~l~t~: 
3424 Bruce Street. 
F ~ 
10oo squsre feet of luxury. This model home located on a 
quiet dead end street is available for immediate possession. 
This is undoubtedly one of our finest listings. Your inquiries 
are invited. 
• e v l b ~  
House trailer converted to 3 bedroom home. situated on 1.3 
acres landscaped lot in Thornhill. Asking $16,000 Terms 
available. 
FOR SALE MLS 
2 yr. old 3 bedroom home with full basement and some 
finished basement rooms. Localed in Thornhill. Sltested on 
water system• Close t0 school. Inqnire from out'sales taff 
for mere complete details or Idarrange viewing. 
C:W.Clsv : 
R.E. Sheridan 
R.K.  Elkins 
.R. L|ungh 
D.L .  Orr  
~. F~ced 
R.  Pelietier : '~; 
.~, R. Skldmore 
: ! Lv~ ' 
" 63S.$181: 
' : 6:15..2d 
• ~ 6', IS47 
~!~,' 51 $.54 
~'~ '~ 5', 5.40 
. )~ $-$6' 
,M, /iCE 
;i~i!i: 382 
l i  m i i  
Unforturmtely some programs had to be discontinued because evening bridge games costa $6. slow.motion movement. Poise ' TURN TO US WITH 
they were often duplicated by'theschool.programs. If, however and membership for children and balance are'maintained at 
there is a great deal of interest shown in any particular activity UnderSyears i  $5.00. A Family all times and your attention is 
that is n0t being offered at the moment, hey will attempt to set I[ ! 
i t  up. . .  : - : Membership is very attractive f'Lxed on the movements being CONFIDENCE 
• ff your entire family plans to executed..  The .objective of 
"Space is" at  a premium. The School Board has been very join in the Y's activities. $30.00 "Hatha" (physical) Yoga is to 
generous and co-operation • eouldn't have been better", says 
Miss Parmenter. . covers membership for cultivate the natural beauty of ~. ~aCKAYS 
However, volunteers m;e de.~perately n~ded due to the fact hasbsnd and wife, with an the body and obtain a higher 
addit ional  $3 covering the state of health• ' FUNERAL 
that the program is spread out over the whole tows and more first child, $2 for the second and The "Mother and Daughter" 
supervision will be necessary than was previously. If anyone $I for the third, and"FatherandSon"Clubsare HOME ,~ 
wta~s to help With the Recreation program they m.e asked to The only pr.ogram which isn't also new this year to the Y's 
contact Elaine Parmenter at 635-2344 Your assistance will be covered by the membership fee program, The object of  these 
greatly ~/ppreeiated. is the Jude classes. The fee clubs is for the two people to Phone 635-3444 
Registration takes place Friday October 1st at Clarence charged for this is paid not to work 'together and obtain a Terrace, B.C. 
Michielsehool from,3:30 to 5:00. p.m. in the main entrance, the YMCA but to the B.C. Jude closer relationship. TJ~ere will 
Registratlon fce is $6.00 (unless otherwise specified) and can be Association• Thechargefor this be some sport activities, talks • 
paidatthebeginningofelassedoratregistratlon.- is$25.00formen; $15 forwomen and movies. The group will be 
The Fall Program is as follows: • " free to discuss any subject hey Serving Kitimat 
. w,s  
• ~ MONDAY u v e n  es  Girls ages 12 to 14 have their 
Girls Volleyball, Basketball, Cnsomhockey; Clarence Michiel own program this year in Mrs. 
5:00-7:00 pro. Sandra LaVallie; Cassie Hall 6:30- 8:30 pm. b i ed Redman's "Girls Keep Neat" 
building, Dieter Barr pauses for Nairon Carrie; Uplands 3:00- 4:30 pm. Eileen Parmenter & to e t r , program.. This class is designed 
a little posing. (Knight Photo) Julie Hemmons . " ; . . . . .  
i, TUESDAY Two Terrace juveniles will s 
K i t i  Boysl)asketball(Intermediate, ClarenceMiehielS:00.7:00 appear in family court ~ X ~ - ~  m a t ,o  GaryTurner; Chess and Checkers KalumScbool 4:00-5:00 sometime this month after local 
Phot - - "a  - -O  pol ice-charged them with pro. Gary Turner; Childrens Arts and Cl'afta Kalum School causing wiifull damage• 
4:00-5:00 pro. ,sendra LaVallie; Tiny Tots 1:30.2:30 pro. 
Elaine Parmenter The two boys reportedly OASSIAR ¢ONSTRUOTION LTD.  
threw rocks into windows at 
L WEDNESDAY both Thornhill Realty and GTX "Planners & Builders ot Quality Homes" 
S n 
4 ~. " r J 
OW Baton Clarence Michiel 5:00- 6:'O0 pm. Joyee Irwin; Ladies service station on Lakeise. Phnne Mr A. Schwaiger 635-5220 
Basketball and Volleyball CassieHali 7:30-10:30 Sandra " Names were withheld and 1 -  
A photo display entitled LaVallie;Calednnia 6:30-10:30 SandreLaValiie; Skeenaview eOurt appearances are still 
"Through One Man's Eye" will Visitors Knox United Church l:00-3:00pm ElaineParmenter.' .  pending, policesay. " INow Subd iv i s ion  on  MoOonne l l  d Roa 
be on display in the Kitimat 
centennialMuseum for the next ' "THURSDAY Presently under construction 
few weeks. • Jr. Tennis Parkside 6:00 - 7:00 pro. Pat McDonald; Misc. CENTENNI~,L MEMO .- New Approx. 1,200 sq. feet, 3 bedrooms, carl~rt, full basement. 
The work; which includes Crafts Kalum School 4:00 - 6:00 pro. Elaine Parmenter i m m i g r a t i o n f r o m CMHC mortgage at 8% percent-$176.76 monthly. Full price 
both black and white and color (organizer); Boys Basketball Clarence Miehiel S:00- 6:30 pro. Saskatchewan i 1912 swelled $26,$00. $2,000 down may handle! 
prints is by photographer A! Gary Turner; Ladies Volleyball and Basketball Uplands 7:30 - the size of the Doukbober colony Occupancy by November 1. 
Price who is presently working 10:30; TinyTota ? 10"30-ll;30am. ElaineParmenter. in the Kootenays to 5,000 
as an industrial photographer FR IDAY members and- the province . Buy " D i rect ly  F rom Bui lder  and  Save:  
welcomed them with open for the Alcoa works engineering Ladies Basketball and Volleyball Caledonia 7:30 10:30 pm. arms. department. - 
The exhibit contains about 35 Sandra LaVallie 
pieces and shows examples of. SATURDAY • 
informal portraiture and scenie 
colorstudiesshot'inAlberta and Child Drama Parkside 9:00 - 11:o0 am. Elain~ Parmenter; ~ 3229 Emerson 
B.C. Most of the exhibit was Giris General Exercise Clai'enceMichiel l:00-12:00am. 
shown in Edmonton and OTHERS NEXT TO 
Calgary• before Mr. Price 
m°ved t° Kitimat carly this 12 and under Floor H°ckey Red L'Estrange; Cerem°nial & ONE HOUR 
summer. Dancing Lea Clayton CLEANITIZING 
safety inB,C V s I DmEU i ~-: :  . :  " '  2411rs,]k,Uay 
i l l  n lv  T Days A Week ~: Terrace~:/~ire:chief Andy Assoclatieafor theirinvi'tation tO •send a letter "of I ~ D a y s  X~Weeki 
Owens made his mark last and effort and thanked one of congratulations to Chief Owens. 
month when he attended a Fire the Speakers giving a paper on n 
Chief's convenlion in Powel] behaH Of the Association, ~ ~  I i~  ~ d ~  , I I~  ~ . ~ i ,  ii, 
River. " " ' . 4. I was elected the President Of . " . . .' dl . , . • . 
About 140 Fire Chiefs were on the B.C. F ire Chief's 
hand as Mr. Owens pushed for Association fo r '  the 1971-72 I " 
resolution which in effect would year.. 
bring f i re  safety and fire 'The-g~t  of Chief owen's i 
• suppression into .the submitted resolution went a s "  ' ~ 4  ~ . ~ i  ~ 1 ~  L U ,  ~ ~ i%~.  i/. ~ • curriculums of B.C. Vocational follows: . 
• schools. ". WHEREAS, Fire Safety and 
According to Chief owens the Fire Suppression is an integral. 
resoluation was adopted for part of the respousibilifles of Sn iO( :  ( R.l~ )l..iCl HON~ ~ action by the delegations at the e s ns in industry and in
convention. " hospitals; , . 
In a special report o Terrace AND, WHEREAS, no formal l 
council Chief Owens stated his b'aining'is given in Fire Safety 
personal contributions to the and FireSuppressioninmostof 
convention. In a list they were our Vocational and Nursing SA . 
as follows: : Schools; • • 
l,.. I presented a resolution to THEREFORE BE IT . 
the Paid Section Group which RESOLVED, that the Minister 
was subsequently ,adopted by of Education of the Province of . • [ ]  n ~ 
the Fire Chiefs Association for. British Columbia be " ' 
• action, approached to intrnduee Fire . • 
2. I a t tended a four hour SafeLy and Fire Suppression 1970 MAVERIOK 2door, 1969 MONTE60 ~ door hardtop, 35] co. in 
• executive mee.ting the day training into the Vocational and ,Automatic, radlo, 2h000miles. 1 6 9 6 . 0 0  engine, power steering & brakes. Low 2498 " '
previous to the convention. Nursing Schools in the 
3. I thanked the District Of Province. Reduced to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • .'.., mileage, vinyl interior Now Only ... '; UU 
Powell River on behalf of the Terrace Council in turn voted 
o, 1969 LmTmO. 2 Door hardtop, 1968 IMPALA Custom 2 door hardtop,  
K j  d o  C hOJc  d " power steering and brakes. 42, engine," i _= viny, r0of, power steering&brakes , on  t i m a t s very low-mileage Now.only 2998 O0 One Owner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  998, 
u n 1966 OORTINA ~ door r 1966 METEOR Convert ible,  ' 
"/98 00 Only 20,000 miles, / power steering &brakes, 390 CU. in • QQR t i f f  A very suceessfulJudo Clinic 4. Participants in the'clinic and 4 speed & clean , ,  , , .  a Only . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  , , . , .  . . . .  ~.,, , ,  vvv ivq~ 
was held at the Kitimat YMCA the eoming tournaments are all . . . . . .  " , 
TRANSPORTATION SPECIALS Saturday,.SepL 25, and Sunday at high school evel. • ~ "~ ~i ~: " :~ SepL 26. The Clinic was The winners from the two . ~ '  ' ,  
handled by Mr..John Huntley, tournamentswill be going to ' 66 VIVA : ~ 1052-  e ~door/ ~, i ,  ~ 
Ni-Dan, of Prince George. A Quesnel for a tournament 19 ~ • ' ' Fairlan 
Burnsgr°upof40fr°mPrineeGe°rge'Lake, Terrace and taklngplaceouDec. 1 1 t h . .  , ' ,  2door , , , .   nnnn , ,  dard ' . . . i  / 
Kitimat participated. The As the highlight of the clinic • . . . . . / . , .  • . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  . ~ . . . .  i ,~.... ; .  ~,. VVV l lV l~ yl. stun • . . . . .  
clinic was In view of a. Mr~ Linton was presented with 
tournament to be held in Prince his official certificate for Ni- ~ ~' r ' 1 . ' f ' " " ~ , " ' ' ' ' 
George ou November 27th and, Duntram Ko-Do~Kan/TokTo, 19610HEVROLET 4door" 196i BUIOK ' : : . . . . . . . . . . .  La Sabre/~:' ":,', ' ::  " .... ,~ another in Terrace, December Japan: . . . . .  • 
KITIMAT . "  " ' '  '!''" ' :  '~ ' ,' -8, automat ic ,  power  steering , :  i ," 11o COMMUNITY  . .  &brakes, 2doorl~rdtop .;~i.~.:i~.:..!~'~ 116-,cyl..standard ............. . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ .  .. ..... .i . , - -v~nvv  
I 
CALENDAR i/ J 21 • TON 
ma ,¢ ra~io A Fashion Show sponsored The Third Annual Kltimat Art . " ,  . . . . . . . .  ~. ~i./~-~:,. ~ i , .~ i .  , -~AA~ ~ Po(ser'steering & brakes, V~,4 :s i~ l ,  . l J J l~d~a dtdl~ 
AuxUiaryannuallYto' bYtheRoyal• the Canadian'Ladies Display iwlll take, place at the. One Ow0er'~ , . . . , .  ~ . , . , . , . ;~i .,;,' .:~. ~',, L~UnUU Low M iea0e Only ' ; ~ ~ : ' :  ~ ~ l~m~JU 
• Lngionwill be~ heldon October Klt lmat Centennial Museum ' . . . .  ~ . . . . .  .~ "'" "~" ' ,~ "-' ~ . . . . . .  ~'~' ";" ~ "' ....... " " "  ' ' " ' , . ,=-~:~-  ~.v,  
21st af 8i0o In the 
~s~&~'b~ c--"n.ing~-~o'~0"t~ Tbe 1966 I)HEVROLET i!: ~ 1964 FORD ; Halt ~ Fhs l f l  , ~'  , h ' ~n " n " " I : '~  d'" , I , .~h~;  ~,,~i~,~,~--~-~ " opehingiisel~wmtakeplaceon : ," J !].i!./ 
- -  - '  , ' ' , . . .  - -  . . - -  m ~ u u u  t~ pm a l~ 'au-a le  - , ' ,  - I 00 mresnmenta ,win ne suppuea, lnvih)d to attend. ~ . . . . . .  • . . . .  .... ' " . . . . .  '~ Only ..,.~ ..... Pal.~ngs . . . . . .  , . . .  , , , ,  , . . . A~: X X"XX 'k  X dA ~ ~ i y  P " ~' ,r ,~,"  . ' . . . . . . .  40 " , ' , '  4 , . . . . .  ' . . . .  1 ' 41 , " .  , . . . . . . .  , , , . . , ,  ,, ,i~, ~,....,~!~.!;~,;/~],. 4 ' n~ n ''' "+ ~ : X X r donebyartis|sinPrlnce:Rupert, i ,, I , .. 
-- Tm.rsee, Kitimat,n.Kilimaat. ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,  . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  cer I ' ' ' ,0 '  U ' ' ' i ~ ~ , ~ ,] n i~ ',,,, 'AWhiStdndBtldge Patty will Villag  .will be on • display and .. . " . . . . . .  :!~ : ii~. 
:TuesdaytSept.'~at7:~0p.m.in arrangements ,  to purchase ,.
/the~basem~nt~. the ~nlted paintinpwli lbemade,forthme ~ii~ " : '  '~: /a"i~i i , interested. " .The ",clispl~y ,is" "i',!~' !i i! i! ~, . Church,, ~,. Thei~Ui Jted M, ion  ' ~ ~ . . . . . . .  . . . .~ . "  ~ : ~ :~: ~ ~ '`  " . . . .  . ' . . . . . . . .  
~Hospital~in~Katl~andulNepal+ s-~m°red: .by. Kjtlmat,.ai- Beta , .. : . . ' : .  ' . .~..:'*;,',.::,:~;,~,i', ~, FqloI le 635-2801 . . . .  ' , . . . .  , ~ :~;;.,,;~. ;~,~:~,~:..: .~/'~,4 :i 
1 ' j ~ ', ' t ~ , d , ' • , ' ' d "j; 
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. . . . . .  iti pr g ml Terrace ~ "1 
t 
• . ' ! ~; e g ~Pt og. . $ :Y , P': Y .~.i ~ , pr 51ems they J~ve in regards, 
, ' • '~ '~ '/  ' "  , i on  runs from Yoga is a new program being i [0fnshi0n, ec~metics, hair, etc, 
m,~ s~ A ~s  p~. . -  ~ A A JL ) April 30, 1972. A eff~'~l this year for the f'wst Discussions will also be held,~ 
L~ U U U | U  | | U' ~ ~ I fee which.is, qu.i~ : .tlmebyM~, FranR.ed..n~anwho . l.ook.inginto any~:questious the 
g. q~ " ,~: ' : reusouaDle covers paruclpauon mS taught several eep-r'lc girm may Imve " • 
. ,  . . .  • ; : - in the entire program; Thefee classes at the Y.: Mrs. Redrnan ~.. r " " ' ' 
. I [ ~  R 1 - -  | | is$16 for women for the year; says thatYoga is more than an " - ' " .  " 
Tnr  t -n  I a ¢ : ,~c~rt  $20 for men for ~e year; $lS for exereise - it is a whole way of W~An v i i .  
. v s  m y  a a V V q t ~ V I U  ' wor.king.boysagesl6-!9;Si2for life. There'are many steps in . - ' "  ! , - -  
, . . . . .  ~ ] ~,  stuaout noys up to~age !9; $I0 exercise, diet, deep breathing do~'~ 11ow"w~o 
The Terra R~r~ntinn Aoo;~ot,~,~ . .a. ; .  ,,.~ ~,~_~:  ^~ foi-~student girls up to age 19~ and relaxation which allow one 
• • ' • and $10 for youths up to 15 :to get the moat out of it Yoga MzssElameParmenterhessetu the~rFaliPr ra . . . . .  . • ' . .' . 
Thereare me,,,  . . . .  a a ,~, - , ,  . , ; . . r~  ~.m_ .,__~., years• An : associate exercisesare., rformed m a fO Yur/ I  : |o  . .  , 
...... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  s -~-vm~ uc-~s ~crcu .  membership, which only eovers series of gracl~rl, rhythmic, " , . _ 
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Hungry treasuries 
At a time when Canadians are 
confronted by high costs and high taxes 
it is a little frightening to contemplate 
the increasing share of national wealth 
claimed by our three levels of 
government;. 
Stats Canada reports that federal, 
provincial and local revenues have 
growr 50 percent faster in the past five 
years than the country's economy. 
For this year the combined revenues 
of the three will run about $42.6 billion. 
But since this includes nearly $10 
billion of tranfer payments among the 
governments money that one 
government collects and turns over the 
another to spend - net revenues for the 
year will be about $32.8 billion. 
This amounts to 36.1 percent of the 
nation's gross national product - 
Canada's entire output of goods and 
services which at mid-year was 
running at an annual rate of $91 billion. 
Major contributors to accelerated 
government receipts in the past five 
years are medicare and the Canada 
and Quebec pension plans. Pension 
contributions tarted in 1966 when they 
totalled $719 million. This year they 
are expected to total over twice that 
amount. Apart from the pension plans, 
the growth rate of federal revenues has 
been modest compared with that of the 
provinces and municipalities. 
While these figures are a little 
staggering, Canadians must realize 
that they reflect public demands for 
government services. And it should be 
understood that most of these vast 
sums percolate back into the economy, 
providing jobs, pay-rolls and 
purchasing power - all of which are 
healthy things. 
Nevertheless it is time to look hard at 
this amount of money going into 
government reasuries. This much 
taxation is inflationary. When 
governments take more from pay 
cheques there is usually a demand for 
larger ones to make up the difference. 
And when these go up the government 
gets more without raising tax rates. 
Government in all its forms, is a 
service. When the cost of a service has 
increased tothis extent there is time to 
call a halt and check we are not getting 
into something uncontrollable. 
Political game 
Dr. Scott Wallace is deluding himself if he 
thinks he can lead a new party without enforcing 
multiplicity of rules. This is part of What I mean 
about the individual." 
TERRACE HERALD, TERRACE, B.C. 
"A harpoon across his bows . ,9 X~, 
~I 
NADINE ASANTE 
IN MY VIEW 
Within the next few months everyone and her sister is going to 
be writing abotit Christmas, o I 'm going to get my lick in first. 
Sometime in late October, the stores will be displaying their 
Christmas decorations and playing piped-in carols which subtly 
puts their customers in a Christmassy, giving, frame of buying. 
There will be better-than-ever sales and come-ons and 
• gimmicks to prod us to buy presents for our relations and 
friends. 
The list seems to grow every year. 
Warmly dressed, with contented stomachs we will have a 
drink of wine and a piece of Christmas cake before we set off to 
buy goodies for Gertie. 
don't understand when they're kids they wi l l  grow up to be 
adults who don't have the capacity to understend which is a 
terrifying thought. 
Okay, you might be saying, the idea is a good one but where •do 
I start? You really wanted to help the Pakistani refugees but you 
didn't get around to it. You saw pictures of those pathetic 
Biafran children on T.V. and they touched your heart.., but they 
didn't find their way down to your pocketbook. 
You saw the spread in Life Magazine some months ago about 
the limbless Vietnamese children who have not only been 
orphaned by the slaughter in their country but are mutiliated 
also. As parents you were reduced to team. Okay let's go. 
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1971- 
YOuths  
tO travel 
A Federal-ProvinelaF Con- 
ference on Student Travel and 
Exchange will be held In Vlc- 
turin from .September 27. to 
October l, to plan next year's 
domestic and international 
exchange of,school students. 
Representatives from all 
Canadian provincas, and the 
North West Territories are 
expected to attend, as well as a 
six-man delegation from Ot- 
tawa headed by the Hon. Martin 
O'Counell, Minister of State in 
charge of the Travel and Ex- 
change Program. The British 
Columbia representative if P.J. 
Kitley, Director of Guidance 
Sarv~ces for the Department of
Education, who has co- 
ordinated the program in B.C. 
since its inception in 1964, as a 
prelude to the 1967 Centennial. 
In the interval some 25,000 
students, about 2,500 of them 
from British Columbia, have 
travelled ingroups to visit other 
centres in Canada 
In recent years, university 
students have been involved in 
European exchanges and it is 
expected that the conference in 
Victoria will Consider the ex- 
pansion of this aspect o f  the 
travel program. 
Mr. Kitley. said that in the. 
-same sense that the domestic 
student exchange is designed to 
produce better citizens of- 
Canada; so the internatioual 
exchange isdesigned to produce 
better world citizens. "These 
programs,"he said, "are doing 
more than anything else I can 
conceive of to create both in- 




A'moratorium is being placed 
on agricultural land alienation 
in  the East Kootenay area to 
facilitate a land-use capability 
study being made there by 
Br i t i sh  Co lumbia ' s  
Environment and Land Use 
Committee, it was announced 
today by the Honourable Ray 
Williston, committee chairman. 
The moratorium will be for a 
period of one year, or less if the 
study is completed earlier, and 
some rules agaimt too much individual Dr. Wallace had good grounds for his Ouronlyrealproblemandconcernwillbetryingtofigureout Therearemanyworthwhileorganizationswhodoafinejobof ;will not affect farmers already 
much individualism. " complaints about lack of consultation with whattobuyforthepersonswhoalreadybaveeverything, ensuring that your gift of life or hope honestly r~ches its . 'established in the area, Mr; 
He has admitted he held a Conservative Party. ,  backbenchers by the Bennett administration, That Christ has somehow been misplaced under the destination. But unfortunately there are also organizations Williston said. The boundaries 
memhership even when he sat in the Legisla~re~-;~. But Dr. Wa..llace.:should learn quiddy: that-, the. wrappings i  commonly accepted byall  but a handful of people which profit from misery. How do you differentiate between of the study, area are from the 
reality of p0|ifi~cal life is that no pa~,~.,ie.it~r.~e i ... who,:., faintly recollect hat~We"obsei'ved Christmas originally:, i'~! ~: them/~ . • , . ... - . . . . . .  i .... ~ ............. Canada-U.S. border to Golden: 
. . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  • .- . . . . . . .  ~-:. ~leasedon~t thinic thai yOur favorite ci~arity is suspect when I ' andl f~n i  Yaiik' t0the Albei~ta  
governmentas a Social Creditor,party a fewUntilweekshe defectedago. Butfro~the"~he says ~: old line Tories. or a new party of hi~'own de~il~n ' ~be~use it- was His birthday •and 'we give a0 CHnst'nhs, m . . . .  name only two deserving organizations but I can honestly only 'border: • ' ' " ' ' "~" '~ 
he was Tory in the federal sense, not in the can be run as an aggregation of individuals. " memoryofHisgiftoflifeandlovetous. 
provincial one. Dr. Wallace may stand up for individual In the flurry of cake baking and entertaining and useless gift recommend those of which I have personal knq~vledge. The study is one of a series 
He sees no contradiction i this and complains rights, which is fine. Bvt for a successful fight he giving the selfless eason has become the most selfish season The following two groups are those in which the direetoror being conducted throughout the 
that he should not be put in a straightjacket needs a strong party organization behind him. when we think of only those near and dear to our own selves, chairman spends her or his life and most waking thoughts in the province by E.L.U.C. which is 
politically on this point. He must know he has support without having to But there is nothing in the world to stop us taking the prop • task of creating hope for the hopeless, comprised of the Departments 
"If one thinks he can support Robert Stanfield look over his shoulder constantly to see which from under this phoney baloney method of celebrating. Instead The first is the Unitarian Services Committee. The address is of Lands, Forests and Water 
federally but not John De Wolf provincially, why way the wind blows in his party, of furter padding the already overflowing pockets of busifiess 44 Sparks Street, Ottawa. I have met Lotta Hiehmanova and Resources; Mines and 
should he be barred from both?., he asks. "These Rules may be tough for an individualist like profiteers we can, if we wish, return to the real idea behind spoken to her at length. I believe she is one of the saints of our P e tr  ol e u m Res ou rces ;  
are some of the tings that upset me about the Dr. Wallace as an MLA. But they would be Christmas. time. She spends her life trotting the globe making sure that the Agriculture; Recreation and. 
party system, this nitpicking and enforcing of a necessary for Dr. Wallace as a party leader. Instead of buying him that Silk thingamabob he doesn't need ~ moneyyou send to thatorganizationis allocated properly. Food, Conservat ion ;  Munic ipal  
why not relieve suffering in his 'name? Is he worth that big a shelter, medicine and education are provided for tots who would Affairs, and Health Services. 
: ~ ! ....... 
: . which get broken in ten minutes or discarded in an hour, why not youngsters. Mr. Willist.on said the series 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  buy food for an empty stomach or a leg or arm for a war The second organization is called, the Canadian Aid for o f  studies were being carried 
mutilated child? Do your children deserve that great a present? ~ Vietnam Civilians with headquarters in Vancouver at 3751 out with four general 
~ ...................... .~  You say that adults on your list might understand and Seikirk Avenue. The chairman is a modest Vancouver. considerations in mind:. 
.i .................. appreciate this kind of giving but your children wouldn't? Yes. orthopedic surgeon called Dr. A.M. Inglis who has devoted the 1. That the aim of the public 
i your children would if it is explained to them properly. If they :. last few years of his life extending his knowledge to help little lands• policy is to enable the 
childreninbothNorthahdSouthVietnamwbohavvlestarmsor development of land• to be ! ' Photog phic licences legs or sometimes both . " . . ,  carr ied out for social ...................... ~ ra  Artificial'limbs are bought by donated moneyin canada by betterment and economic 
~. ~ • growth in the province, giving 
~ . ~ '~ ' this organization and shipped to war devasted Vietnam where due attention to the protection' 
~ ~ Commencing April 1st, 1971 a in Canada'to adopt this system .they are dispeosed by the lnternaionai Red Cross to little ones 
..... ~ .............................. ~ . . . . .  ~ ......... ~ .~ . whose lost limbs are only the outwar.d manifestation of broken of the ecological balance of the 
~ / . new system of issuing driver and it has, been found else-. lives, famil iesand hope. ~ r - environment. .,,~ .~ licences will go into effect in all where, where such licences As it was a jolt to buy sometimes less attractiv.e cards for sale 2. That, while it is recognized 
............................... ~, "' ~ Motor Licence Offices exist, that in addition to at Christmas by philantropic groups instead of the garish " that ecological processes and 
"~"~'~ throughout British Columbia. identification for vehicle use, . many land - management 
: • ' • Attorney-General Peterson in the photo-licence is recognised commercial ones, so it will be a jolt to break the habit of giving 
atChristmas only to those you know. It won't be' easy to . problems .are governed by 
' ~ ~.  announcing the new procedure for cheque cashing purposes as overcome wondering what AuntMartha .Will think when instead geographic onsiderations and 
/ , J -  ~ .~ said, •"from that date  all wel lasage identification. I am are not confined to legal land 
" ~  motorists who present sure all Bi:itish Columbians will of a jewelled evening• bag from the family she receives a small • 
note saying that the money ou would have spent on her is going boundaries, the guidelines and ' 
themselves for licence issue or ,. welcome this modern approach • procedures being followed in  
• ~ , ~  renewal will have a head and to licence issuance." i ol to help some little child walk again. Maybe she'll think you ' re '  • outofyour tree. But I guarantee one thing...she'll think. • the studies deal at present with 
~,~ / shoulders color photograph - ' Crown land only. • i 
taken of themselves which will C e !'1 ten  n Your children will be a cinch. Canadian kids are selfish and • 
greedy only because we their parents .have allowed them to • 3. That, while, wise de~,el- ,
form part of their driver's iicence. Memos  .: become so. A good time to help them with an ab0ut-think is right . opment and management of 
• n~w,.this Christmas. I don't advocate not giving your child a toy 'land should be based onlong- 
There will be no additional CENTENNIAL MEMO- In 1877 but hold theline at one toy instead of ten, plus filling his stocking term socio-economic plans o f  
• ' the province and nation,, until i charge for this service and the officers of HMS Daring made with useless trivia. • . 
photograph will be taken while examinations of the entrance to The Cost of ~e  junk which fills your child's stocking could fill such plans are available the 
f~ the applicant is at the counter in theSkeena River and gave their someone lse s child s stomach for a month. ~ decisions will have to depend 
"~ i th~he large ly  on  human judgement Superintendent' of names to various poinis in that . Gather yourchildren toyou and discuss where they want their ~ ~. !i i/i issuing •office. 
• Motor- vicinity. There is a Daring Point Christmas present money to bespent. Would they rather feed a formulated through co- 
l < forVehiclessupplyinghas calledthe p otographief°r tenders on Kennedy Island. hungry little k!d or buy it an arm? You'll be amazed at the interested°perati°n b tweenparties inth anyVari°USlocal 
i:) and ~ processing, equipment. CENTENNIAL MEMO -- compassion Of. your own babes. ~ . • ' . : 
Bids will be accepted until Vesuvius, Bay on Salt Spring " : If you object o your money beng spent outside the community planning. 
tlien your churehconstantly receives requests for clothes and .4. That land-~e decisions 
~ . ~,, October 22rid next, in the office Island perpetuates the name of 
~ ... .  of the Supe~rint endnent. . HM Vesuvius, a paddle sloop of food. If you ha~e no church, the Salvation Army was originated must b~ based on proper and  
..... ~ i Attorney.Gefierai . Paterson 976 tons which was in service ~ by a wealthy Englishman who felt compelled to help the human complete information and ,  
• derelicts who Slept under London Bridge over which :he passed when the necessary information. • i~  is incomplete; co-oliemtion and ~ said, ~"the process wi l l  against Russia in the'Black Sea in his Shiny carriage, And his sUccour to the destitutehas beeh consultation between . the • " ' noticeably curtail the illegal use 1854 - 56. . . . . . .  
':" ~'~; ~ ' ~ by drivers of the licence of . . . . . . . . . . .  - '  . . . . .  dispensed by the sally 'Ann ever since',... - ' . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  • :~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ " ' ' t ;~s~r~t~l~, ,  m~mu -- - ' ' - , various agenclea.:mvolvea us . . . . . . .  ~ ~ --- - -o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . The neason us approaching when you ~will have the honor of . . . .  , _ ;  .. . . . .  
' ,~( /~ i / / |  i ~ ,~ '~_~_~?~mvP"O_t~.raP n Anurew. unaeraunK,' a ..~ew ' beingabletohelptbehelplessandas.awisemanoncesaid,"Let ~"?""~" " : ' 
i;:-~:'~ i~  ::~ ~ent;ficPa~o~nUe , ,pu, mvv Yorker WhO nero  .rauway :. theseasonofgivlngbeYoursandnoty~rlnheritors.,, . . . . . .  . ~: : .  i ' ' ' 
:; . . -  .h  , . :  Y neseaslabourers.  . ' ", . ' :. : '  : • .  . panionreelpe-booklet : . . . . .  
• ~ .,. making it relanvelyeasy lor a ,~' ". . . :  .~ . ' . . .  . " : . . :  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  • .  . • ;:  . . . . .  , , , . . . .  , - .  . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . 
. ~  driver whose licence has been.., ,. s ,,~H~'~,,,,~,Pe~,,~,~,,~mm.M w, , ,~,~-.~, .  ~ . _ ,,,.., • .. . l ' n l  . . . . . . .  . .  
.~ ~ :: 0."'~ susnended tp continue drlvln~ ' : l .2, f  !,_~_ _~JP..-L_~'.~4..~,•m~nv ]I I f  |~m~"~ NO. l .~Rd/ t ]  f-I . ~ ' ' i LM I| CAHN~'E  blbN~T~i I ; 
'?~ ' ~  . , : ~ and .present another person's: | ~!.,N~'I'.H~.EE N IG~I~ . . IN~]  J~ lN  ASKIN ,  IS  e. , ' f  ~ J ,. . . . .  | ' J  I~ -C~-=~, /~,7~k~I r  "~'  1. I :  . • 
"~! : /~  :J: ::~::~! , llcence' when asked by:a: ]aw . . . .  ... | _$~=.q~.~N~ . I~_N~ :N  I I [  THERE?  ~, i  . I ' I . ;  .. : .  ' - r" l  1%-£ , ; . . : ;~  " ~  r - I  
:. enforcement o f f i cer . .  " !  ' : ' :  ' I 'i l t - I  , , /% ' P ' I  .. 
~ ............ ~"  k," y,,, The implementat ion of ..... ' i : ' f  P ~ , ~ ' ~ ® i  I " 
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....... ; ~ " .QUEi3Ec; (cP) ;~'/'AII ~ :In0ndvllle, midway between which :lasted .: nea~rly; three itheY;:woi'k~'.d~ng:~ei~l~s;: ~ . ' 
provlndal police were reported : ~  ~ ~Ity and Montreal. It, m®t~s~: that caused :the ~n-;i ~: Justi~e!.i.i~hls.t~:~i~J'~.,.o.me... 
hack at their posts-, today oll0wed y sever~ hours a call. eellatlon ~ of .'days ::Off ~ land  ~ lUet te : i i~nt l~ . :ann~ed.  
following" the decisionby the ,by ~:Mr. Cournoyer  foi" .the -vacatlons~; : of i:::p~~vin~al i,i:•i~i.~ov~menl,,waei!~~to. 
Quehee Provincial polieemen's • pa l i~en to' return to their poli~en:a/id~neai'ly'..a y~r%:~go 'ha l fway~' re imb~e~.  . 
Association to  :!resuhie. : posts before talks could resume, ' later.; precipitated their36-hour, at the requested!~le for:hdlf 
~ , ,~  negotiations with the'govern, !REPORTS NEW.  FORMULA studj~ session: :i i~ ,~ ; :., : : the .vaeati0n:.time worked  
sent aimed at settling their pay,. In ::MontreaF today, The  .- ' • .' . " :' ~ '~ ~ duHngtheerisis:,.and give tl~m 
~ dispute. ..... .i . , i: -. Gazettereported that thelaber ' .Themen are seakingfinaneiaJ compensating time off'for.the . 
The first ageof therehewed minister had devised;a:,,new ~ reimbursemeatslatlme-and-a, balance o f  vacation time 
~ ,talks was io take "place this i formula" to solve the dispute., halfpay.sealef0rVaeation time worked., • " ' 
afternoon .between Justice The, news'paper quoted Mr. ,- i ,: .r .:' :;- . . . . . .  
Minister 'Jean Cournoyer and Cournoyer as saying he hopes . : • " I . . . .  ' ' 
the executive of the QPPA,  'the policemen will ' accept it 1 ' ' ' ' " [ * ' 
ed by Guy Magnan. . becaUse tt gwes them pretty . I " s ,~, e, ~ nn '1' A e u P_ u I '  
~ :~,  The QPPA voted, to accept well what they want." " . .  ' | -  mn @ v v ~  ~n~n 
~ . ~  Mr Cournoyer asmediatoi'In , Mr  Cournoyer is the suc- " " ' " 
~ the" dispute early Tuesday. cessor to the late Pierre ~ " [T IDE  WAY W A N T  ADS 
ending a 36-ho= walkout by the Laporte, central figm'e in  the ~)~i ~ l " .-- " " : 
4,000-man provincial •police 1970 kidnap crisis • Who was ~]~., +~ r ~ T i t il 
force. : ' abduetedOct, lo by a cell of the ~ll/)11~,,% ~ I i I lU 
~ The annot~cement of the Front de Liberation du Quebec ~ -  , 
.I~IT'S ' OUTA SIGHT i 
decision to resume talks in the . and slain Oct. 17. 
dispute was 'made in Drum- It was the kidnap crisis, 
A VIEW ,OF THE DAM FROM A VAN 
This is a passenger's view of the 600-ft high W.A.C. centre, with transmission lines carrying the power " 
Bennett dam near Hudson Hope, which has re- along 575 miles of transmission lines. The whole 
routed the Peace Riverso that a huge lake has been project took nearly six years to build and was 
formed. Energy created in the 100-foot high control complete.d four years ago. 
MONTREAL (CP) --  Mayor 
lean Drapeau of Montreal says 
~e is "more confident than 
.leer" the 1976 Summer Olym- 
)ics here will not cost Montreal- 
:rs one cent. 
~rsonal. visit to the site .of the. 
~972Summer Games at Munich, 
West Germany, where, over-all 
bests have climbed well above 
~iginal estimates. 
~During. his European visit 
prapeau reported, on the 
brganizationai progress 
Montrsa] has made towards 
staging the Games, bu.t made no 
mention of any financial un- 
ilertakings in his submissibn to 
Lh.e International' Olympic 
~ommittee at Luxembourg.. , 
I Drapeau reported that inMu- 
~uch, expend=tures .have sky- 
x~cketed because that city lacks 
subway system, highway net- 
york, adequate transportation 
md housing facilities. 
"The costs .there have gone up 
~ecause they. (municipal offi- 
:ials) have token advantage qf 
he Olympics to get much- 
meded services which they 
meded without the Games  any- 
Mayor says he is 'more 
than ever' " 
He noted that the University to be built then,thus boosting 
of Montreal was expanding its the expenditures of the fair. 
sports facilities and equipment "Today, everything is either 
while the University.of Quebec. built or is being built for our 
campus here was in need of rec- 
reational facilities. 
-i,:: '!~l~.9,f, t.hi,.~. ,,i~ be!pg, b.uilt, f~.r ,,• 
- ~the citizens, but it will hot co.~t 
anything'to.use these.facilities 
for the Gamcs," he said?'All we  
have to do is make those facili- 
tics available to. the Games at 
least six weeks• before their 
opening. The Games last two 
weeks but the facilities will be 
, needed for practice.' 
The city plans to use a lowcost 
housing development in its 
over.all urban renewal plan as 
an Olympic village, with the 
honsing project being tamed 
over to Montrealers after the 
Games. 
• "Don't:forget that the federal 
.and. provincial governments 
• have been spending millions of 
dollars in recent years on sports 
• and recreation equipment and 
that they will also contribute to 
our Olympic Games," Drapeau 
, said. 
He said the Olympic under- 
taking was not the same as that 
own everyday needs," he said. 
"That is why I say it will not. 
cost tax payers more money to 
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such as highway extensions had . . . . .  _a_. ~ ~ 
l~at--the Metro (~ubway), .the ~ n .. [] 
dghways, the transportation 
Is all here." i ~ A I A D D I  I i MAJOR SELLING POINT | n~l l f f~  ~ ~n~.  • 
I The no-ecst heme has been I i f l l~  H ~ i f  i 
'awarded the Games  ahead of m . . . . . . .  .;,. : . . r  . - ' ~. ~ ~,:". : '," i 
Moscow at the Amsterdam n, " "• : '•" .A DI:LUXI: KENMOR£ VACUUM:  •`• , ."~ •: :U  
meet ing of  the ,OC in May  1970 , ,rid: i " " "  : ~ "  " ' ' "  : . . . .  f~ " "  I' I" ''" ' ' ' i ~ - -  ' " 
' The' mayor 'canteD s thai " """'~:":,"'~: : CLEANER WITH : POWERMATE ~ " ": 
~ajor highway constrdetion.in ' ;:: i,: ~. ."/, ". " " • "/ . . . " " ' . . ' 
~nd'aroundtheeitywouidhave |'i , : .... /--' ' ' . ' s- " : .m A . . . .  ,A , .  ' ' A i 
been under{aken ~vith or : i "  , ' "  " " i n ' '  "A  " "  ' ' l l "  -~ '9  " i~ ' ' i i  " U  m t a ~  
~i~outtheGamcsandthatthe:li,~.::' . VUU.  m ' U V ~ ~ ~ 1 mmmuu~.  V U | l  VV :m:  I 
citys recreation' department | " . .  ,, i.:. " " ' '. ' " . " ' ,i, , ' . . , • , i 
hasa Schedule which ~lls for :: .... .'.:... " • ' ' : " ' . .. 
theconstructionofOlympic-size I.::" :. ': , , .Get your entry in now• at the new [ 
swimmilng pools and other n.  ,.,., '... .'., ,~',": A .  • ' ' ~ :  " ' , ~ .  " . . . .  " n 
qlympie'stylesp°rts'f_acflitles.:,~) ~' ~ r' ~I ~dl ~'' ~' ~" n " :.,.mpsons,,.ar. ,yore ' " - - "  
__ j , ' " '" " ~ p '' Z' 1 ' " '  I '' ~dq: i~'mSSS: :S641 ' " ' ' :' , • 461Staml le  I 
place.kicking h kr c~{~rd Alo~Je#~, 'MONTREA~LMark KcsmoS . specialist, {CP)~O' "and- Line- ~ i.-Justin hav! . , . . _ . . ~ ~  " ~'~') :' " : , ,  ,,, , -  s i11  on, ] ' ""'": .. ' 
 ""ale' a":°ff'" ive "ard I  Llr i 
been selected ;' by theii'..team. ' ~ "~':" Play Home Oil's Centennial Silver Dollars Game. 
matesas Montreal A~ouettes',, Thousands of lucky British Columbiansl " 
nnrn ino~, ' fa r '  t11~ .T~ff :R i l~qb l  . ;,~,like the: 
pictured above, :.have,alre.~dy wononei five,:ten/ 
or. one htihdred 'silver do i l i r s :  Dri/~/e~iri iadd'~iCSe~l 
. . . . . .  p~ostdd.at: " : ~'' "~' ~: comP!ete I!stof prize winners your:pa~ 
Home station: Thdre S sti!lplenty,of time~~nd:i,: "'~:"":: 
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I JL~HEAD , ,~ . , . ___ . . i _  C,',TESORY DISCOVER D = O..~ > IN HERE? ' 5 Rlvarof 4STabled'-- 
~ |  --i  . 9 Legal affall ~ , ,hi connection 
I l ~ ~ - J ~ : ~ _ ~  l~ ~ ~ ~ 7 --; 14 Measured area 47 As well 
I ~ - i ~  ~,"~'~ -.~,~ ~ I ~ of land 49 Kind of 
15 Be a , TV Ixogram 
" ' ~  ...... ~:~:: ~c  ~* -  , ~W/-~J' |~ l l  --~"~ i 16 Swarml°ud'm°uth 51of  $4 ShareSeamstresStap 
17 Thomas - -  58 Cause to 
ii:~ii].ii::!::::~ ~ili ' Edison decompose 7 Internatlotlal 
_ ~ ::~::~i~! ~: 18 Pelt of a '50 Color communl- Fran 
around with a dumb IS-year-old. 
The boy goes away to college 
soon. He needs some ex- 
perience." In my opinion the 
father was right on both counts. 
Forty.five years ago, when I 
was 16, I had a similar ex- 
perience. A 34-year-old widow 
who lived downstairs in my 
mother's apartment house 
offered to help me with my 
homework. After my third visit 
she seduced me. My mother 
found out about it, went to the 
woman, thanked her and 
lowered her rent $10 a month. 
If all mothers were as wise as 
mine we wouldn't have so many 
kids in trouble today. Why don't 
you srearhead a drive for better 
sex education via the Ex- 
perienced Older Woman Tutor 
System? It would be a public 
service, not only for the young 
boys who would profit from the 
After the shampoo girl had t l  i l ay  
finished washing the woman's Bee e Ba 
hair and was about o direct her 
to the setting booth, the ' 
customer turned and said, . ~ /~ W~ "~ 
"Would you mind washing my HERE. Z\  ~ ( TPIANK~ ] 
back? I live alon~ and I have BROU6[4T \ ~ ~, A~AN f 
arthritis." The shampoo girl b/GO A ~ T-'-';Z ~ 
was stunned. When she 
gathered her wits she told the ~OI.~NN.U'r I ~ '~  ~ f - ~ ~  
customer she did not wash J FR'O~ THE ~ ~ ~rY9 / 
'TIi give you an extra quarter." 
The girl said, "I'm sorry but 
n°'" The woman then asked 3 ~ 
another customer seated 
nearby if SHE would wash her 
back. The lady gave her a dirty 
look and walked away. 
Several people in the shop 
witnessed this incident and 
thought it was revolting. My 
• By Mort Walker i 
li r( suT su ss h 
~. h~I~HT ~F-T TO 
J~ "I'I-IINKIN~ OF I-IIAA 
~A~ A e~EEN-E'/~t) 
( ,  DISTANT COLJ~INJ 
~" • 0% 
I ! 
/~0~ 
carnivorous bl "--- with • 
animal: Amy": 
2 words 3 words 
20 Kicked b3 Messrs. 
21 Friend: Fr. Dally, 
22 Rented under Rowan, et al 
contract b4 Remain stable' 
" '23 Divest . b5 Unseal community 
25 Body of 0b Abstract being 1l Annoys 
. armed men 57 Causes of 12 As straight 
27 Negro f the legal actions as --:  
Central 68Join together 2 words " 
African 69 Steeps 13 Make loans 
Republic . !9 In addition 
29 Fixed charge DOWN 24 Act of 
30 Expectorated ' piercing 
34 Sign, as a 1 Oysters in the 2b Prophets 
contract: .larval stage- 28:Collection: 
Informal 2 Divide by lot ~ Suffix 
; 36 Habituate 3 Emblem of 30 The tone G: 
38 Ornamental love: 2 words • Music 






10 Santa -.: 
California 
34 Skin sensatl 
35 Actor nc I
37 Absolute 
38 Telephone 
40 Part of the 
foot 
41 Spanish 
• monetary un: 
Abbr. 
46 Sea bird . 
48 Farm machin 
49 Surpris'e . 
attacks 
SO Strikingly ne 
52 Max --:. 
German-born 
painter 
53 Tricks - 
54 Sacrifice 
55 Upon - 





Recipes for appetites 
SLICED MEAT-  Sand- 
wiches made with sliced ham, 
spread with prepared mustard, 
kept well in the freezer for up to 
6 weeks, as did sliced chicken 
sandwiches pread with salad 
dressing. However, slices of 
chicken alone between buttered 
bread slices dried out after the 
first 2 weeks in the freezer. 
Sandwiches made with sliced, 
highly spiced meats were not 
satisfactory for freezing. 
CHOPPED HAM ~ Combine 
1 cup chopped cooked ham, V4 
cup chopped sweet or mustard 
pickle, few drops tabasco sauce 
and 2" tablespoons salad 
dressing. This makes enough 
for 8 sandwiches and they may 
be stored up to 6 weeks in the 
freezer. 
DICED CHICKEN -- Blend 1 
cup diced cooked chicken, 2 
tablespoons each of blanched 
chopped almonds and chopped 
stuffed olives, ]/4 cup salad 
dressing, 1 tablespoon light 
cream, and salt and pepper to 
taste. This makes enough for 6 
sandwiches an they may be 
stored up to 6 weeks in the 
freezer. 
CHEDDAR CHEESE AND 
PEANUT FILLING 
1 cup (4 ounces) 
grated medium cheddar 
cheese 
% cup chopped peanuts 
1/4 cup salad dressing 
2 tbsp. light cream 
OR 2 tablespoons milk 
Ys tsp. pepper 
Combine all ingredients. 
Makes about 6 sandwiches. 
CHEESE AND BACON 
FILLING 
8 ounces cream cheese 
6 slices cooked bacon, 
crumbled 
2 tsp. Worcestershire sauce 
2 tbsp. light cream 
Salt and pepper 
to taste 
Blend all ingredients together 
thoroughly. Makes about 6 
sandwiches. Sandwiches will 
keep 2 weeks in freezer but if 
bacon is omitted sandwiches 
will keep 6 weeks. 
SUNSHINE HEALTH NOG 
4 eggs 
1 6 oz. can frozen 
orange juice 
~/4 cup liquid honey 
3 cups milk 
The situation in East Paki- 
stan, from where more than 
eight million refugees have 
crossed into India since March, 
is certain to dominate discus- 
sion. But there may well be 
talks also about relations with 
China. 
Her first trip, which began 
Monday, is to Moscow. It fol- 
lows soon after India and the 
Soviet Union signed a treaty of 
friendship and co-operation 
Aug. 9, which first raised the 
question of whether India's neu- 
tralist role was being whittled 
down in face of new concern 
Busy summer 
for rescues. 
Canadian Forces Rescue 
Coordination Centre, Victoria " 
iogged one of its busiest 
summers on record with an 
increase in aircraft, marine, 
mercy missions and other 
incidents the centre an- 
nounced today. 
Aircraft incidents increased 
from' 30 to 46; marine from 489 
to 502; and mercy missions 
from 67 to B3 over last year's 
figures. All told the rescue 
centre recorded 696 incidents 
in the June-August period 
• marking the largest number 
handled since the centre's 
PROCESS CHEESE -- Beateggsandhoney together, formation in 1947. 
Sandwiches madewithslices of Blend in orange juice con- In addition, the Victoria 
~orocess cheese, with or without centrate. Add milk and whip Rescue Region's facilities 
salad dressing, will keep 6 until frothy. Ingredients may be were instrumental in saving 
weeks in the freezer, combined.in a blender --blend 110 lives since Jan. 1 this year. 
30 seconds on medium speed. This compares with the figure 
SNOWBALL PUDDING Serve cold. Makes 6 servings, for all of 1970 of 99 lives saved. 
6 eggs ~.~, ,~,~,~,~¢,~. . .~ .~.~. f  
I o °°""*  olober = 2 tablespoons sugar 
~/z teaspoon vanilla ~ ~1 d~JrW/at/e/rpro/ofed 
=,=,, ,o i 7 'i;7 < i Separate ggs and beat whites I / / •  /'1 " • • l /  to peak stage. Add 2 II r rpe l  
tahlespoons verySUgar nd beat i ~ t ~ ~ "  7 / ~ / ~ / ~  #/~/  ~ 
whites until stiff. Spoon • / I  
egg whites into boiling milk. As ~ . ' _ _  
the egg whites rise in milk, turn USE OUR HANDY DRIVI = THROUGH WIN OOW 
and let rise again. Spoon. I 
"snowballs" into serving 
dishes. Combine egg yolks, ½ 
cup sugar and cornstarch. Thin 
with 1 tablespoon cold milk. 
Pour into warm milk and cook 
until slightly thickened. Add 
vanilla. Pour over snowballs. 
s~,ves ~. 
SHIRTS IN BY 10 OUT BV 4 
.... ' OPEN 8:30 TO 6 p.m. CHEESE POSIES 
Spread small'round crackers 635-5119 ~='  Emerion 
• Opposite Post Office wlth~a thin coating of 'cheese 
spread; Over this arrange an 
appleslice and a thin slice of 
cucun with a 
~ Spread. 
, . ,  . , , ' -  
, , - : , , , , ' • . . ' 
• treaty does not mean the end of 
a non-alignment for New Delhi. 
HAS BEEN INVITED 
The Western tour, which 
takes her to Belgium, Austria, 
Britain, the United States, 
France and West Germany, is 
largely in response to long- 
standing invitations. 
But if the Moscow trip has not 
seriously disturbed the Western 
governments, it can hardly 
have increased their belief in 
New Delhi's protestations that 
India remains entirely neutral. 
And if India's relations with 
Most people believe that the 
treaty with the Soviet Union 
was signed because India felt it 
needed friends at a time when 
tension was again huilding up 
with Pakistan. 
West and East Pakistan are 
separated from each other by 
more than 1,000 miles of Indian 
territory. Indo-Paldstani rela- 
tions have never been good 
since the division of the Indian 
sub-continent in 1947, and the 
countries have twice fought 
wars over the border state of 
Kashmir. 
proclaimed government of 
Bangla Desh. 
Few expect he talks in Wash-' 
ington to result in any change in 
the American position on Paki- 
stan. 
The U.S. has been the largest 
aid donor for the refugees. 
ST. JOHN AMBULANCE 
Industrial First l id Classes 
Register on October 4th, 1971 
at 7:30 P.M. 
at Terrace Vocational School 
Fees are payable on registration date and include tuition, 
course material and examination tee. For further 
information contact Instructor Mr. B. Roseboom at 635-2464. 
I 
• | 
PRESCRIWiOH8 "g i "  w"= 
LIGHT! J;;;,;'me';espons';giijtv foi'a',l 
i Eurocan's 915 ton per day pulp J f 
land paper mill complex and I 
• . come f irst  land logging.operations. I : .  
waiting hem io hove your ~ :\1 
p;eicilpllons filledl That 's  ~ ' t t " , ,~ / '~  " 
J disp'",'", mealS<i"" s °"' I  THERkANV | firiiorder 0t business. You con . . . . .  surgeons at the' 3ath parallel during the Korean War" ~ i I ' , - 
count On us to fill your prescription I 1 
promptly, accurately, with only the finest 
of pharma¢euticals. 
" B > , : l L ; ,  ~,  ,4 '~ i ~ j ,  . .  
Ter race  D/ugsL id .  
,, StOT~ galum ~FhOne: 63§,7374 
. . . , .  . . . , ' : ,  • 
, ,  . , , , . " ,  , 
. . . . . . . .  , . . , 
LET'S 
[Blondi By Chic Young" I question is this." Was it really 39 Destructive 5 Bishop's title, 2 words such a crazy request? What can e insect: in eastern " 32 Wing-like paris 59'Move in a 
experience, but for the young an oldwoman with arthritis do? .2 words churches 33 Capital Of certain 
• Pleaseanswer --Bystander at ~VHwOC~I : )AAE~I~ i ~ ~YOu'~O~UT~;K A'T'~I ' 6 Abdominal ancient direction g,rls who should be let alone. It Brad,. C'e t Ben 42 Criminal: 
would also benefit the older a • . . . . . . . . .  ~A'r I T ; l '  ; M~IT,;GUARANTE-_E ~ L~![ 1~- -  " i '~  D~OW~NLII<~ J. , '  .' Slang pain Phoenicia 52 Mean 
women who are divorced, DEAR BY: I know of no ~:~Ei~T'.~ ~ ~. " PIE I [NON FATTENING'T~! [~1 I "~.  THAT BE ] I ~P ICTUREOFIT [  -" 
widowed or married to men beauty shopthatwashesbacks. .._...,..,,._~j' ~ ..)-'l I r~UN" J(~"~'~.~_~i I l l  (NCN-FATTENING, ,~~'HAT,CUTN_E j  I1 I '  13 Is ~9 lio Ill I '2 'l '3~ who are incapacitated, lazy or Thewomanshouldhave askeda .-~...~lt (C"2~...;.:=.~ "--'~" .... ~,=~'~-~'~ !1 --" -~'~"~P~-';. ~'1.. ~. , ~ OUT CYST[ ' [4 ~s  16:7 
busy.- G.T.A, friend, relative or neighbor to I ~.~ I.~ ~-,,4~J ~ ~ i~ "i I~l I ~l~'r~q'~ ~ MAG'AZ' 
=ARGTA Sorry, botl'm accommodate her Orshecouid I" I I m"  I I I I I i 
too busy right now to spearhead buy one of those longhandled ~E~J - r  o ._T ,~  I . ~ '~ '~k/ le /  I ~  [ ~ ~ " - "~"- '~1 [i7 I [ ~ ,s  [ ll9 I I I I i i 
anything. Furthermore, I can brushes and wash her own back . . . .  . 
New shlon VlCtO~ ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ~i2, , ,28 ~ z9 I ~30 ,31 ,32 [33 [
NEW YORK (CP) -  even an interest in real at- 3 '1  • ~36 [ 137 
Women have won another vic- home clothes. This season '°1 / /  
oft°ry" This time in the non-fashion, off- hostess and guests e  the ca ualness °f ,_alia ng p J  k the  " @,' i i  q"l/i 1481 world. After several seasons the last few years when both • • • • • . • I ~43 
I l l  poJnt j  u In s wJ ov Je ts  i trend-setting designers have ments that came to hand. 
bowed to the fact that women Now hostesses ean look glam- NEW DELHI (Reuter)-- about its always-uneasy rela- the Soviet Union are strong, Cleady the East Pakistan sit- I I ~ ~'  I I ~'  '31 
like and want clothes to fit orous and feminine again, el- Prime Minister Indira Gandhi lions with Pakistan. those, with the U.S. are dis- uation will dominate S4 55 ~5 59 ~60 J J J certain occasions, thor in sophisticated sepa- 57J J .  ~ ss is embarking on a series of India has denied that the tinctly ragged. Washington is discussions in the capital~ Mrs. 
As Suzy Perette said at her rates or seductive clinging visits pointing up India's treaty is anything more than its seen in New Delhi as supporting Gandhi wfll visit. Buteventhe :61 ! 'J 162 ~63i ! j 
fall collection showing: "Ad gowns, strengthened links with the !itle suggests. In late October Pakistan's military regime, Russians are expected to lib dressing is officially de- 
~oviet Union, but also designed Mrs. uandhi is making an 18- which is trying to resolve the caution India once again 64 I ~65 ~66 I ' l  
funct." The interest in plaids this to assure the world she has not day tour of Western capitals, East Pakistan turmoil and against any moves that could 
Functional clothes have re- season fits right into the new abandoned the country's whereone of her main aims will crush efforts to separate the re- lead tea  war with Pakistan, 67 J ~68 . ~6~.., J . J 
turned0n the fashi6n't° the~r~scene.rightfUl, l, hereP]aeeis at'home category,  sxiiai-t; casual effect.It provides;.: traditionally nonaligned stance. ! be to persuade her hosts that he glen. such as recognition of  the'.seif- ":_. i ( .... , :'. 
+i 
TERRAC]c. t~..nAt.n ,Pw.nn~cw. n ~.. 
TERRACE HERALD 
3212 Kalum Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
P.O.' BOX 399 
Phone 635.~5/ 
Na'tlonal Advertising 
14 - Business Persona l  
Be fire wise.  have your chimneys 
end furnaces cleaned. Reasonable 
rates, efflclont service. Phone B. & 
B Chimney Sweeps. 6,15-3603 (C-31.3) 
Armstrong..Degg 
Represen~atlveSLld. • , .- PICTURE FRAMES 
Western Reglonal Newspapers I Framing of/paintings, pictures, 
207 West Hastings Street' J' phgtos, certificates, needlepoint etc. 
VancOuver, B.C. J Ready to hang. S0 frame st~'les to 
~llshed five days e week. Member I choose from.+635.2188. (CTF I 
the Canadian Da|ly Newspaper I ~ "~-  
~llshers Assoclallon and Verlfle'd , For service to refrigerators, 
culeflon. 
~bscrlption rates SingleT'copY ;10 
.~nts. Monthly by carrier $1.7S. 
fearly by mall in Canada-$25. 
fearly by mail outside Canada $35. 
~uthorRed as second classmail ~y 
~he Peat'Office Dept., Ottawa and 
for paymenl of poslage in cash. 
1 - Coming Events 
[Clarence Michiel Gym Club 
JOue to large enrolment, no more 
Ichildren con be accepted. Adults 
[with gymnastic experience needed 
rfor coaching. Contact Lea Orr, 
iClarence Michiel School. (P.45) 
Kinneltes Rummage Saie October 
16, 19"/! 11:00 a .m. .  4:00 P ,M,  at 
Oddfe l lows  Ha l l .  Drop Rummage at 
4609 Park Ave. or phone '635-~922 or 
635-6146 ( -M)  
'Are you s.rck and tired of being s.ck 
end tired? Let Alcoholic Anonymou~ 
hel~ yOU• 
Meetings 
Alarlons meet every Wed., e P,M. 
Skeena Valley Group every Thurs., 9 
P.M. ~ 
Terrace Family Group every Sat,, 9 
P.M. 
Breakfast'Meeting every Sunday 11 
A.M. 
All meetings held in the old Library 
Building at Kalum end Lakelse Ave. 
For information write Box 564 
Terrace, B.C. or' Phone 635.2830 or 
635.3448. .- -. - .,, 
14-  Business Persona l  
COSMETIC'CAREER 
Needed, people to teach 
professional make.up techniques. 
Executive position, else 
availabm Free Training 
VIVIAN WOODARO 
COSMET ICS 
SUBSIDIARY OF GENERAL 
FOODS LTD. 
for fuMh~" information contacl 
Blanche Lanlond at 63S.2905. 
(C22, 24-28.3) 
I I  
BACKHOE FOR H IRE  
Hour~0r Contracl, : 
, R~a:so,na bl(~. + ".', 
PHONE 
"635-3617 .... 
r,~... ~ ANYTIME 
ALLAN J. McCOLL 
NOTARY PU6LIC . - 
4646 L~kelse Ave. 
P hone 635.7282 
Reg. 635.2662. -
Terrace, B.C. [CTF) 
GENERAL ROOFING• 
NO lob tooblg 
Nolob too smpll 
See your roofing specialist 
STEVE PARZENTNY 
ROOFING CO. LTD. 
General Roofing (Bonded). 
Phone night.or day 635.2724 
GoOd.news tot Terrace and Kitlmat 
area. St. Michaels famous brand 
name ladies wear, as well as 
childrens and menswear, now 
available, af the BOutique 
Inlernalionale, 4616 Greig Ave., 
Terrace, next door to the Central' 
Flower and Gift Shop. St. Mlchaels 
famous In London end Paris and in 
many centres of Ihe ~orld imported 
from Britain to The Boutique 
Internatlonale exclusively in this 
area.Also coming for the fall season 
beautiful wools and tweeds'imported 
direct from Scotland. £ome in and 
seeand compare this value.slyle and 
quallly. 
Boutique Internationale, 4616 
Gre]g Ave•, Terrace. Next door to 
Ihe Central FIo~ters and Gift Shop. 
(CTF.T) 
,TERRACE EXCAVATING 
freezers, washers, dryers, ranges. 
CalI'Blll Webb af 63S.2fS8. (CTF). 
For your Radio and .T.V. Repairs, 
Phone 635.3630 across : from the 
.Legi°nF REO'S FURNITURE 
, (a division Of Fred's Refrigeration) 
(CTF) 
, WATER wELL  
DRILLING 
by the foot or by the lob price." 
Wells screened end developed to 
capcity; 
13 years experience in domestic 
and commercial water wells. 
R.J. LETOU RN EAU 
Phone 635.5043 days 
635.4333 evenings. (C.31.3) 
TONY;S  MOBILE  HOME 
SERVICE  & REPAIRS 
For Complete Installation & 
Service 
Blocking & Honk-up all Services I 
Skirting & . Porches & 
Dismanteling C TF) 
Phone 63S-7649 Terrace, B.C. 
20.  He lp  Wanted  
Female  
Required Immediately • Reliable 
houskeeper.babysit ter for 5 
mornings per week. For further 
particulars phone 635.506~ (P.28) 
Wanted • Clerk-typist with pleasant 
personality required. Full.time 
permanent lob. Call Mr. Bell 635- 
4665 (C.30) 
25 - Situations Wtd.,  
- Female 
Experienced Clerk•typist. Available 
immediately. Write Advertiser, Box 
700, The Herald, Terrace, B.C. • (P. 
28) 
28 - Furn i tu re  fo r  Sa!o 
Are you paying too much for 
furniture? If so try our furniture 
renting plan. We rent complete 
household furniture includlhg T,V 
with dpt[on'to buy/Fred'S Furnlfurd 
~ ' . w l t h  :2 matching 
chairs. Inexcellent cm~dltlon. AlSoa 
double bed with box spr!n~ and 
matress which has never been used. 
All for $27S.O0 Phone 635-3808. (P-24) 
For Sale: ! pole lamp, Chesterfield 
and chair; 6 year crib, and ena~ 
high chair, all excellent, condition. 
Phone 5;4320. (P.28 
32"r B icy les ,  Motorcy les  
For Sale - 650.cc Triumph 'Trophy 
~motorcycle. 1971 Prlce$1150. Phone 
[~35.5376 ( CT F) 
~ 33 - For  Sale - M isc .  
For Sale - young Bantam Chickens. 
Ais0 carrots. Phone 635.6933 (P.29) 
New potatoes for Sale. Phone 635. 
3d34 (P.28) 
For Sale" . Precast sidewalks, 
concrete patio blocks, different 
shapes end colors, quotes on laying 
sidewalks. Phone 635.2O03 Uptands 
Nursery. (CTF) 
AUCTION ACTION.  Sun. Oct. 3 2 
P•M• Bring in your Items for sale. 
Wedo the Work and you have/natant 
cash for your pocket. Sears Auction, 
Hwy. 16 East, Phone 635.7S24 (P-28) 
I homemade 5kl-doo or  utility 
trailer. 
4:-+14 inch Chev Rims and tlres. . 
New rear end and 4 speed parts and 
dual point distributor for Chrysler 
product. Phone 635.2151 (P-27) 
34 - For Rent - .Misc. . 
For Rent • Indoor storage space¥or: 
motorcycles, campers, skld0os, 
boals, pickups, etc. Phone 635.2603 
completeseptlc:system Ins ta l ted! l  (CTF) . . . .  
Backhoe, W0~;K ~ by the. hour, o • . , ':" 
contract, + . . . . . . .  : .-" " "~ 
Fbr..~ree 'cat,males call 63S.30~ 37 - Pets 1 , ' :" '
BERNINA SEWING MACHINI 
ThompsonBernln a now ' 
- Iocotedl'n. ~, 
ELKEN MERCANTILE 
E~est selection, bestvalUes,l, to.. 
Tom $59.95' up inc lgd lng( f r  
(CTp) 
. , ,  , • . ,  ,• ,  
WATER WELLS:  
" 'C;;II your locally 0wheal,'/ 
ForSale - Saddleibrldle; ha'liar a~d 
wool-horse 'blanket. Phone 635.6827 
(P .30) : . ' .  ~: , . . , "~ '  , " , i  • : .:i.,' 
f "  
For:Saie :. 7':year old* saddle 'hocse ; 
(gelding). Phone 63S-S347 (P-27~} 
.: 11 -  ' 
38 ~:wanted  -M isc .  *," 
want~l to purChrbSe • approxlmatel~ 
f i f ty  r" :(501 .~;keena : W, ndel; 
Strav~b'erry.. ~lanta; ..,, ,-. Write 
Advertiser; :BoX 701, The Herald, 
Terrace,(P.28] ,~ : 1: . "  . :, ' 
iwanled to' buy good used furnllui'e 
contact' Freds Furniture 635-3~0; 
(CTF):+:" ~ ' i " - . : .  
su i te  '. $75 
41 - Machinery for Sale 
For Sate: t4 A D-8 Winch With young 
lowing arch, angle dozer, 46 A 
Tracks, brush dozer. Si4,000.00 
1958Van, Insulated hardwood floor, 
excellent condltion. ID,200.O0, Phone 
690-7272 Ft. Fraser, B.C. (P.29) 
+'43 - Rooms fo r  Rent 
: I  GATEWAY MOTEL i 
I I 
| Monthly- weeKl~' . | "  
I One and two bedroom sultus|, 
| Phone 635-$40S • | 
I CTF " | 
Room Is available with kitchen and 
bathroom facilities I~ a family 
home. Close to town. Phone 63~-$2T3 
(P .26)  
Room for rent - In  family home, no 
• cooking f~cllitles. $40 per • month. 
Phone 635-2321 (CTF) 
THOR N H I KI. MOTE L 
& COFFEESHOP 
Housekeeping Units 
propanebottlefllllng - | 
Paclf/c 66 Gas afld 011 " 
Highways 16 East (~TF. 
FLYNN APTS. 
Furnished rooms and furnished 
acts, Cooking facilities available. 
Phone 635.6658 CTF) 
OSBORNE GUEST.  HOUSE• 
Comfortable rooms ;n quiet 
residential area. 2812 Hall Street. 
Phone 63S.2171. (CTF) 
Hillside Lodge 
4450 Little Ave. 
Sleeping rooms; housekeeping units, 
cenlral,y located, full furnished. 
Reasonable rates by week or n~onth. 
Non.drinkers. only. Phone 635-6611 
(CTF) 
KEYSTON E.COU RT APTS. 
1,2, &.3 bedroom deluxe su|fes Scott 
Ave. Terrace. Swimmlng pool. for 
tenants. 'Phone ~3S.5224. (CTF) 
47-  Homes fo r  Rent  
~House for Rent . Exclusive 2 
bedroom house I~ Thornhill. 
Features carpet, stove & trig and 
electric heat and carport. $120 per- 
month, Phone 625.2386 or 635-24B2 
(P -28)  
For Rent • Modern 2 bedroom duplex 
downtown location. Paved street. 
greed/ate occupancy. Inquire 635- 
2255 ,(CTF} 
For Rent 2 bedroom duplex, 
furnished in Thornhlll. "Adults qnly. 
Phone 635.5600 (P-3t} 
;urnished Cabins weekly and 
monthly rates. Cedars Motel. Phoae 
635-2256. (CTF-3) 
House*forRent: in Rosswood.:30 
miles north of Terrace, on Nasa 
Road. Basement.liveable, upstairs 
roughed In on ly .  For further In- 




Shag carpet, 3 bedrooms, 1~,~ baths, 
full basement, carport, stove and 
fridge. References please. For 
appointment 635-7320 (CTF) 
For Rent - ROW h~usee with 
basement. Refrigerator and stoves, 
some with washers and dryers. 
Electric heat. Close Io downtown 
and schools. Playground for 
children. $190.00 per month. - 
References required. Apply Mrs. 
Joyce Giovanni, Cedergrove 
Gardens, 4529 Straume, Ste, 12S. 
Phone 5-3231. (CTF] 
47 -' Homes for Rent 
For Rent: 2 bedroom bast.  suite 
unfurnished with frMge end stove. 
Occupancy Immediate. Separate 
entrance and meter, Phone 635.573S. 
(P-2B)  
48 - Suites for Rent 
For Rent • 2 bedroom suite, frlg, 
stoveand laundry. Central lecetion. 
Quiet adults only, no pets. Phone 635. 
5456 (P -33)  
For Rent - 2 bedroom-suite wllh b|g 
kitchen end llvingroom. Close to 
downtown end schools,-Phone 635- 
5262 (P ,27)  
For Rent -.3 room suite, heated, trig 
r 
and stove. Phone 635-3007 (P.29} 
F()r Rent-1 bedroom.fu~'nlshed apt.. 
Eleclrlc heet.:.•Avallable Oct. 1st. 
1028 Rl~;er Dr,  Phone635.d445 (C.29. 
.3) • ' ~ :. 
~'~19,'::- Hbm~d 1or. 'S~le " : 
~eon Wacre setting. 
.+ Other,,faafurea: 2 
. l  reC. rooms.. For Into. Phone 635. 
4420 + (C.23,24;2~;28,29,31,33, 4 36, 
' seefude~3~bedroom h0me. In "I0W tax  
'district on iMacres;+ Has fireplace, 
w~w.:'ln ilvlngroom; ~ many" trees 
Including f ru i t '  'trees. ~ Just off 
pavement..,Vlew at 1S2/QueonawaY. 
or+Ph0ne IDs;40~S (P-30 - .  ' 
For:sale : -3:  bedroom home, f011 
• basement~+'•W.W: : carpet, ' •self, 
contained :one:~t~edroom suite 'In 
basement;+ V~ow at 4713 Straumeor 
Sl - Bus iness  Locatio,~s 
Downtown, commercial property 
comprising two shops totalling 1,800 
sq. ft. plus rental unit and Parking- 
space. Substantial mortgage 
available at 7 percent. Contact Mr. 
Moore, 4616 Gre|g /~ve. (CTF.'[) 
F.or renl.  1 2 business spaces In new 
building S00 sq,  ft, & 800 Sq: ft. PhO, ie 
t~1S.7985 (CTF) 
Offices, heat and Ilght Included, 
Phone ~.$.314;~ and 635-2312 (CTF) 
• Newly Decorated Office._ 1"I  f 
• Birch penciled walls, wall to w~.ll 
,carpet, Electric heat. Large'North 
windows. Approx. 900 square feet. on 
LaKel~e Ave. App ly  Elken 
Mercantile Phone.635-2552. (CT.F.~3.). 
FOR SALEOR REI~iT 
Building 16V~'. X 22~';: interior 
panelled and I~as coml)lete 
heating and  l ight ing  plus 
bathroom facllltles. Can be easily 
moved. May be viewed at 2816 S, 
Kelum" St. or Phone 635;685"/ 
(CTF) 
S2 Wanted to Rent  
Wanted to rent. 3 bedroom house or 
larger, required Immediately by 
Federal Government employee. 
Very reliable leant ,  phone-635-31M 
(P.28) 
Wanted to Rent . 2 bedroom 
furnished or partially furnished" 
suite er house in lows for two single 
working girls by October 1st. Phone 
635.6357 before 5 p.m. and' ask for 
Kathy. or 635.4366 after 6 p.m. (STF) 
55 - Property for,Sale 
For Sale: Property In the Nasa. 
Conlact SI or Bobby Davis, Box 12~ 
Nasa Camp, Terrace, B.C. (CTF) 
f 
Two lots side by side One with two 
room modern cabln and one with 10 
x 55 moblle home. With 8 x 42 porch 
wired and insulated. Apply at 824 
Pine Street. (P.33) 
Acreages for  sale - 4 & 5 acre 
Parcels lust north of Terrace city 
limits. Water available, terms. 
Phone 63S.5900 (CTF) 
i Fo;Sale - Well established ret~,i| 
posiness. Genuine reason for Sa/~| 
other business interests. • Ccrnfact| 
Mr. Moore, 4616 Greig Ave.,1 
(CTF-T-3} ' | 
FOR SALE.BY OWN ER 
Lot in.Thornhill. Has septic tank 
• and field on public water supply.. 
Has existing concrete foundation. 
Can arrange 100 percent financing 
for approved party. Phone 635.7337 
(¢TF) 
For Sale ..Highway frontage land. 
Level, uncleared; Good top.soil. 
Hydro avallabts 12 and 30 acre 
Parcels located 7 miles old Remo 
Road, Contact H,W, Flrth, or write 
Box 443, Terrace,.B,C. (CTF) 
57 - Automobi les  
For Sale. Standard 1966 Pontiac 
Slrato Chief. Good condition. Price 
$900. Phone 635.2114 or view at 2408 
Pear St. (P-26) 
• For Sale • 69 Ford pickup. Phone 
635.5505 or view at 4904 Graham. (P- 
28) 
For 5ale through the Royal Bank • 
1968 Plymouth GTX'.  440 2 dr. 
hardtop, bucket seats and consul 
good mechanical c0ndltion. Priced 
to sell at $1800. Financlr;g can be 
arranged, phons 635-7117 (C-31-3) 
For Sale. 1969 Ford Galaxie $2150. 
Phone 635-4533 (P-27) 
Ail.terralne vehicle excellent for 
hunting and flshlng• 20 hr. use. 
Wlllys Jeep, new 327 Chev V-8 
motor~ wlnch, Indianapolis tires. 
Phone 63~5173 or apply No. 4 
Timberland Tralle~ Court, '1819 
Queeneway, Terrace. (P-271 
SALVAGE 
Conveyor 
69 Dodge Polsra' 500 
Enquire 5keena Adlusters Ltd., 4742 
Lakelse Ave. 635.22SS. (CTF) 
.For Sale: One 1970 'Kenworth Model 
W.923 CNC exce}}ent condition. All 
Indulrles should be directed to 635. 
3113;. (CTF) 
For Sale • Engine complete A-:956 
Chev 283 Phone 635.6827, (P.30) 
For 5ale •Jeep ~Nagoneer 1964 - To 
be seen 2709 BraUq .(P-35}. , 
For Sale • new deluxe camper and 
new Fordplckup for sale; "Sleeps 6.  
For Sal~)'; 1965 Che~, St; Wagn. V-S, 
. standar,, new .transmlssl0n, motor 
"1 ke now.. $600.or'best Offer PhOns 
6,i5.371'5" (CTF): .'.', .~: ' " .* 
radio, nmv tires; One owner. ' Call' 
~S:3113 fromg- -~ and ~,q,TSR2 after 6 
• (CTF) : " ':~'!. '~,.'Y';: ?"" " 
Fo~r Sale: 1969 Dodge pickup =A to'., 
V.6, *automat!c/' 11,~00 miles/with 
electric winch, $240O0 without winch 
$2000, Card,be Se~n at 46191HIIIcrest 
or;phone $-5757;~(CTF}~,' ~ ~ ' 
For Sale 1969. ch•rYsier, ~.2': dr~ 
hardtop, vlnylr0of, BalanceoWhlng 
$9312.' Will finance; PhOne ~15.~M 
(P .27)  :, . ";": . . . . .  
drrorsL etc; 
,i Y 
58.  Trai lers 
For Rent • 3 bedroom :furnished 
trailer with frldge and stove, washer 
and dryer.' On private lot In 
Thernhill. Phone 635.7473 (P-27):. 
"FALLSPECIAL-  : , 
17' TeePee Holiday Tra!ler sleeps 6, 
with 8 x 8 candpy and.tent attached, 
Propane heater,' trig, range, with 
oven. Comes with equalizer hitch 
hitch and 4 corner locks. Phone 635. 
2527 (P-28) 
For 5ale. 10 x 46 1968 Squire trailer; 
- PhOne 635-38B2 { P-28) 
For Sale - 19 it, South Park Holiday 
trailer• This unit is tully self- 
contained and on tandem axle. 
Priced to sell. Will accept trades; 
Financing available. Phone 635.2033 
(CTF}. 
SU NNYH'ILL TRAILER couRT 
Tohelp lower the cost of living we 
at Sunnybill have reduced our 
rates effeenve Sept. |~ 1971. 
Other Extras I mlude: 
1) Newly paved streets. 
2) Close to schools ant 
playgrounds - -. 
3) Close to downtown On payee 
roads 
4)" Laundromat facilities 
S) Clean city water 
6) Underground wir ing & 
Illuminated lamp post at" each 
trailer spot 
I)' Cement runways for trailer 
parking 
For further information call e 
the office NO.1 3624 Kslug St. 
Terrace. 
(CTFI , 
FOR SALE - As new 55 x 12 custom 
built Knight mobile home. Would 
consider tradir~g up on modern 2.3 
bedroom house in Terrace area. 
Cash for balance available. No.30 
Timberland Trailer Park. Phone 
635.2715. (P-24,27,28,32,33) 
Buying a Mobile 
Home? 
your  BEST  f inanc ing  
comes f re t ,  the 
Bank of Montreal 
cal l  635-2295 
and ask for 
TOM NEWELL  
19' Falcon Travel Trailer. Steeps 
5, has lavatory, propene heeter, 
trig, range with oven, Many 
'extras..,. Excellent condition. 
Could be  used for ~emporary 
home; Also Ipsulated canopy. 
top for pick-up truck $275 Phone 
635-$412 (C-23,24;27) '  
Trailer Spaces - Green Acres Trailer 
Park in Thornhll l .  Features 
plavqround, large lots with lawns. 
Close to school. S35 pep monlh• 
Phone 635-2386 or 63S-2402 (P.25.27) 
For Sale. Home-made 8 ft. camper, 
Has propane heater, stove, and 
light.' Asking price $300. Phone 635. 
5046 (P .28)  
 OOTOOORi 
TOPICS I 
For Want  Of  A Nai l . . .  
Each year many large fish 
are lost during battle for want 
of a new fishing line. 
If you've never been the 
v ic t im of a 
L ~  brdken l ine 
"~::'~!?':~ 'i~iii when playing 
a good-sized 
f ish,  e i ther  
you're lucky 
• . . or.your 
tackle is al- 
ways in good 
condition. 
According 
t'o in forma.  
tion from Red FisheF of the 
fishing department at Mer- 
cury outboards, many anglers 
make the mistake of starting' 
each fishing season with last 
'year's line still on their spin- 
s ing and.casting reels. 
• Although the benefitb: ef 
monofilament lines are many, 
the problem of lines breaking 
unexpectedly, .has increased 
with their popularity. Mea l  
monofilaments are -made, of 
syrflhetic materials which re., 
SLat decay and rot, This is" 
ifine: but their.apparent "per-~. 
manence is misleading,, for 
m0n0f i lament  i s  a s ing le  
istrand of line which becomes 
~ the boat,  scrape, i t  
gunwale,  or  step+ 
one Of  these  is  env  
,der  : that  por t ion  
: too  weak  tocount '  
t,~occaamna.y 
0n and ~emovb' 
)rn sections. If'/ 
m; damage oc.+ 
ng ;and cut Off••• 
, r t~on. . . _ : "  ~- 
t 
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L_egal 
• NAVIGABLE WATERS 
PROTECTION ACT 
• R.5.C. 1952, Chapter 193 
K i t  son  , Harbour  
Developmefits Lid hereby gives 
notice that 14 has, under Section 
7of the said Act, deposlted with 
the Minister of Transport, at 
Ottawa, and In the office of the" 
District Registrar~of the Land 
RegIst~y District of. Prince 
Rupert, British Columbia, at 
Prince Rupert, British 
Columb/a, a description of the 
sffeahd the plans ofaccess . 
causeway, bulk loading 
terminal,  land reclamation 
proposed to be :built in the 
Chatham'Sound, at Kitson 
Island (Lot 1257), Lelu Island 
(Lot 501), and the Fl'ora Bank In 
front of Lots 641 and 642, all of 
Rupert District. 
• And take notice that after the 
expiration of one month from 
the date of the publication of 
1his notice, Kitsch Harbour 
DeveloPments Ltd. will, under 
Section 7 of the said Act, apply 
to the Minister of Transport for 
approval of the said site and 
plans. 
Dated this 30fh day of June, 
1971. 
KITSON HARBOUR 




TENDER FOR P.URCHASE 
AND REMOVALOF 
SURPLUS BOILER UNIT 
CENTENNIAL MEMO- In 18T3 
the new vital statistics branch 
of B.C. recorded t64 births, 112 
deaths and 88 marriages within 
the whole province. 
XXXX 
CENTENNIAL MEMO - Blight 
Island in Nootka Sound was 
named after one of Captain 
Cook's taptaim, William Bllgh 
who later won notoriety in'he 
famous, mutiny on the Bounty' 
X,~ 
CENTENNIAL MEMO - One 
Will iam C larksonto ld  the 
British Columbian that he had 
paid $100 for government land 
(2 acres) and $257 for raising a 
crop of 34,000 pounds of potatoes 
width he sold for $680 making a 
profit for the year of $323. 
"Show me any  country that 
can beat that," hewrote. 
n . m L I "  ' ' • 
Basher,s S.oul +Rna-ly rests  
"I won a lo.t 6f ho'ckey :" .read from;the rules. '.'AS far as 
gaCnes in my t ime and 
~d a lo t  of. ~un. But I 
lost things that mattered 
more. Maybe i] i t  .hadn't 
been ~9r a combination 
of things,.rd have beelt 
all r ight. '" , . . .  
That was  Harvey (Busher) 
Ja " ckson, the best left-winger I
ever saw," according to hockey 
expert Frank Selke Sr. of 
Montreal. : 
I am eoncemed, he does not 
meet these- speeifi.cations." , - 
As the,left-winger on Toron. 
to's Kid Line, Jackson was an 
All Star four : timesV and wotz 
the ~HL scoring flue. He Was 
only 21 .  and st i l lh01ds the 
record as the youngest Scoring 
Champion" in NHL history. 
(Bobby Hu l l  was also 21, ~ but 
'a few months older, than.Jael{- 
son. ) + 
In an era of low.scoring 
And this month, Jackson, games, he collected 241  ca. 
who died in 1966, penniless 
and a victim e l  alcohol, finally Peer goals. Still, the Smythe 
made it to Hockey's Hall of veto ]ce/~t him ouL while lesser 
Fame.• The "combination Of players made it. 
things" the Busher referred to And Smythe himself sup- 
- drinking, gambling, wife- ported the election of such 
trouble and inability to. hold a players as Sprague Cleghora 
job - -  had l~ept him out-of the a.nd Babe Pratt - -  equal to the 
hockey shrine for years Busher when it came to having 
One man; Corm Smythe, was fun with a bottle. • 
primarily responsible for Jack. Of course, two divorces, 
son's inability to make the Hall wife-beating charges, and  ind. 
Of Fame while he still lived.,• .bility to hold jobs that Smythe 
And Smythe's vendetta contin, co.ntinued to find for his for- 
ued to the Busher's grave. '. met star, put 3aekson in a eate- 
~When told of Jackson's elec'- gory by himself. 
ties early in  June, Smythe Yet the Smythe argument 
commented: "Standards are sounds hollow when one finds 
going down everywhere .to- the name James D. Norris in 
day." the Hockey, Hall of Fame,• The 
A 1964 model boiler, believed And to drive home his obje~, late Mr. Norr is / in addition to 
1o be In good condltlon,.used for lion, .the e~sty old Major his role as owner of the Black 
4 years only and located in the •promptly sent in a letter -of .~awks. was the .czar of boxing 
dvlc  Centre site. The unit is resignation to National Hockey m the lg50s. " . . . . . .  
described as follows: League president Clarence In "this position, he assoeiat." 
Make: Cleaver Brooks' of Campbell. As Chairman of the ed with known mobsters" such 
Canada Hockey + Hall o f  Fame, Smythe - as  Frank Carbo and Golfbag 
Model No: CB 655-100 Series 600 would have had to officiate at Hunt. He. was investigated by 
Serial No: S 34 654 the ceremony honoring Jack- the U.-.S.'Congress for alleged 
Input: 4,185,000 BTU hour son later this summer. This h~ u nderwor . ld  associations. 
Pressure: 15 s.p.s.1, refused to consider. , Sports Illustrated went further 
Fuel: ,Oil, not heav/er than 6. Sm~the is a stubbor, 'man and linked him with the cjL'ime 
Max. Firing Rate: 28 u.s.g.p.m, when he pmkes up his mind mob in fight promotions.. Nor- 
Horsepower: 50. 100 and no amount of personal ris roared that he would sue. 
Date: 11-5-64 pleas or pressure will make but" never did. Sport~ Illustrat- 
This unit is for sale on an "as him change. Son Stafford .and ed stuck by the story and the 
Harold, BaUard, the two who uproar died down when Norris 
Is, where is" basis. The control the Maple•1~.a~slt6day, quit; bgxing. : '•: , .  : 
SUc.cessfuJ ~t.enderer::wlil be both" tried: to.Y~e~nvi~C~:him ~:Yet .~o/m~:8~ ' aisd:.the 
reqblred to remove the unit at 3ackson belonged 'with the 0th- otEe~: ~lt~'*~ke~H~]~t lilos in 
his own risk and expense within 
60 days of the tender award. I er hockey greats; the Ho~key Elall of Fame elan/- 
Smythe agreed the Busher ed Mr. Norris to the" Hall be- 
Cash within 3 days ' of was great on the ice; + but his cause ,he's~ved the game,~f 
notificlat!on of successful off.ice antics killed him for the .,hockey in Chicago." They co , -  
fender. The City reserves the Hall of Fame. pletely ignored his other life-. +- 
right to refuse all or~any tepders Certainly, 3acksbn was bet- Sm~the never gave Jackson 
subrhifled. " ter than many who' made it to the same consideration. It is+a 
Tenders marked "BOILER", the Hall ahead of him. And  sad day indeed When a ++ great 
will be r~ceived until 4:00 p.m. I even Smythe would grudgingly athlete is ignored for some. 
Sept. 30, 1971. - agree to this, but point out thing he did in pr.,',:ate. " 
W.J. Smith, " why ;Xackson didn't belong. Too +bad. the Busher.wasn,t 
City Administrator "Candidates for election around when Saner heads pro- 
(C27-3) shall be chosen on the basis of vailed this month, And the 
ability, integritY, character and Hall of Fame cad do without 
their contribution ' to their Corm Smythe .and his personal 
team and the game of hockey prejudices. 
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TERRACE HERALD, TERRACE, B.C. 
You too can have outdoor furniture like this. With just a saw, 
and a champion weightli[ter. This set belongs to Mr. and Mrs. 
R. Knight of Terrace. (Knight Photo) 
Anti-hunting sentiment a bit off 
~resent  ant i -hunt ing  
sentiment is often misdirected 
attention says Dr. James 
Hatter, Director of the Fish and 
Wildlife Branch. 
Returning from the recent 
International conference of 
Fish, Game and Conservation 
Commissioners at Salt Lake 
City, Utah, Dr. Hatter eferred 
to a conference resolution on 
clarifying the role of the hunter 
saying: "It is irgnie that while 
intense emotion is generated 
over the hunting of individual 
animals, entire populations are 
endangered by large scale 
habitat damage that goes 
CENTENNIAL MEMO -- In 1871 
British Columbia General 
Transportat ion Company 
announced it would place four 
"steamers" jn service between 
Yale and Barkerville Coaches, 
resembling ~ireus wagons were 
pulled behind a steam tractor 
which burned wood. 
essentially unnoticed. Both natural predation. Death is as 
hunters and non-hunters should important as life in the 
recognize a common goal in the maintenance of a healthy 
protection of the wildlife population" he added. 
environment and, in Pact, As a step toward the 
hunters have traditionally been appropriate recognition of the 
the largest contributors in this 
area." 
Dr. Hatter stressed that the 
role of the Fish and Wildlife 
branch was not to dictate the 
use of the wildlife resource but 
rather to maintain and enhance 
wildlife a'nd their environment 
to serve the interests ,and 
demands of all British 
Columbians. "We must, 
however, state that there is 
little biological basis to much of 
the criticism leveled at 
legitmate hunting activities" he 
said. "Population regulation is
an integral part of the ecology 
of any animal and if this takes 
the form of hunting it can 
provide an enjoyable r creation 
at the expense only of other 
regulatory mechanisms such as 
disease, starvation or increased 
role of hunting, the conference 
expressed approval to a 
resolution to declare the fourth 
Saturday of September 
National Hunting and Fishing 
Day. 
Notice to sportsmen 
Sportsmen are reminded that " Conservation and Outdoor 
effective April tst, 1972, the Safety Program this fall or 
Hunter Training, Conservation 
and Outdoor Safety 
F'-xamina t ion becomes 
mandatory for all residents 14 
years of age or older applying 
for a first licence - and all 
resident hunters between the 
ages of 14 to 18 inclusive 
regardless ofwhether they held 
a previous hunting lieence. 
early spring. 
The minimum age for taking 
the Program is 12 years of age. 
There are presently 675 
qualified Instructors within the 
Province; originating from 
various local sportsman groups 
and other organizations. 
Qualified instructor's names, 
addresses, and phone numbers 
can be obtained by contacting 
the Regional Fish and Wildlife 
Branch Office in your region. 
They are lecated at: Victoria, 
Nanaimo, Burnaby, Prince 
George, Kamloops, Penticton 
and Cranbreak. 
Dr. James Hatter, Director of 
the Fish and Wildlife Branch 
said that anyone falling within 
these categories hould make 
every effort to take and 
complete the Hunter Training, 
'Vitamin C - Free! 
PEGEEN DAVIS 
Terrace and its nearby 
communities often residents a 
bounty of Vitamin C free for the 
taking. Vitamin C is a natural 
antibiotic which prevents fate in 
the body from turning rancid, 
maintains the strength of bleed 
vessels, particularly the 
capillaries, and is essential to 
the formation, the health and 
strength ofcollagen, the cement 
that binds the cells and tissues. 
(it literally keeps us together) It
would he impossible to 
overestimate the importance of
this vitamin. 
It is contained tosome degree 
in most fresh fruits and 
vegetables but the richest 
sources are Rose Hips, acerela 
cherries and black currents. 
Usually you cannot rely on the 
vitamin Cfrom citrus fruits and 
fresh vegetables a the Vitamin 
C is quickly lest unless the 
produce has 'just picked' 
freshness. Foods enriched with 
vitamin C tend to lack the 
quality and quantities of the n- 
atural vitamin C found in Rose 
Hips. 
The Rose hip, which is the 
most potent source of Vitamin C 
can new he seen along the 
roadsides and lanes with its 
bright red and orange hues. A 
large plastic bag, an hour of 
your time and you can collect 
enough rose hips for a good 
winter supply. Just a small 
amount of rose hip extract 
(recipe below) can he an 
effective safeguard against 
colds and infection for you and 
your family this winter. 
To make Rose Hip Extract, 
all you must provide besides, the 
rose hips is water, a pot (which 
isn't aluminum) with a lid and a 
little cider vinegar or fresh 
lemon juice. The concentration 
of Vitamin C in Rose hips is 
fantastic. Only z/~ cup of wild 
rose hips will provide you with 
up to 1800 millegrams of 
Vitamin C or about 36 times the 
Vitamin C potency of fresh 
orange juice. Just imagine, the 
amount of Vitamin C which goes 
to waste annually is estimated 
to be thousands of tons. The 
Vitamin C can be extracted by 
boiling the rose hips until they 
are soft and letting them stand 
for 24 hours while the vitamin 
passes into the cooking water. 
Since the extract is very mild in 
flavor; lemon juice or cider 
vinegar must be added both to 
prevent enzymes from 
destroying the vitamin and to 
keep botulins from developing. 
Try to bottle enough rose hip 
extract so that each member of 
your family can have at least 1 
tablespoon daily. You can add it 
as a routine procedure to fruit 
juice, fruit cups, gelatin 
recipes, sherbet, soups, sauces  
or take it straight, its quite 
palatable. Vitamin C plays such 
an important pat;t in 
maintaining the health of the 
teeth and gums, and also in 
promoting resistence to colds, 
allergies, infections, the use of 
even a small amount of this 
extract throughout he winter 
can contribute to a great deal 
indeed. During a time of illness, 
the extract is invaluable. 
ROSE H IP  EXTRACT 
Gather rose hips, chill, 
remove blossom ends, stems, 
and leaves; wash them quickly. 
Meanwhile for each cup of rose 
hips, bring to a rolling boil: 1~/~ 
cups water. Add 1 cup rose h=ps. 
Cover utensil and simmer 15 
minutes; mash with a fork or 
potato masher. Let stand 24 
hours. 
Strain off extract, bring to a 
rolling boil, add 2 tablespoons 
apple cider vinegar or fresh 
lemon juice ~" for each pint of 
extract, pour into jars and seal. 
If extract is not to he 
prepared immediately, asin the 
ease of busy mothers and 
working people; chill rose hips 
quickly to inhibit enzyme 
action; when they are 
thoroughly chilled, wash and 
pass them through a meat 
grinder before adding to water. 
simmer 5 to t0 minutes and 
proceed as in basic recipe 
above. 
ROSE H IP  JELLY  
Just substitute he extract for 
fruit juice and add raw sugar 
and pectin; follow instructions 




Any used furniture, appliance 
or other unwanted articles are 
needed to make the Arena 
Auction a success. The Auction 
is being held Oct. 8th and 9th in 
the old Overwaitea parking lot 
and store. Please call 635-6277 
for pick-up service. 
IT'S YOUR ARENA - PLEASE 
SUPPORT IT 
To help reduce the risk of 
heart attack, the B.C. Heart 
Foundation recommends a food 
plan that uses less animal fats 
and fewer cholesterol-rich 
foods, such as eggs and organ 
meats. 
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 
Kitimafs Kitchen : 
" . By LOuIsE  PR ICE  i 
. . r I " ' 
Since we't'e deep In the hunting season a few more recipes 
wild game. ~.n excellent way of cocking the breast of grc, 
(which is usually ;all that has sufficient meat to wa~ 
cooking) i s  as  fo l lows . .  . ,  • .' . 
crCea~ s~owly.in a heavy frying pa, with lid on. Add a ,/~ ca, 
mu~room soup an~l a half can of golden mushro 
soup along with a can of water. One can of either of these so~ 
can be used, however the combination makes an excell 
unusual sauce. For an extra rich touch add a can of mushroor 
At this time of the year there are a lot of wild cranherri 
especially out along any old legging roads. (try the Nass Rca 
Here is a recipe for making your own "Wild Cranberry Sauc 
Mix 2 cups sugar, P/z cups water and z/~ cup sauterne 
simmer for 5 minutes. Lower heat and mix in a quart of clear 
wild cranberries into the syrup. Cook slowly with'out stirriz 
uncovered for about ! .inures or until the softened skins ope 
Skim dff froth. Cool, chill in the frig, stir in a jigger of bran 
and serve. Since the wild fruit has more flavor and color th 
the domestic kind it is especially good with game meat. 
This is also the time of the year to gather crab apples 
making crap apple jelly (some can be found wild also). 
• The secret of making ood jelly'is having the pectin, aci 
sugar and water in the right proportions. The acid and pe~ 
change with the maturity of the fruit. Both decrease as 
fruit ripeens, therefore for best results use a mixture of slight 
under-ripe fruit. Never use over-ripe fruit. 
Ira fruit is low in pectin and acid it maT' be combined with oz 
or more fruits rich in these. However when ~vorking with crz 
apples" this is not a problem as this fruit is very rich in bol 
pectin and acid. Simply wash and stem the fruit. Then cut i 
quarters. :cover completely with water. Simmer the fruit ar 
water mixture in a covered pot until the fruit is soft and mush; 
crush during cooking. 
Make a jelly bag of several tllicknesses of fine cheesecloth -c 
muslin. Moisten this and pour the hot cooked fruit into it. Hang 
the bag over a bowl and allow to drain uptil dripping ceases 
Squeezing the bag will increase the quantitiy of juice but th 
jelly will be a bit cloudy. When working with the extracted juic 
use small a mounts only- not more than 8 cups. 
To determine the amount of Sugar to.be added after boilin 
measure ach lot of juice accurately: Boil the juice; uncovere 
a bread saucepan for 3 minutes. Remove saucepan from he~ 
and test •for pectin. To do this mix 1 teaspoon fruit with i 
teaspoon rubbing alcohol (not iso-propy.l type) into a smal 
dish. 
Blend together qidckly and let stand 30 seconds. If the frui 
contains enough pectin a jelly like mass will be formed. If thh 
does not form continue boiling and testing until the pectin test L, 
satisfactory. If you do not have rubbing alcohol one can be quit( 
sure that erabapples contain the needed amount of pectin 
however if in doubt simply boil a bit longer. . 
If the fruit passes the pectin test at the end of three minute., 
sugar may be'added inthe amount of I cup sugar to one cup frui~ 
juice. If the pectin is not enuugh at the end of three minutes am 
boiling must be continueti add 3/4 cup sugar to one cup fruit juice. 
A(Jd sugar slowly, boil briskly, uncovered and remove scum 
as it forms. To test if the mixture has reached jelly stage di[ 
some of the hot syrup up with a metal spoon. Hold it well abov, 
the..pan and let it run off the side. When the syrup no longer un~ 
off me spoon in a steady stream but separates into'two distinct; 
lines of drops which flow or "sheet" td~ether the jelly stage ha~ 
been reached. Immediately remove from heat. • 
Let the hot juice stand in the pan for ] minute and remove th~ 
last bit of scum with a cold spoon. Then pour carefully into ho~ 
sterilized jelly glasses leaving at least I/4 in space at top. Let 
stand until partially set then pour a tin layer of hot melte~ 
paraffin to completely, cover the jelly, turning jar slowly whill~ 
pouring wax to insure perfect seal. Leave until hardened the~ 
add a second layer of wax. Cover and store in a cool. dry nlaeel 
LUe keep truck of uJhnt's going on 
in British (olumbin 
Wherever there's industrial 'action, there you"ll find Finning, A 
mining development in the Kootenay. A logging operation in the 
Interior• Container handling on the Vancouver docks. A highway 
project at Inuvik. There's Finning. Supplying the equipment and 
supporting it with service. At first a resident serviceman. Then a 
serv=ce depot or parts trailer, and, finally, a complete sales, parts 
and repair facility. That's how Finning has grown. First at Nelson ~ , • , 
in 1938; most recently at Houston, and as'far north as Inuvik " :"~-" . ' 
Representation now in 33 locations. An organization of divisions ::•: , : :  
and departments, specializing in a territory, a product, an i'ndustry , . •, •'.:: 
orservice.And 1,077 skilled, interested people. Finding. Big enough, : '.: ,,: ~. ' i .  
to provide a completerange of serv cos unmatched by any other " , :: '-,?~: 
equipment dealer. Sma enough to have a personal invo vemant .~ ~':;"/:/~i':::~".~.! 
with the customer; an ind v dua interest in hisequipment, his job ' .:',':.,.ii~,'i..,~!;:~f 
and his success. :.i,: ~;i:!i::;}:i;ii'i:~i;~:ii/:i~: 
; I  
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THIS IS THE WORLD OF CARE: 
Providing nutritious food for school 
children and pre-schoolers, health ser- 
Vices for the ~ick and handicapped, 
• facilities and eq~Jipment~for basic 
schooling and technicaltraining; tools 
.--~ 
and equipment for corPmunitY endeav. 
6urs. Y0ur support of CARE makes ~u(:h 
things possible for:millionsof individ= 
uals around:the world, : '  ~ ~ ~. 
One d¢)llar;:rmr i~e~$oni each •year::wOuid 
iii:! •~ !i ~ ~''~•L~''J~ ~' ~"  :~ : •/ ~'i ¸ : • ~ ,• . . . . .  ~ . . . . . .  
.[':Care:for heral.d" .he 
• J ,  
~re for : 
: Your.. Car 
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Proper  car. 
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COLD WeRTH6R DRIVING PUT8 6ROOTe8T I 
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CARE FOR YOUR CAR 
N° part °f a car gets a m°re strenu°us work°ut during the c°ld weather monihe ahead ! I t h e  ignition and electrical Severe ' ' i , .  i "  V I  than systems,  co ld  and dampness  a t tack  these  sys tems.  , l "  
On ly  when they  are  in top  cond i t ion  can  they  funct ion  proper ly ,  i ~  •" 
The  Nat iona l  Automot ive  Par ts  Assoc ia t ion  (NAPA)  prov ides  a deta i led  descr ip t ion  o f  
Know."  The  book le t  a lso  prescr ibes  maintenance  procedures  tohe lp  keep  the  system-s- in 
top  runn ing  order .  • ,, 
Cop ies  o f  the  NAPA book le t  can  be  obta ined  f ree  f rom loca l  automot ive  serv ice  and  
repa i r  shops ,  in the  Un i ted  Sta tes  on ly .  
. 090  o ; Z 
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help reduce air 20 Motorist's guide. 
pollution. 38 Employs. 2Z Care for  your 
8 Cooling system 40 What fresh wiper 
part that needs blades help you to 23 Kind o f  rally. 
replacement when do belier. _ 24 What good brakes 
spongy. " 42 Behold, make your  car. 
12 Common engine 44 Stamped on a 25 Country .mail 
block metal, receipt (Ahhrev.) system (lnit,):. 
13 To be or 4]$ Acconntant. 26 Totals of a perfect 
to be. 46 Laotian temple hallg'ame. 
14 Fender (French). 49 Pianist Geza 27, Ballerina's garb. 
IS This should be SI Result of worn 28 A lso .  " : 
drained and treads. 30 Ontfielder 
flushed every year - 53. Golda. Swoboda. 
for better cooling. 54 Cleaner 31 Time in Salt Lake I 
17 ~th  39 down, key helps keep dirt City. 
ingredient in out of engine. 33 A tuneup saves 
tune-up which 55 Sources of 12 this, 
should be replaced across. 34 Employ 
ev.ery 10,{J00 miles, 56 Automatic trans- 36 Nourished. 
18 Chicago transit mission gear, 39 See 17 across. 
units, 57 To imitate, ,40 What you need 
19 To be sick, 58 Mac. when you have a 
20 British Legislator DOWN 51 across. 
(Abbrev.) 41 Consume. 
21 Manuscript ! What to check for 42 Head - - ,  some- 
(Abbrev.) air presstire ach thing tO adjust for 
22 Silent . U,S. time you get gas. better visibility. 
President. 2 Asian Mountain. 43 Fit for military; 
23 It ~ to take 3 Dozes off, ser,)iee. 
care of your car. 4 East Netherland 45 Paper . 
25 Sacred church Indies (Abbrev,) 46 This connects dis- 
council, 5 we meet tributor and spark 
again, plug, 
28 Member of U.S. 6 Motor or Office 4'~ God of War 
House (Abbrev.) . (Greek), 
:/,9 Idler , part of 7 Opposite of 48 Good mechanics 
steering system to crooked (Abbrev.) give your car a 
check yearly. 8 Elated. good road .  
3Z Humber of cylin- 9 ~ filter, change 50 Opposite of alt. 
ders in most im- it every other oil current. 
ported cars. change, 51 U,S, aviation 
33 Vital service for l0 Depressed neigh- body. 
points, borhood. 52 What 16 down 
34 Flying saucers. II Medical tests will do to a dis- 
35 Polka ~- .  (Abbrev.) ahled ear. 
For correct solution See Page 6,  
Parts most often Heeding d~Jk STARTER DRIVE - the mov. " d i~  ISNITION COIL - heart of 
v able gear connecting starter ~ the ignition system. It is 
replacement, . .and why motor and car engine. If the s taFt. L ' L  really • transformer, boosting 12 ~tL 
IGNITION SWITCH - really or whines -- out the engine ~ volts from the battery to as]diSh 
several switches In one. doesn't urn over, chances an tlhe as 30,000 volts, And It does this 
First, it turns cn the Ignition sys. . starter drive needs replacement, about 100 times a second at only [ i  
tern, then the starter- and slmuI- .~.~. ~ " - 30 m,p.h. When the coil weakens. 
taneously turns off the radio sod ~ A . . . . . . . . . . . .  entire engine Is affected, Wkan it UUNTA[;T SET -- U switcH burns out, entire system goes other accessories to avoid dama.~e • ~ ~ that turns the ignition coil dead. 
due to power surges which occur on and off to fire the spark to ~ ~ . 
in starting. As it ages, resistance each cylinder. Contacts (points) ~:~ ~ SPARK PLUG WiRES-connect builds in the switch so not enough 
electricity gets to starter and gradually_ wear causing loss of ~"~ plugs to distributor cap and 
power ann poor gas mileage. Use. ~ carry 30,000 volts. These wires~#"- • 
ignition, " ful l i fe -  about 10000 miles, must be built so high voltage • 
~i~ BATTERY - stores efectricH ~,,,._ , doesn't . cause interference not j r  
v energy for starting and all ai,','~_~-.l~  . only with car radio but also nearby v
other electrical jobs, Life expec, i ~  iT i i  CONDENSER - like an fiat. TV sets and even alrcralt radio. 
tancy of a flood battery Is 2 to 3 mm i ~ trJcal shock absorber, It r t  Under load, defective wires cause 
years...  IF it's kept clean, filled ~ smooths out surges caused by " 1A engine "miss." 
and in good state of charge, rapid openlng and closing of the ".-'i - A . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _ . 
contact set, Should be replaced ;;~ ~ aV.An~ PLUMS--fire,me ig- 
~ i~ BATTERY CABLES'- deliver when the contact set is changed .v  nit.ion spark into ~e.psp- 
V electricity In starter and all Ilfle mixture in eacH CylinDer to L 
other electfica/systems.., and _ . .  ~ power the car: Improper pluA gap ~.~. 
bring in charging current from the ~.--~,.~ 0 ROTOR -- turns inside the causes less In power and gas 
alternator. Unless cables are in T,~.~ ,~ ~ distr butor, carry ng the economy. Deposits cause spark to 
good condition and have clean. - -  spark from coil to each part of ~ lean away. High voltaire gradually 
tight connections, the car cannot the distributor cap. High vo lame ~ burns ~e. plug cha.nglng ap. Av- . 
start er run properly, gradually burns it and nsulaUon N~g erase efficient life is aeoutlo,o00 
deteriorates, Should. be replaced ~ miles. • 
with the distributor cap. STARTER SOLENOID SWITCH - connects the battery to 
the starter motor. Poor connec. 04,.... 
tieRs and age reduce solenoid's ~e~.  ~ DISTRIRUTOR CAP - covers 
ability to pass enough electricity " ~ Internal parts of distributor, 
to turn the starter motor fast providing terminals for each spark 
enough to start the engine, plug wire and for the coil wire 
~ i~ STARTER-an electric motor  High-voltage gradually burns the 
V which, by means of a mev. terminals. Dirt and moisture cause 
able gear, cranks the car's engine. - sparks to leak away, resunino in 
As internal wear develops, t h e ~  carbon tracking which Is a parma. 
starter may be unable to turn t h e ~  Rent short circuit, This cruses 
car's engine fast enough, or may hard starting and engine "miss." 
run down the battery. Then, the Replacement is he only cure, 
unit must be replaced. 
'Certified Car 
Care' Experts 
A private industry pro- 
gram to certify automobile 
teclmicians was announced 
~~!~i!i~i~ by Henry S0r- 
~~i i i i i i i  enson ,  P res i -  
~ i !  dent of the Zn- 
~ ~  dependent Ga- 
~ ~  rage Owners  
~ ~  of Amer ica  
~ V ~  (IOOA). 1 
i f f ~  IGOA, along 
U~i~iB  with the Auto- 
~ '~Jg  motive Service 
Industry Asso- 
ciation and the 
mmvsom~mo National Oon- 
gress of Petroleum Retailers, 
have formed the National 
Automotive Technicians Car- 
.tO,cations Board (NATCB). 
To receive certification, a 
technician must have at least 
two years' experience 'In his 
specialty. He must also pass 
an examination in one or 
more of 15 categories of car 
components. 
Mr. Sorenson believes this 
system of certifying mechan- 
Ice preferable to government 
eert~qcatlon. Said Mr. Soren- 
son, "~hts industry kndws 
bettor than anyone else wl~at 
the needed requirements ~or, 
a medhanic are and we: alone 
should establ ish them. I be- '  I " 
lieve this is our  industry's 
• responsibll it~ and  I know we 
accept It. • " . 
The ~TATCB ~ cert~flcation * 
plan is'baSed on  one begun 
by the Independent  Garage  . 
Owners of .Arizona.• ~: -- 
ALTERNATOR (or generator)- 
generates electric power vor 
everything except the starter; also ~"~'~. 
recharges battery Dirt or deterlo- 
' qF"  ration cause hard 'starting, power 
loss and reduced fuel economy. 
~i~ VOLTAGE REGULATOR--limits 
v voltage produced by althma. • 
tot to the amount needed by the 
car's systems. Poor conn'ectlons ~ .  
can damase it. If the regulater~q~m~'~ 
gets out of adjustment, It's prob- - ~*" 
ably Damaged and should be re. 
placed. 
The .Best Car Wash in Town ! 
. FREE WASH WITH GAS PURCHASE 
FREE WAX SUN. & Men.  AFTERNOONS 
SAV-MOR OAR WASH LTD, 
TEl and : iE,, R U P E R T  'L "" '1' k F : : F ,' r L [ : : J :1 ~'; ~:';:~':4~":'~" 
: .  ~: ~::i!•:~::~•;•/•/::';•, •~;¸ •:":: •~" i • '  .•  • • '•:• :~ : •/, ::••~" •', :•!~'~:* :::~• •:~' ;~) :  ~: • ="  
~ • . . . . .  =~.  ,~•i,:~.~:Lr~,'•,•i~',::~• i;•:: : • i~ ~ '• '~ i !=: , ' / .  
• i~• •~  •~:  • =  . . . .  = •• i ;  ~ ~i~•~J:~•/~ ••~i~ :••• • 
• •:i •:/~::: 
m . 
~ ,~,~?~ In Ter race  I 'ts 
' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , e , , ~ ,  
. . . . . . .  I!~:iWinter is no t ime FORD ~, i ~ 
'*~ ~ .fOr Car Trouble! ~ 
BOB PARKE.R 
ii~ I•':•I~•I;;/¸I !~i il ,ii 
!!~i •~• • i•!~:ii ; 
~i•~i!i ¸~/~i• i ~i~ 
SPEI;IAL w,oe, balance $1 oTS  wheel per 
• (reg. $2.50) 
a r r ive ,  ao , ,wny  ~[aKe a cnance  on  xnus happen ing  to  you( .  
Le tour  fac tory  t ra ined  techn ic ians  tuneyourcar  fb r  qu ick  
s tar ts  ~ and dependable dr iv ing th i s  w in ter .  ,~ 
i ,~r rh lR /o .ny  ~ SlS,20 :~ / 
L V i k V i i  e l i  ' ' " ( reg .  $18.50 . ) ) .  
• Clean and adjust spark plugs' 
~:i ~,  and 'points 
i i  e!~Check and set ignition timing 
e~!Acljust engine drive belts ' • 
Check generator 0 r alternato r, 
~i battery, ~ • ~.,  ~. ,~. i 
• Adjust carburetor " , 
• Test compression . :  
-~ • Check exhaust control valve ~' 
o Check fuei pump and filter,:; ~ii 
• Check cooling system.t ighter 
hoses " • • 
: i: C0M~ IN ,FOR A FREE EXH,  
Remember How 
Your Car . ~ 
USED TO LOOK 
.'~ . , ~i  ~' "~ ~ 
-, ~ '  • ; / i i i i ; :  ~/ ~ 
The Tirn~ 
.......................... . • NOW! 
~/ in ter iZer  ~ " .  , .  ' I s - •  , • 
~L ; '  L 
SEE US AT 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , iife been a little hard on that beautiful car, you 
a o.~:., ~i:~:.,; ~~ : ~:: !~!,,!~;  !~i: ~ were-so proud of a few years ago: D0~s it f0ok"a' 
' " ~, '~ i: if: ~i~! ~ii~:i~!~i !:  little worn~.a little crunched a nda little scratched ? i 
' so, why not visit outbody shop for a repair esti-* 
ate'This w0n't c0st you anythingand you might ~, 
=ip!easantly surprised to find how economically • 
' i:canrestore yourcar,s former beauty;. ~- . i  ~i ~'' 
.:.:,:-..!VISIT USSOON FORA 
Parker  rd  . . . .  . . . . .  , . i . i ,  ii ~ !;~i)::.~60, Lake lse  
• Serving • Norther n B,O,: Fo r~L~O 4 Years, 
:,,, ody.or . ,  Pannt a te  
buy 
• ~.~ . • i " i ' .  " -ii ! : . 1636,6833 
• ,. ,, ~ , .  ~ . ~ ,  ~. • ~.i~ii!~ii '. ~ . / '  ~,,./~' i .:i;.,~ i :!~'~ :~ ii~: ]
m r I 
3"• .  ~J • ' %" 
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Why ch-a-nge Spark Plugs at 10,000.. Miles,' 
Advised Not Because They Wear 
OUt, But Rather as a Safety 
Factor Against Misfirlngs 
Ever wonder why you 
should change the spark 
plugs in your car after every 
10,000 miles, of driving? 
There's a good reason. ~he 
lO,O00-mfle plug change rec- 
ommendatiun is not actually 
based on the fact that  spark 
plugs are "worn out," in the 
strictest sense, after 10,000 
miles. 
This figure--selected after 
extensive spark plug l i fe 
tests - -  merely represents a 
safety factor beyond which 
plugs are likely to mis~e 
under the sudden demaz~ds 
of peak acceleration or ex- 
tremely heavy load. I t  also 
represents he point at which 
gas economy begins to drop 
and starting becomes more 
difficult. 
Champion Spark Plug 
Company engineers consider 
a spark plug worn out when 
it reaches the point where it 
is likely to misfire ~ regard- 
less of its appearance. Azd, 
contrary to popular opinion, 
misfiring doesn't necessarily 
mean the plug failed to ere- 
ate a spark. It  simply means 
that the plug failed to ignite 
the gasoline properly, wheth- 
er a spark was produced or 
not. 
Many Drivers Ask 
Ho.,v can a spark be pro- 
duced and the plug still mis- 
fire? Because "spark track- 
ing" (or high-tension cur- 
rent lqakage) through car- 
ben .d.eposits on the spark 
plug's firing end can' result 
in a weak spark, which in 
turn causes incomplete burn- 
ing of the fuel mixture, and 
results in a loss of both pow- 
er and economy. 
High resistance, which de- 
velops as the spark plug elec- 
trodes become rough and 
uneven and the gap between 
the electrodes increases, also 
can result in the spark being 
too weak. Here, too, the gaso- 
line isn't ignited properly 
and incomplete burning of 
the fuel charge can result. 
• A new spark plug with the 
correct gap setting needs 
about 5000 volts to fire. How- 
ever, as the plug remains in 
service, constant heat and 
chemical attack plus electri- 
cal erosion cause •the gap to 
become wider, thus increas- 
• ing the amount of voltage to 
fire the plug. 
Spark plug gap growth oc- 
curs a t  a rate of about .001 
inch for each 1000 miles of 
driving. Consequently, a set 
of plugs that has been in 
service for 10~000 miles gen- 
erally will have gaps that are 
about .010 inch wider than 
the original settings and 
higher voltage is needed to 
make them spark. 
This is only for normal 
driving. 
Operating the engine at 
very high speed can decrease 
the amount of coil voltage 
available to fire the spark 
plugs by 30 to 40 percent. Ac- 
celerating to pass on a high- d0ce h spark than:the lgni- 
way may practically double Lion system is capable of 
the voltage "borden on the producing ~ especially if the 
spark plug. plugs are badly worn. 
Slew Acceleraflo, - NOW, back to the 10,000 
That's why misfiring is miles change recommenda- 
tion. 
first noticed while acceler- Most spark plug engineers 
atlng because it's here that 
the  plugs actually can re- agree that a safetY factor is 
quire more voltage to .pro- 'needed in the spark plug to 
ensure proper plug per f.orm- 
FreeWays Cost Money 
But Yield Dividends. - .  "Cmbon Fouled Plug... 
Freeways may not be free, eompleied bx'lD78, Is"early ante under every possible 
technical ly, but they are twice as safe as other roads operating condition. Conse- 
among the best investments and. streets. In recent years quently,'they try to keep the 
the average citizen makes the I'atailty record on the In- amount of voltage,necessary 
with his money.: terstate was 2.99 deaths per to'spark the plugs well below 
According to .the Highway 100 million vehie|e mires the. amount of Voltage that 
Users Federation for .Safety tz;aveled vs. 5.62 miles for the coil is capable of produc- 
and Mobility, for every dol- i)ther roads. The Interstate tng. And keep in mind, this 
lar expended from the U~. . system is saving'8,000 lives safety factor imust take into 
Highway Trust Furfd on the per year. consideration "the fact that 
Interstates ystem, about • In addition, the moneys as the Ignition system be- 
$g.90 Is r~turned, in direct paid into the Highway 'JR'rust comes older, its potential 
users benefit. Fund by taxpayers prey|de high voltage output drops o~. 
Taxes raised from gasoline, indirectly a longer-lived ear. - 
tires and trucks are building ' Non.stop,Jn6dern-designed A new Ignition system/for 
the most efficient and Safe' superhighways help ellmi, example, may be able to_pro-~ 
highway system the U.S. h~s nate premature brake wear, duce over 30,000 volts of elec- 
e#er enjoyed. : pr?longed ;dlin~ time, less tricity. The same system af- 
weaL" on-suspenslon systems ter 20,000 or 30,000 miles . " 
This year the Highway and shock absorbers among without replacing any of the " 
Trust Fund is 'observing its otherbenefils, " • 
.15th Anniversary. Some" o f  parts may only beab le  to .  ~ 
Taxes, like death, may al- produce 15 to 20,000 volts . . . . .  ~ 
. the highlights of the fund's waysbe with us but it's good ' " 
benefits to the car owners-are . i 
listed below: to .know that some tax money 
is being used as fruitfully as NO *'IDLE" RUMOR - -. 
• The Federal-Aid Primary highway taxes. According to  a University 
system accounts for less than . of Michigan eng ineer ing  
10 percent ef all U.S. roads • CLOGGEDCUE~tNER . school study, hydrocarbon 
hut carries about half of all " A clogged air cleaner can emission from an autom0bfle 
motor vehicle trbvel, help cause a 75 percent in- .  engine is reduced an average 
• The 42,~00-mile Inter. crease in hydrocarbon emis- of 55% at idle after a tune- 
state Highway system, to be sions from a car's engine, up. 
Al l  Lines m-  Al l  
, , .  
At  Compet i t ive  
4929 KE iTH AVE j  
• ] -•  . 




VULOANIZl ! NG & REOAPPING 
A SPEOIALTY ;; 
SPECIAL 
- _ - _ " _ _ ~ .  , . • . 
• , : LAST  CHANCE AT THIS PRICE" FOR SUMMER TIRES 
,.F.Qood., h Si'.,ow.,O ONE OW PRIOE 
• Former original equipment tire, now 
With the extra strength of 4-ply ALL SIZES!l! 
DuPont Nylon--the same rugged cord 
Used in tires for the big je ts .  High 
mileage at a special low pr ice .  Full 
range of Sizes , 
LIKE AN AiRPLANETIREWITH THE 
STRENGTH OF 4-PLY DU PONT NYLON 
CEDARLAND TIRE SERVICE LTD.' 
, ' . r  " . •  : . " .  
TERRACE,  B .C .  •/• :,~'-/{~:'635"6i70::: ~ : : : - , 63$-6151 
, °  
wxT w LL$'211.88 i " i-( 
PER 'T IRE / . "~ 
BET THIS BARGAIN ONLY AT. ' 
i 
"•" .•-•-.. 
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- , . .  : -~ take on a-sallow appearance. 
.The  reason for this is a" 
~:~. ,' ",. c0ntinuous aceutnulation of 
, / ,  / slush,-g~Ime. and salt.:"from 
" i -,i winter- driving , "..,.-and tize, 
~- faet':that~"nobody WantS-' to ~ 
wash a~.'dar:::or c lean  i t  out, 
• ln thedead_oI w in ter ,  i :  ~ 
~.',~BUt even.* in/winter there 
: Usually Is a .b reak .~ a half -  
- way nice weekend when the 
Sun  is..showing and streets 
• .are fa i r ly  dry.  This Is the 
time t0 'give your car a -mid -  
- winter Clean-up. Even though 
you kzmw it may be a mess 
-three. days :later, there is 
: gbod~ireasonto d this. 
.". .Over  a period of three or 
• four months, since yod. last 
- invested in a good polish and 
wax  job, your car has been 
- • constantly subjected to win- 
. ter's ravages. New scratches 
and rust  marks  probably 
have developed. " " 
If you ignore these .until " 
you"get ~ around tO them in 
spring, salt will' hav~ a 
- chance to accelerate eroslon, 
. . and rust may have worked 
its. nasty Way deep into ~the 
Mid, SeasonCleanup Avoid Battery 
Prolongs Car Life Problems With 
: Quick Check 
', in.  Winter, .corn'.our cars meta l .  Ever wonder why some 
' ;~ . . . .  "- . : -  , ,~':  I I " I~t ' I~ . I ,CR I . I ,~ .gAK ~AI~E.SUPPL IEMP_ IdT  . ' - " ,. " -PA~.I~. ~ . . . .  
. . . . . . . . .  ,~-u.~.na n-n.r~t,~ ..~D~ .(:taP.I~t~MI~.~LT " " " PAGE.~. 
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times during starting, you 
• car's battery sounds like it' 
dy ing-  then suddenly kick 
of f?  
:A  major source of the prob 
lem could be dirty batter' 
terminals .or  loose conner 
tions. 
• Openthe-hood of your caz 
A c leanup and carefu l  
bumper - to -bumper  inspec-' 
tion will alert you to deterior- 
ation you did•not know had 
started, I t  also wil l  improve 
your dlsp0si'~0n.: Driving a 
clean car  is a whole lot more 
p leasantthan sloshing along 
• in a sloppy one.: 
You Can't.ignore. the Safe- 
ty factor,  e l ther .A  grime-Is= 
Are fhe battery 'terminal 
: covered  with what looks Ilk, 
agreen moss? If not, are the,. 
loose? The  green substanc, 
Is acid build-up. When i 
reaches a saturation•point o 
covering the lead terminak, 
energy transmission i s  im 
paired and starting become 
a problem. 
In admnce stages of aci( 
,,den car  blends In w i th the  
scenery In a.m0n[h like Feb- 
ruary. ACiean one shines and  
tells other .drivers you are '  
there. . 
Since you  may not have 
suitable :weather to .do a 
proper cleanup in your own 
driveway, consider• apro les -  
sional wash, touch-up and 
wax Job. This should include 
the use of a powerful vacuum 
cleaner to remove the salt 
and grit that eats away at 
the carpeting. 
Your  mid-winter cleanup 
Will. add considerably to the 
life of your paint job. And, 
equal ly  Important ,  it. will 
make life a little nicer,dur- 
Ing the remaining dreary 
build-up, not enough energ] 
is transmitted to even tun  
the engine over once] 
Corroded or, loose 'battery • A key ingredient of Champion Spark Plug Company's Cleaner Air 
terminals are easy for your Clinics is an rximust analyzer which measures hydrocarbon and 
local seryice station mechan- carbon monoxide emissions produced by ear engines..Various 
le to fix. ignition system malfunctions can increase these undesirable e~s.  
sions dramatically) showing the maintenance is a vital eontribu. 
tion to cleaner air. 
~!il/i~ • !.i.L 
Oome in and see the 1972 
SKI,DO0 SNOWMOBILES-:' ..~ 
and our mine of 1972 II 
Sknu/)OO olothnng + 
" ents fo r  Yahmaha, Trim ~ 
oounno h .Ohain Saws ':~ 
• _ . _ . 
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One Million. Cars to-be StolenThis Year :I 
;:~ '~ : -  L 
Pro's Find Ways of Getting Around Locks.; 
New Devices Thwarting Joy Riders; 
Older Autos Become Targets 
By ROBERT W. IRVIN 
One.of every 100 cars and trucks in the United Staies was 
stolen last year. Or, to put it another way, almost onemill ion 
vehicles' were stolen in a year when new car  sales totaled 
8.3  mi l l i on .  I . ' ' ~ . . . . . .  = "k--' "' : : 
It seems like a contradiction, but these thefts ~ whichare 
at a record high ~ come at a time when all new cars are be- 
ing equipped with anti-theft devices to l~k  the steering col- 
umn, transmission and ignition. 
- .  However, these devices_ have only been on cars for the 
last few years. There are probably still 90 million vehicles 
on the road without hem.: 
So, it will likely be some years before it can be determined 
how much the new devices will cut thefts. 
Nationwide, car thefts aresti l l  on the increase. In 1968, 
.some 777,800 cars were stolen; in 1969,,871,900. The,FBI 
has not yet released most recent figures, but they' are expected 
to "show another increase towel l  0vef 900,000, perhaps one 
million annually. 
Cars Now Even Towed Away 
The anti-theft locks are both thieves and police be- 
not stopping the professional 
car "thief, according to offi- 
cials from industry and gov- 
ernment. The pro knows how 
to defeat he lock- - in  some 
cases bY physically remov- 
ing it. 
San  Francisco police, re- 
cently reported to the Auto- 
mobile Manufacturers Asso- 
ciation (AMA) that many 
professional uto thieves op- 
erating in their city were 
towing the new cars away. 
Instead of trying to break 
the lock on the street, they 
haul the ear to a garage 
where they can work on i t .  
cause the. devices lock both 
the transmission and steer- 
ing column. With the  con- 
ventional rear-drive Ameri- 
can car, you can't pick up 
the front wheels and tow It 
because the transmission 
• keeps the back wheel~locked. 
You can pick up the rear 
end and tow the car, provid- 
ing the front-wheels are 
locked in a"straight ahead 
position. But you can't tow 
it this way if the front wheels 
Were turned when the eol- 
mnn was locked. The only re- 
course then, is to put. dollies 
under the wheels to, tow the 
in private, car. Obviously, no juvenile Is 
How~ever, towing the new - going to go to this trouble to  
cars ckn be a problem for steal a car Just for kicks.. 
Reduce Thefts, Lower Accidents 
But Robert L. Wilson, sac- rich. 
rotary of the AMA's vehicle. 
security committee, said the 
device "definitely has an ef- 
fect on the Joy riding kids. 
The Juveniles are stealing a 
lower percentage of new cars. 
And that was our main thrust 
with the  device." 
The only available statis- 
tics show that about 40 per- 
cent of. the cars stolen had' 
the keys left .in the ignition. 
This, of course, defeats the. 
purpose of the tripledocking 
system. To remind peop le to  
remove their keys, cars for 
the last couple of years have 
had a. buzzer ~which sounds 
if the driver's door is opened 
with the key still i n the  igni- 
In an effort to make it eas- 
ie r  for police to identify a 
stolen car and to make it 
tougher for thieves, Vehicle 
Identifcation Numbers (VIN) 
are now mounted perma- 
nently on the instrument 
panel., 
New cars have had to have 
the triple lock since ~'anuary 
1, 1970 under a federal safe- 
ty  regulation adopted be- 
:cai~se-stoleu.cars are. 200 
times m6re likely to be. in- ," 
volved in a traffic accident, 
according to statistics. Thus, ~i 
if you cut down-the number:. ~
of,car thefts, you should cut ' 
down the number of acci- 
dents. 
Auto Executive Points Finger ! 
New York City Is called, frustrated engineer.Heseems " : 
among other things, the sto- to know a l l the  fine Ways of  
len car capital of the,world, doing things ~ a. real.:~harp - 
Chicago is running second..: cookie, good with a hammer : 
One auto executive theorizes, and a torch.". " 
"I know there are a lo t  of .... He also said that '"whi le ~ 
organized groups in New. thefts, last year ,were very 
York and Chicago Who steal" ' definitely a new: r.qcord, .I 
cars.--"~nake a, business out can't :say that new ,cars are 
of this. , .- - -: being stolen at thee same rate ' 
"L~ my opinion, the most they used to be..Myown per-... 
technologically sharp .indi- -' sonal opinion.is, that we are..  
vlduals comeout of Chicago. getting .a :lot. more profes-. 
1'he car .thief there is. like a sional than joy riding,".: : .~: .
Thieves KeepUp with Times :: 
omolais also•'note a risXng covered will 1/10bab!yi';~on~;//•i: 
t~umber of stolen tracks and ' tinue to drop.: < :: ~:..., .:,:,~ 
recreatl0nal~Vehicles. . ' While the locks aPPare'ntly ~*"*~ 
"The" thieves :are moving :Won't stop: a prbfessionaL ..i~ 
Into"' this field i~ as  these ve~ -,,~thlef,. the.  warning ~:";;de;v~ceS:.,~:i.:l 
t are availabl, Moles.become more popular," Whlc~ ~ as  a'ccbs~.>, t 
me.~auto, spokesman .: sa id. ,  series may stall h l~ ,  11 ~ . " ' 
• '!It's>very".tough ~ .identify % :! ~ne auto man said;i:,"a: ~.
them', tco,'becau~e there are: • ~i.~warni~g system' lndividuallv . 
[rom wz perce n~ (or,~n~ 
- 300 cars stolen)~rec0ve 
' ;he .perCentageTof'~.Cal 
,~ ;~  . . • . .-....... • .  
• _ X-...:- 
Detecting•Cooling System, Failure is:Easy., =.: 
• . . /¥  • .  
Crack on underside, me. .  grease* softened Inner 
larked by flexlnE belL core; slick sides cause 
Can break any time,: ] slips,, r°trubbe~, • be s| 
You don't have to be. an expert ear~.me- underside. If it resembles any of the 
ehanlc to detect a major cause of'cooling' shown, the V-belt should, be replat 
system'failure-- it's frequently a bad V-belt. away by your garage or: service 
Most modern cars have two or more 'Y- mechanic. :! 
belts. They are the belts that  encircle the Worn or Cracked belts are sure to 
pulleys of your radiator fan, air conditioner, "~ soon,, probably at  an inconvenient t 
power.steering, enerator or a l ternator .  • place . . .. with the' possibility.0f ~ 
. . . .  . . . . . . . . .  " : " damagin~ vital engine :co~hpbnents 
If you can lift the.hood.of ur car, you can :. Remember '  Most' V-belts look 
check the V-belts easily, in just a :few sec- ton. It'.~ the ~ underside' of the be) 
ends. ~Or, ff you prefer, ask your service Yo~u'll find the wear. "I~ takes bu 
station attendant to check them.l " seconds to turn a belt over'to che~, 
: With the engine st6ppcd, turn the V-belt thus :avoid possibility .of cooling 
over in y0ur fingers. Look carefully, at the breakdown. 
CROSSWORD SOLUTION 
• ] '  " 
Belt with-slick, h; rd  Peeling Inner core Belt• IOOkS-O~y :fti~'~i* 
sides slips, causes low " causes uneven,-rouib :top; sides and bottom:'; 
battery, ovorheat in | . . ,  surfaces, wilFsoon faR. may be split, worn::: :~/~: 
1 - 
o a 
"1 need a tuneup." 
. , -  ~ , , . -  
. ! ' :  
I •  . . . :  
UPLAND ,SHELL 
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!]!~, ~rbons ;  + :};£+ ++ perment}inereased unbumed~ !+.~+ : + . ; .~ .  " ; , ~ :  :~ ;; - -  - -  '1  . . . . .  " '*' : ~ ~ ~ '~::~ ;5;, ~ I: + ; 1"  : ; . "  + " . . " ' ~ . O ~1 : . . . .  ' ~ "1 . . . . .  ~ ' ' r ;  " 
+]+i~+he;+~vopercenk m i ~ I r e / s  ~1 • " hydrocarl)ons./:, ; / i  :~ +}~ ~ a ' " ' 1 '11 +~ 1;  . . . . . . . .  ': : ~ . . . .  ;+;;~ ; + . . '' ' . . . . . .  " * ~ ' + " " 
+i~r+~,~,+? ;S+~e+ t im +average:  ~ T~lca l  o+u~es +++~n o~+r-~;  /~> YS/]2 e'UP+ 1IS++!   e+;f0r+ PoilU.on 
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,~i,L.~[s~eng.li~,e'is,ac.~ng • Up with ;.:clogged air fllters~restrlctlng .,. i~:+T~eYk ca_me :,@ :getka free .,+ .i~.r[ :It~as ,.m~e+;tlla~i ;~ey+ ;• monoxideemlssl~nS'were re.; *; 
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. -  ,+,°' . . . . . . .  -'---+:, . . . . . . . . . . .  , , - -  • ~,,u,~m, +---'wilh' lhe new' ' de'+ .m£e umversz~y or J~ewo1+ . me seeona +; weeK's' :. cdnlcs~ ' were  40u par ts  per  mUUon of 
i!;....,..,,.,+~+?: ....... v+. :,.,:;:~ • ~+:, = -~ :: .... ~ ;r. ~: " ; : " , ;i.'= +:+ ~ :d c lded- to :he lp  observe En-  were exhausted. In  15 mlnut~s . .hydrocarbons and  2.0% ear -  ' 
i :~ l i ? ! : : i ; ;~:~M~ ;-.:~;':-,1,: v~J~l  ~~:' '! .;~ ....... - r~- ;  ' ,  :glneer~g;.Wee'l~;.:by-0ffer]ng as the  publ lephoned~:. lu fo r ' : :b0nmonox lde .  The  average  
=~1~, , - - . , rmm +~. ,~.~- - "  • :e -~+~-~ e ,  .II l__~.~"r" f ree .~upe-ups  to  the  publ lo,  appo in tments .  ' " " : . ; ' . .  HC: read lng  coming in  was  
~VJ tU I I L [ I  q II4 CK-UD the"::StlJder~ts d id :n0t  ant le i -  ~ t  - - - -  ~ ' :+ 644 PPM The  aver  " + * 
~:-+~,,.; ..; ..... ,. .......... ~.+.,.+- .; :;,+, • :.,~., ~ ;.~,-+. :,:~ ,r.;. ,+,+..,.,;I~.i:!~.+: ;,.,:pa .~ !.the! re ,  onseT':..'. ;! ,:':. +..: :., . C~O~S'B~?:~+., }...~ ...... . ' co.~mt W~+ 3.06 percent .... ~ +, 
-+~:;~: ....... + ' : ~ .... • .  ;-~ • • ' . : . . . . I  ' .Seeklng~;drama~e the ~ter tu.e-,~ the a~erage" + !'Mt+r i~e-.p me ave~ik~?  
 eepswneels eu:+:  +droo.+on .+.,o+ ..o . .  3 , ~ 1 =d the  ; 
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eSh °esand peeted to  last  longer  l f~ey  
• no~ ! eaj .  a re  proper ly  ba lanced  and  
now worn • ~al igned But  even  the  best  of 
is were. • them may l ive a shor t  l i fe i f '  
r " " ' - -S  .~  ram- i ; 'e i ther  +O~ithese  racers  i s  ig-  
e rnKe  ~ne sua- .  :n0red  ~i '~'~ ,~ ' %~;,,',. " 
den  improve-{  .... I t  ~+~Ot"unusua ' l ' / fo r  mls - '  
ment  in  • your  a l i~nment  o scrub  o f fa  th i rd  , 
car ,when ~.you .o f .a  tlre'~ t read . ;Th is '  can  
Ires.- You ~. may = amount  '~L~ Severa l , t imes the  '~ 
accustomed to pr ice of thewhee l  a l l~ent . ;  
; and noise., of • job that  could have~pre~ent .  
Suddenly, .wl th • ed-,such,  waste  ~/~id?;Would ~ 
have  made ~.your ear. a~sa 
one. , " ' /  . fe r " :  
;~+ How do  yo~ ~o~ ++ . yo .~.  
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Machine Gives Driver Test 
DrlvoTEST, the nation's first automated drivers' license testing 
system, is in operation in Des Moines, Iowa. Raberl ]Ray, Iowa 
governor, isshown at the dedlcation ceremonies of the installa. 
tion manufactured by Visual Educom Inc. The test is designed to 
• train drivers and :elnforee safe driving attitudes. 
|VO 
, . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • . .  w . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
THE HERALD- CAR CARE SUPPLEMENT - " FALL.WINTER, 197L " ' 
~I~ ~ I I 
Dear  DeDe:  ' ~. : ' Te l l  your  neighbor:  that  "'pair your -bra~e:sys~ ~ter~--:: "::": ~,.~i"-: !.!}~:: .~ 
I am the mother .o] three: !you Just had your car. tuned::  the course, but you.sh0tlldbe 
school-age ~htldren aT,d tt..~ and tlqat it .really rmis better-, able to ,put  as top  . . . . . .  to,whatS . . . . .  's:~: ;~!'~,:':~-. 
seems ltlce ! spend' ha l l  mg .:and that you start more. eas:  bothering, you. ~.. . .  ':'/" ~ .~. ; ~.': : :~ 
t ime chauffeuring~them . to l ly ' than ever. Als6 tell: her :'i: .' r I ":. "'&?' ''?:4--~;*':~'~'~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ :':~' :~ ~;~ :'¢~I ~ 
school, music lessons, Scouts • that your.~tu_ne=up Is helping--. Dear,DeDe: ":~;.:: .::~= ... ;~,:~i~;:!! .) 
and a dozen other places.,., . . . -cut  pollutl6nlevels. She.may" . : Helpme ~ettte /a~::~argu-~:;.,~/i':~; ~ 
My neighbor has children ??~ Just get , the hint/a~d,~you'll, ment wit~.my,t~sband.~.'iff~:'? /. ~'::~ 
about the same age .'and. ivle'i: ga lna  co-pil0t oh~yiittrdri~/-., car's ow.nefs manual  feils me~.~-:.<~:. • :.. 
try to share thedr iv ing ~ohen " lng chores. . . . .  ~!. -- : : . '  . . to  ehange- ~ o|l .ebery /#,000.i,;.~.;: 
the youngsters arer gotng to  - • : ~ ~ ." . * ,  'r'* . * '  ~ =~/" .*:4 :;~ : -: m~eS ~. lOn ly  1~itt aboftt761ooo~?:i ' : 
the same place. Late!y. how-  oear  ve~e:  '.:,,,•• ~ ~ S ' . . .  - mtles,a-,year;,~a~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  on:mlt~car.~:SO".~/ ( ~ 
ever, tt seems that  e~e~. time l 'm a stn'~le girl, ~Us~.-out:" l" ehange,m~ oil abmiti.every,.:; ~.:,. ~!i' 
it's her turn to d r ive  She o lco l1~e and:rye bought my .eight !'iiZohihs;. My  ~usband;':::,'~.,;,;!'; 
l~rst ' " ~iout~  bb' ~.di i i  claims she, hasstar t tn# t rou , .  ;car. i . " . . . . . . . .  :-.~ '.say~ ~rs ;  @d~. . :  • )T;.:I 
ble.' I  don t ~elteve her. we .  , ran~ly ,eve ,  ,i,n~ l ,a lc , . .  eve~l twb~i:monthS) Dbe's:.~,.,,~:!!i '..# 
live in a WEtrm c l imate :so l . ,  it- tri /or service, : I /eel  Faro " kn~ more:thdri 'the:onine~s 
don't see how she has Start, " be ing  condescended tO," be- :man~al? : : :"  / "~. !~ : '" :~- . . . .  '~ 
ing troupe.  • - ' cause !am a woman.~t-have. : ~- D.E. ~ '.~" " 
How can I oct across to her. -no com l~ia~nts •about.: the  : ~ " " IVtnnt~eg, Manttoba'~ : ,: ~'! 
that I resent her..excuses.., service but  I re .sent  'being Dear D.E.: ~ 
without starting an unwant-  . " i to la ,  tn  So man1)  words , :  "Y~u " -Yourhusband ' l s  r lght , .T lae i '~ i '  
ed neighborhood feud? ' ,ooltldn't understand" when.-  owner's manual obviously, is.;::;..;:. 
DISOUSTED DORm , l .ask-exactly what ,oas.aone :¢e fer r lng . t~ormal  . driving::"'.; i.:' 
Long Beach; California to " my'car~ . . . . .  . ~ - Your, 8,000 mi les  a"year.. !s.';~ ' . 
, Where:Can a girl learnthe  well below normal aud.lndl-!;,:! ... ;. 
D~AR Do~Is: basics o/ auto  mechanics?._ cares that mostofyourltravel?:'-i:i .~i/i 
Before getting to the core " : DIANE J... - . . . .  . .  - . IS short trips to the rmarketi ~'::~:.:~: : 
of your problem, don't as- . Ast6~ta, Long Island..:. and :.'running errands~ :./l~b.::.i;~i¢."~.: 
• . klnd ,of driving i s  t sume that because you live . . . .  ' ough:on. :~ :""; 
in a warm climate you can't DeAn DIANE: ' ' ' '  ' ' ' the lenglne:slnee tt..:.seld0m : .  ::~, 
have startlngproblems. Sta- CheCk your ]o~'al I'~VCA: ~ reaches.. elllelent, ~operatl:iig::L,!i :/..ii,.i I 
tlstles show that 'drivers In Many YW's offer, elasses~ In  temperatare. 80, the 0t l sup,  .:: 
your part of the country have  PowderpUff Mechanics. They - ply can "become, :,contaml-:, ; ; ' / i .  ~~;- .~. 
just as much or more start- are not too technical, yet hated.-Making sure your.'dl i~-...:~-./i:-:! ~
ing trouble than car owners theydogiveyou:abaslcun-lsfreshls aboilt.thecheap-:i~.!!.i -.:.~.~?~.~:.!/.!!!.~ 
in colder areas. Why? People derstandlng of what makes est •insurance polley.agalnst:-il 
in the frigid zones tune their' a ear t lckand wha~ services premature engine wear.Lts-~. ~ 
ears"more falthfulls/ than are. needed. - ten to hubby and enjoy your, .i 
_ people In your bailiwick: Youmay not b~ able to re- ear. ..~ : , . . . .  . .. 
I 
• , .  - , 
' ' T110  ..... i .:.,tlmbea lbuy f rom Japan" . .  " : : - -  . 
. . . .  . .,,.:;~.~ ~:~ 
- . . .  ,. ~.,. ' 
. . : : ' . . .  
• :.;2' 
-, ,. . 
In And See, Our Line Of 
r 
:~.~.....,: : ..,, - , . .. . 
,AUTO PAl 
~AND~ BOOY .WOI:IK-,~ 
T 
~:, i- . : ~:- 
. , '  ~ . . . .  i ~ ' : . .~ ,  ~"" , ~ , ,  " ~'  ~ '!,;',:., ,~ ~. , ,  ~ , '~ , :  i 
I I _  . . . . .  II " ' '  I . . . . . . . . . . . .  
': L ~,') ~'~'~l ~-~! i !i >~ .f i 
FALL-WINTER .+ I 1"1 r'+l'll: N A I~ U-  I.~AR CALVE S 
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Dressings'BelOng on: salads, :i.+, 
.+ +he+ iS.mS+ +;;+ ;++++ +++ +? 
• iS Sqm~ing  or ~+Ppearsto I~T ++ultwUi be lonser  last~rmg+an~+;:+: + - . 
• .slipping;, It 's t im~ todo some- . ged + 
th ing +about i t .  BUt~ the  ~gn ' 
swer  i s  Soot i*t0,~lJply, be l t  :: 
l i ,  i rd+ 0'do : the,belt won' t  be dama : . :  " 
 S g  ]  te a " I t  the  V~belt.+is noisy;+belt. ~ - 
l :not  'i l: r. dressing may:prov ide .  ~nxe~] 
.dressing+' - "?+ ,~' :'-~ +. i .... - ' relfef-but.+It y~i U''be Sh0kt~ ~. 
. -The  maker  o~ One major  V-+ lived and belt _damage Can 
:oelt )lne~adv!ses against  belt'~ :':result. Noise is usually caused +.: 
dressing: .-For one  good ~:ea=- ~by! ~ dirt~ ~!dust," rusty ,Water  
'son. All belt dress ings con- '  ~ and/or  ant i - f reeze .The  so - .  
ta in :  an  oil ba~s~. Penetranti '~: lut ion- ls: 'as+simple as ther:d'i , 
which u l t imately  So~tehs+the' oughly c leaning the bel t .and :+* ? 
belt and  shortens belt l i fe . . . / ,pu l leys :  +oI" real igning pu l leys  ; 
Their+advice is to:look 'for, and retensioning belt; + ' - .  
the cause : I !  a belt  sl ips; for- ' ++' D0h t .use"  any .  drssshi~s! i~. .+ 
get the dressing and have the ~ •Find the r cause..+.,  and"liave i ,  
belt: tep.si0ned t0:manufa+c, ~;: yourmechaniecorrectit~-~.. .~:7 
" •'+• :~ i .  :•i~••i ' ?+• . :  . ? /  i i~~- ••-' 
Corgect•r 'Use l  S ~es  P a t  
.:.+.:z • : , . , . ++ ,..  ,+ . . .  + : . , ,  . :  ,~ - -  :++ 
protect pa in t : sur faces : f rom ++ quarter:  but they  leave +the. + " - 
serious damage,  according.t0 ? ',~wash without Completing the '  : 
~. E: .L Hartman~: l~res ident  o f  :+ Job;:oRather man-spend+ the /  
~ Ziebar t  ProceSs~ Corporation. "-~*m0ney, needed to do the  Job, 
H - r tmann saitt ,"A ; , , - , ,~ :  r ight;they.wi l l  t ry to squeeze . 
• of p~p)e  ha~co~npla in"~+ ~'e0mP!e .tP Job. ` m + i t  he  .m~e~.•{ -" 
i us +ecenUy that  the pa in ton  •~er.ea:wam me+~+purcn~e~. +.  
the i r  automobiles Is not  re-  : .~ ~n one or.~wo..osms, ~nen.+ ./
ra in ing its briUiance+and, in ~Wnen, mey seave, thei r :cars  + 
some cases, that i t+  a c tu~ * car ry  wl th+~em ' a I m~r0~.  + 
ILR,, LtlKa eHItOmq, NHOLLOTS OF ATI~HTION. TSis young Iod's fa~Ssr !' ~nnlng a qu|ck "pro,trip, ' p i t t ing azid deteriorating.. On .p~emY ~?P .  ~Zz~:rel~mms.. on -+ 
~,~ ~ suing. Ire a good id,o 0o ca~ a i~slc t0ol re+end ox0m+pm~ p l~,  In t~'znowmob,.'i fu r ther  in~ es t igat ien ,  we .. e car .  ana  .o~es i' omy .w+. 
+om.~nts Im~ In Co~. + . ~* .... + + " ~ i -+ *+ ++ .... ~ " - "+ havefound that  these people +uquezy £awr w! t~ ram. I. .. .. 
IdA + 'k ~ +~ + " + + + " O " + : ~ , "  +' P P " "+ ~+"  "+.'++''+~++ +,.r.+. are frequent users o f :co ln-  o obaeTr ~ operated-car  wash+es+ +'+ : -~h e +n"~, , ,+^,4~ ,,o+~:'i .+; • 
~ n  . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . .  ' . . . .  + . . . . . . . . . . . . .  + :  ++-  . . . .  - . . . . . . .  - + - -  
5B:meMmtemnc+ + . P +  ++ + rePro::+ m°°th+:+ +.,' P i)+'++: *:++:m i ++i,++ I !+i +++++ :? i 
"" n ~ ++++1 :  ' ' ,+ m +'~+11 +'I++:--+ dr+ + " "+'1'1 + + ++ d +"  + ' + ++''+ ::+~ "+:+d 1+ + I I" + d " :~:+I" + "Is ++++d  1'+~ +1 +, "+d m + + ~ +  +1 Ill" '+ " 
[+: ++mete ge~t ihg f :  tlir0+tie;.:i such!, as+~+acing, +:.:~n+ +la+in ; '~Lxed ~+ fuel ml i-"i;+ + 
.tl~++e+ n ,a  newi-, needs+ spar+ p,ug of a'cold-" and ~il  ++;++~,+,-+^ +m,+,+ " 
e+:e gme+needs  +. er  +hea+. range  T~ .wzt-nstand + i ~"n ++lnv fn  n" ' f~  f.s.rmhlm . . . . . . . . . . . . .  h i  " . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • s. a .+__ l _ t i .n  ,~  . . . . . . .  
ndl t lontUg .+. before ., :.. gner ,.operating tempera+ ~ say Champion engineers . . . . .  Tl~e,result]~ ,,+said.,.Hart- • rlght0":.Harhn+ +am~., :said . . . .  ' ~+! 
'0fro,at+itS best. -'+, tures,- + . . . . . . .  + . " ' 
+re * ooob 
hat 10 or + lowerspeeds,  such.ad t ra i l  ~ L~ ~ J" ~+~ ~ * ~  . . . . . .  ~ ~ ' ~+' ' i " 
~ti0n +' +: at..~+:+rilflug; needs'a. +lug of a hot-. :,-'~ ~ 3 k  + .. 
e key +:to ' te r  heat  . range'  to pr+vent 
• . , " . , . .  there= premature  p lug fouling. For. .+ . : :zd 
" - - -  • e+ of  cond i t ions ,  s t . ,~i idard:  i i! I i 
_an d._ne+w des ign  p lugs  are  reeom- .  
,u,,-~,.~u~zu r .  mended. 
imaging eng ines . .  Both fuel and  oil should be 
StLseofsnowmo- of. the quality, the manufae-  
)roblems, part lc-  turer recommends, for : the .  
~!gnitlon system, - engine. Mixing rat ios  Of, oil 
~rong spark plug to  fuel- : should +'be followed 
~ow+ever~*sPeclal- exactly. When mixing the  
f (  • )peratlon may elements, make,certa in  both 
zg .speci_ally-de- • ;a re  warm.  The  mix ing ,  
( pmg.s::~O r ex~.+.~ Should~-be' done i in  +a ssp- 
to .w~ooue ~a~ s a ra te  ~.container ++, , and.  *.,. then  
ra~e ~ at  fu l ! .~ i. pouredintO the vehicle's*tuel ~ 
+ OPERATING YOUR SNOWMOB~E'+" I~ I;. 
~pion 'suggests ,your dealer per fo~ + the+follow: i + 
intenanC~.r ~ L'++~ ++ ' : " " '  
:+~+" l ' ; l l~k . ' ;+; l  t . +1  ~++aH'"  ne* . l lp~l~r i~ lug .+ i .  • 
enelon./'++:.t. ::+ '- ;." -"+0f she recommended 
~ ~ m 
d , ,d ju~t :~. .~r .  -*~ t 
ko~'ianufa.,tur... - op e~tin'~ +¢~ondll|0m.:] 
ificailons, + +++ no,l.pul it in  so tight that i /  
lurer 's s~ l~ +i '  In the-head.: i  +'-7 . . . .  
..... +~: : ++ :..: ,.:+~.. +~' ~+ ++:. i,9;' I t  your engine lUl+e k Iml~ t. • 
e +~!S+. ]ilte~?,++ ,i. :.:i.+-. :~ :: :: ,: :::, te~+,+ ak+~ sure ,thei+i~lee~#~+ i: :. 
i~ +.]::..+ Irol~e+level::•lS up~:Alb~:{,~ :• 
ie: 'exila+t/+l '~oi.lS': ++ ..: +.h " t -  Imttery:eable~,aJnd+ ,,+ 
at, i!h~! a~ ++o1;i ?.~: i+  /~+."~.~+,,~ 't'or :'eondmo. ~and• +",•:' 
wsm reetaue, ti.I,,=..: " * ;,+=.,, ',.,:-._-: + .,.~? .,,: .+:++'~ ... :, .~ ..... ,,eonnectiona.!,~::.~:.~'4;7 
. : :  ] 
' + ++~ ', , -+"  <+"  i , ' : ,  - ' 
+'+++' :+ :+ + ' +:!,Snowmobile i 
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Maintenance is a Good: stment 
Keeping Car in Bes 
ConditiOn a Must 
For Winter.Driving 
A penny saved is a dollar squandered, " 
That's not how Poor Richard stated the ca 
Richard lived in an era before the automobile 
Dick had been a car  owner he probably would 
another of h is famous sa~ings:to the s i tuat ion -  
time saves nine." 
While most of us today are more carcful tha 
how we shell out our  money, neglecting needec 
nance is a falsc saving. Let's look at the facts. 
Most of us depend upon our cars for our  livel 
take 82 percent of us to work and back. Most  c 
recreation by automobile, with 86 percent of 
using automobiles. 
Most Important for Season 
So, particularly in the coming months of wi: 
. it is important o keep your cax' in top runn~ 
• whether.we're going to work or play, • 
How, exactly, does stintmg on n~aintenance l~ 
tially major expenditures? Consider these exam[ 
• Mere ly  wash ing  and  wax ing  your  car t 
body rust-free can mean a savings of seven 
dol lars  a t  t rade- in  t ime. 
• Chang ing  the oil and  f i l ter  o t  recommended times 
can prevent  premature  and  expens ive  eng ine wear .  
dc * $ 
• Regular  tune-ups can cut gaso l ine  bills, prevent  road  
service bills and, in some cases, head off engine damage. 
,*. * • 
e" Wheel alignments, rotating and balancing tires, can 
make your  tires last  25 percent  longer .  
• Genera l : car  care makes your  car  safer and  he lps  
or  fau l ty  f ront  o r . . r~r  . . . .  ghg  tune :u l~s .  ,.?:/.. , percent bou~ 
• /'eets.-.., , , -'- " ., , "suspension ". :should/.be - ' ... ,The 'fact ;hotresidents Of i " ,  ' 
. !:> • 3; Exeossive phy in Steer" suspected " ;!- 
o.,'~.xees,ive nolse ~romtt~e ....... -n  ; c '0nsclot /s  " than  theirii~_i 
• ,:..', ii~,.;.~'::/ ~orn  &" ifiulty 'steerink . . . . . . . .  :r. . . . . . .  ; . . . .  ~" " - -~  . . . .  ' ' " exhaust system Cheek rt, " ." ''w~/rh~er-ellmed ,counterpa ,;':. 
• ;"i~ "".! :'A ' v - - ; . .o , ;  vigZ;~tes'at S0 " * 9; Unusual odors |nsidethe .... .' Motor i s ts ' .  : in  the.:,.,Wes ] .'i:. 
~~ :< ' ,.L ~ . , , ,h  c~,.- , ,s are . . . .  ear. ,.This comld, huve. • NOrth central.~.u.s.:,(L~clud- ~: 
" '  ..~:: . ' ~efeedve, t i r~. . ineor red ' ,  ~ ': ' . :_ :ma.,_n}'s°ur,ees:,.lm>.s,!gnals .i~,ing-tM_~i.,nes0t.a,[t~e:Dakotasi,~, 
• . . . .  
• : : / :%.  
. . :~ . ,  
. . . .  /~ 2 :-/  
• . . . "  
WHERE THERE'S A HILL THERE'S A WAY .TO ENJOY WINTER, whether on a snowmobile, 
skis, sled or toboggan. Cold.weather sporting opportunities have {urned former winter-tlme hiber . . . . . .  
nators into outdoor enthusiasts. Even though motorin~ to winter resorts may be more rigorous, " . . 
-a ear that's i~ept in good condition will get you there every time. (Photo egurtesy of Johnson Motors.) i '  ; . .,. 
" . ' ) " 
• W; Tune-Uplnsuml " Pre- nter  nee , 
Aga inst  Hard  Start.Problem:: . . :  - 
prevent  accidents.  Some estimates state that  10 percent A pre-wtnte~ tune-ul) re- ~" 
of  a l l  fa ta l  accidents can be  a t ldbuted  to  neg lect  o f  mains the motorist's best in- /$  , ,  . ,~  ,,, . .][/FtmUY#D= I - I  " 
maintenance. ~ surance a ~ a i n ~ t L  s t a r t i n g  NO A[ l "e ,  
* * * problems. " ~ H s ~ ~ ' *  " ''''~ ' . ~ "  " ' ": ~i Today, there arc  even stronger easons for good car care. This was o.ne of the:f ind- ~ , ,~  ./ . .  . 
A well-maintained engine, tuned to manufacturer's specifica- ings of the mostrecent  study ~ 
tions, pollutes significantly less than a neglected;one. Even of -hard starting problems :. 
with pollution-reducing improvements on the new cars, main- SparkC°nductedplug Company.Motor- " -  by. Ohamplon ~ ~ Jtil~4;~:~ : ~  . . . .  'ii' :! " - - -  " :  ~ :~ i  
tenants is the key to keeping pollution levels low. tsts in the United States and . * .~ 
Your investment in keeping your Car in condition may be their , ,  winter-t ime start ing • experience-and on mutate- ~! . . . . . .  
the best expenditure you make this season. '- 
Visit y'our favorite service outlet soon to begin reaping the ' .  carsr~anCeduringPerf°rmedthe wint r.Catheir 
rewards of that investment ~ safer, surer pcrformance.fr0m . Results of the survey., in- 
'our car. dicated: • 
Motorists who corrected 
. " - [ hard starting by charging.', 
A Ten  Count  Gu ide  . . .  t their" batteries had Up to .  C:ar . , three, t imes the ,incidence of ~ 
~/  IP ' :a  ' I'"repeated~fallures~thhn*those Your  ; aIetV I WhO had tune,ups performed. 
. . . .  J .  " I Motorists who replaced bat- 
" , , , .  ~--~:~ ,~ ' " . : [  ter ies  t'o correct  starttnl~! 
• F rom t~anaaa ~alely ~=ounc|l i - problems still had from 28 
In boxing,'a 10-count signifies a knockout. In.driving, ac- percent more" ~epeated trou- 
cording to the Canada Safety Council, your car  is subject to ble ( in  the  U.S,) - to 90 per- ~ cen~ more (in Canada) than/  
a 10-cotmt oo. That  is 10 basic safety flaws and shy one o f  tune-up purchasers . . . .  " !!. 
them could count your ear  out of action.. The effect Of pre-winter:  
"/'he Council provides a-l ist of the  following ills and how maintenance was also dam- : .' . . . . . .  : " . . . . .  - .... = ...... ."-',. 
... yott can  d.eteet hem while driving. I t  also suggests  having onstrated in the  surveY In  : Nd:reglowof the. United Stales or canada is immune f romMart~. :  ~ :.:..!. ~,., i:~, ~ 
the symptoms corrected by your ~avorlte service outlet as .~th  ~ UniteS'StateS. 28 nercent~' lag  t roub le ;  Motoi-istSqn warm California or Florldaa~eas likely' .'.- .!: :~:. • 
.. soon as you  detect them. i - ~ ,' i ->  . ' o~'~all . inotoi~lsts "had "~'start- / </o'ha've dilneuliy~as ear owners  in Montana' arid Mieh|gaf i , I f f fae i / :~.  -.~; .~: :'*':. 
? . "  l;-"rh'e'•g~ake p dal sinks ;~lieedsi Check: [or Ioo'se. ing' p/cblemS a£'rlehst ~once.- J mo!orim in ¢oldOntariohave onlyslightly m0re Starfln~t~i6tJLlble:! 'I~- '. t .  ". "'. : 
~' . . . .  . , . . ,£ ,  aM . . . .  ae- li-ht ' ness in front end deles "during.the Winter. Canad ian :  .thantheik'BrltlsltC01umbiaeounterphrts~.ho¢hl6Ya'mild, w lh i~ !I~ i : . i~' 
n e hen (ore aria the two rovlnees In terms of tune-up 
q ~" F ~rm*:m~mf~ nreshure*Th iseou ld  t i v e  s h o c k  a b . ~ r b e r s  o r  car owners, living in a co -, rel!nlat o'W ' p g " P • • 4 . _ . . . .  , • ~ : . . . . . . .  ~ ,  ~ .L " ~ q . ' d" * " 
J~  ~ " '~"~L~L~A-- W'~t" t ;" ;" ' J"  '~''' , r  ,,,,,.a ~,;,~s W;01, slderably colder climate, had:  . pUrehhse~;  tile reason is apparent ;  Ontarm Ires amsn'mctaenL'eyx: ~:: ./ . . , 
'! " : : '  ;'.:=:-,~"~,~,"=¢~'~;',l~'i~',"~, " ,"~-m,[flaT~uv-ra',:g~ . . . . .  < a 27 percent  rate of. : ' .won't' ..tube-ups wl|il¢ Bri.tidt Columbia  has  a low one.  Compared  tO~lhe' , ' ,  . :, " 
. . . . . .  .~.~,m~ : - ,, . , _ . , - .. , .  _ . .  ...... ..i s ta r ts .  * •~ ', , . ~ • '< • ":' l, " U .$ .  averagei Ontario has :about ' f i ve  percent  less s la t t ing  ~eoum~e.: ; - . : . . . .  .~ 
" [ '1 ~ ~ ]  O ~ *  ' ' ' ~ ' 1 ] O a ~ e n r  W h e e l  IO~glllg u p o n  ' ' , , : . "  . ~ = . ' . .  i f f  ,bade"  ~[h'ein ~ *: ' • . . . . .  " [ /  ' " L ~ l l I l • 1 ' 1 " d'  ' ~ ' " ' l ~ . 
- : .  , . . . . .  , , , ,  ~¢~ l~ lkC l&v£- / l l  ~ i~ ~ m ~  - - , . . ,  . :~=,. • , 
:.. :*:2,.The.eros pu l i s  sons ,a l l y  . l i ght  app l i ca t ion ,  o f  the . ,  , ,_. . ' -~.'^;aa,. ,  ~:^ Chum"Ion " . . . .  . ,  ^'..^.~. i  n;,~.;.,~ ~xtat~.d~ivers. : ~:- : ~:• . : .  *,~ . . . . . . . . . .  ,. " 
• " ' : In  ~ l id~i  ' v h ~ n ' d m a .  ' L - - | . - -  qPh .  .g . , .g  ; .  f lU3 ,  r~¢¢uxuua~,  u ,  i f .  , , "  g i g ~ ¥  ¢wz~o' ,agr  ~. ,~a~.v ,  ~ . . . . . . . .  . ~.. - ' . ,  • " , '~- . -  ", • , - 
' ,  ..... *- ,~. "o~::.,tz.,,,uses. in  ' - - ' "  " "- * ; ~ ""' : is • the comparat ive rate L.o Canadar ~ had.  four  .percent . The message see n~-to read~,  ....... , 
. ~' .  ~ . " , g a . . ~ . . Z  m m a u z ~  ~m - r O D S D !  O l oony  o r  l eaK-  • d ' . . . . . .  " " ' " ' ' ' . . . . .  " " " ' ~ . . . . . . . . .  ' " ~ L .~ *, : d d ' ' ' :. : : :,~*~_,~ ~=~.*:~g=., . , : . . '  " P .. Y ,  tune-up purchases In  the-  less diff icult iesthan Callfor-**.' for trouble-free winter drl#,~:. L ~ ":  ~ " = 
' . ,  '~ ~:auuu:  p [  wu~a a . ~ -  log  O l l  SSh  " ' ' " ' ' t ev  : . . . . . .  " ' i t e U r '~' ~ "' '" " . . . . . .  r ' h .:: ..... ~"-mznt: ";~':.l;'~mka llnin~ • ' - _ . .. , ,  . : . .  , U.S., less:than one ou 0f .-:.- -nla, Oregon and .:Washington Ang ST~.  T.w th a . tm~ P£,,7. . !  ..... . ' . 
.-, , .  :. , ' '~tz . '1 - : - - -7" ;~_  or  ~ .  ', - "~.-soo,.muen :pray in me,  : erythreemotor ls ts  (33:lper-, - " "  " " ' "  ' ' '  : '  : " : L :~ ~ :  " ~ ~ " " . '  ' ', ' ". : *  ,~1 
. . . . . . .  ,worn ,  on  o n e m  © " in  wh i l  d r lv ln  ' " ' "  " '  " " : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ' " : '  ::.~,~.>~,~,~ m, ,ram s;d~, both s,teer g ~ . e .  , .  g .  cent). ]purchased a,,pre~w!n-~ - ~ ~  ~,  . . . . .  ..... DOUBLE TROUBLE... "~.~r~+. . . . . . .  . :  
,~g ,~: .'~,.,..~-,~-,-~'r;-;-- ;-';~ . improper  t i re -muoUon - *~.*".i~i"~"Un" In ,  Canada 41 6 - I ~ : .  , ;' I . .  . \ ~ " . I ; :~ . . . .  :~ . . . . . . . . .  : ~.;'~, " -:.o~- : ,. *; .,,!,-.' : '  
':,.:.1 " ~ : . ~ '  .., ":,. ; I " .d rneathon  emtssi6ns:~from[~a":~: ,:..<:~%:;.,: ...u 
f r .  
..... .,.. : . . . . . . . . . . .  . < .................. , : , . , .  ,_ .  ~;~.:~.: . ....... :,-~..~i.!::-~.,.:. ! . ,! i!,!./i/,i~i>:,/ : ! , . .  ,. /~ ~ : ' : . "  .. " , .  ) , ;  ,7  : , . ' :  . =,~ " = - " ' "  . ~, L,' " '  ' .  ' ,  " • " . . . . . . .  ' ' " . . . . .  , ; '~ :~:  . • =" ' " '  / ' '  " !:~![ 
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inew/tmmc:. ,  safety, program::" .  
~, :designed topr0vide : ldent i f l ,  'mor~ 
:.cation: and reinforcement0f andl 
:.. safe:-drivlng, atfltikdes.-andi. :chot 
/ 'techniques. Ca l led  ;DrlVo;! / "app 
T~T;:'!t.' iS. th~ 'nation s f i rst  pus] 
- automated" drivers'" :. l|cense cho 
:!::t~S~;. : : " : : ,  .-, :.~':: ~ . : :  , . .  - , . '  trot 
• ::..i.The.,.. new • :~exa~inat ion; .  so le  
attitudes ', :. After each. quest 
, . :ast~St- : ,  - Will ..~H •which 
:20  separate, t 
and bui lds 
and-sa fe~: : -  
C ~rea fo r "dean l  
• shop Will bften 
s an  in -  pa lm job  on  yo~ ~ar, she De.  
:'"" V imiso  Company offe~ the tO]- . " 
l ow~ dps .on  how tO make ~.-  : .": '. :'." 
~" ~ :'r~''"'~" "" ~ ~OU S~ one. 1, Pick a shop - 
e s t  :d i J l t 'd l  bgo~Y.  "•~ld l | ' l • l~  , i lp l l 'O~• .. 
.... - : l ome~r~ mllef,,~tiois :w i th" lh l  • . 
• tea f e lean l lUeu .  IA  d~p~r .  -,. 
.~. m ohen:  meai~,; a .d'olpl~: :, ..- 
moi 'o fo r  I I  
P~7av~o . -, .. : - - - 
/~:.'.::.:.:: ,',:-;. ';~ • .~ .:..: . . . . . .  . 
~esponder. -H is  ~ ,'- ~l l l i~ l~ lN~.  " :-. . , 
insmitted el~- : q i l l l [ l~t l~ i~ • 
~ Central con- . . ' ,  ~ / l l l i l l l l l~  . . ", 
DrivoTEST.: ~S.. : ~':~"~'Ji~lb]LaD~] _~.  , . - 
h"aoswer .was  .:::-:..~- -,.. , ...... / '. . ' 
ses :~owled~e'  : "  ~/ l l~ , l~ ,~ l~ i  • _ .  . : : - ,  • 
iS not :de~n~d •. /.. ~ $~l l i I ' l I~ l  ~ ~ . .  
Iowa.wflIeon-. , . . ~  • ta lWaIS ,~a i  .." .. 
d,.on-tue~;road • .~ IV~ ' ~ ~ . "i 
...... l' . . . . .  
:: :/,.~: -.. "., ~,'. 
m 
:TRUOK:, TIRE ,.I : 
• v ¸ --~ . 
".:I"iCHEC~ 
HEY 
,:///:;::::'ii~:~i:~!/~ :/ <:':i :ii ~i ! !::~ 
.!il.'J~: ¸ J .~-:: :~:•• ' "  ,::'~. ~ ' : ,  '.'::':~CI 
:~:~ i:!~',~ : . i:~ ~ ~: ;!:,,':/: :i ~: ', : /~  
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